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- ABSTRACT ] 

The work commences with consideration of a linear 

sequence of two reactions, each catalyzed by an enzyme of 

the Michaelis-Menten type. The steady-state differential 
I 

l equations are integrated using an approach employing 

Maclaurin \polynomials to yield a solution, in open' form, 

which expresses the concentrations of each reactant and of 

final product as explicit functions of time. The 

formulation suggests that experimentally available results 

of the increase of final product concentration with time 

be plotted with t 2 as the abscissa, since the slope of 

the limiting tangent to this curve, drawn as t approaches 

zero, is then given by a defined analytical function from 

which the steady-state kinetic parameters relating to ,the 

first enzyme catalyzed reaction may readily be evaluated. 

The analysis procedure is extended by considerAtion of the 

following: {1) more than two enzymes in a linear sequence; 

(2) mechanisms involving ~ingle substrates other than the 

simple Michaelis-Menten mechanism (especially those 

pertaining to control phenomena); (3) reactions involving 

enzymes acting on two substrates (Appendix I); and (4) 

sequences of reactions forming a cycle (Appendix I). The 

general finding emerges that in all ·cases a plot of final 

product concentration versus time raised to the power of 

the number of reactions in the sequence, Le construclt.:d 

to permit evaluation of the slope of the limiting tangent: 

this slope is given by an analytical function which 

specifies the contribution to final product formation of 

the steady-state kinetic parameters of each of the enzymes 

involved. 
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The above concepts embodied in Chapter II were explored 

in relation to consecutive reactions catalyzed by arginase 

and urease. As a prelude to this study the physico-chemical 

properties of beef liver arginase were determined and are 
I 

reported in Chapter III. · In addition to confirming 

previously established values of basic parameters such as 

molecul~r weight (il4,000) and of establishing others such 

as the apparent specific volume (0.734 g-1ml), the findings 

in Chapter III also show that arginase does not dissociate 

on dilution to concentration levels generally employed in 

enzymic assays, and that it does not heterogeneously 

associate with sulphite modified urease in environments 

used for kinetic analysis. Accordingly, the arginase-urease 
) 

couple was judged suitable as a system to explore the 
• 

application of the theory presented in Chapter II. A report 

on the kinetic studies is given in Chapter IV where it is 

concluded that the suggested analysis procedure is indeed 

pertinent to results obtained in a coupled assay. While the 

results also confirm the suggestion that the urease and 

arginase do not heterogeneously associate, the opportunity 

is taken at the end of Chapter IV to formulate theory 

pertaining to the effect of enzyme-enzyme interaction on 

results obtained in coupled assays. It is shown, for 

example, that such an interaction between two enzymes which 

exhibit Michaelis-Menten kinetics when studied alone, can 

result in behaviour paralleling that found when an enzyme 

of the Michaelis-Menten type is coupled with one of the 

control type. The finding is discussed in relation to 

possible biological implications and to experimental 

detectio11 of such macromolecular interactions by simple 
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~inetic measurements. 

Chapter V commences with a characterization of the 

molecular and kinetic properties of beef liver 

argininosuccinase. The physico-chemical findings include 
. 

support for the suggestion that the enzyme, of molecular 

weight 203,000, comprises four ellipsoidal subunits 

"' arranged with tetrahedral o2 symmetry: dissociation of 

the 203,000 unit does not occur in the environment and 
l 

I 

I 

j 

11 

1 

dilution range used for the conduct of subsequent kinetic 

experiments. The kinetic findings indicate that the 

Eadie-Hofstee plot obtained with argininosuccinate as 

11 

initial substrate is not linear, as suggested previ ously, 

but is interpretable in terms of models which involve 
, 

either cooperativity (both positive and negative) between 
• 

the active sites, or isomerization of the enzyme with 

preferential binding of substrate to one isomeric state 

which possesses two non-equivalent sites. The reverse 

reaction with · arginine and fumarate as initial substrates 

was less extensively investigated but application of 

numerical integration methods permitted estimation of the 

relevant steady-state kinetic parameters. Both physico

chemical (sedimentation veloci t y) and kinetic (coupled 

a s say) findings show that arginase and argininosuccinase 

I do not form a comp lex in the environments studie d. 

I Chapter V concludes with a description of fluxes 

associated with the urea cycle and utilizes parameters 

found for arginase and argininosuccinase together with 

li t erature values for ornithine transcarbamylase and 

argininosuccinate synthet~se in a nwnerical integration of 

1 flux equations. The integration is considered in r e la tion 

1: 

I, 

.. 

' . 
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to -both steady-state differential rate equations and to a 

more extensive set which does not assume a steady-state 

lV 

of enzyme-substrate complexes. It is concluded that both 

approaches lead to the same intermediate metabolite pattern, 

defined as the concentration of relevant species, found as 

early as 10 sec from the time of commencement of the 

1

, operation of the cycle. Specified kinetic parameters are 

modified in an attempt to simulate certain inborn errors of 

1 metabolism, the resulting intermediate metabolite patterns 

being correlated with observed clinical-biochemical findings. 

Although it is stressed throughout this Section that 

II 

! I, 

I 

several clearly specified assumptions must necessarily be 

made, it is felt that the results demonstrate the 

potentiality in both explanatory and predictive areas. 

l 

I 

I 

. . 
A basic theme of the work is the expression of the 

concentrations of species in consecutive reactions as a 

function of time, either by applying numerical integration 

methods or by utilizing Maclaurin polynomial expansions 

of the relevant differential equations to obtain open 

solutions. The theme is continued in Appendix II where it 

is shown that application of Laplace-Carson transforms 

may lead in certain circumstances to closed solutions 

describing both pre-steady- and steady-states. 



Considerable interest has been shown in the kinetic 

behaviour of consecutive reactions catalyzed by enzymes in 

solution (Garfinkel, Garfinkel, Pring, Green and Chance, 

1. 

1970; Tschudy and Bonkowsky, 1972; Heinrich and Rapoport, 

1974a,b; Rapoport, Heinrich, Jacobasch and Rapoport, 1974). There 

are two basic reasons for this interest. First, metabolic 

pathways considered as sequences of reactions in linear or 

cyclic array may be examined in terms of the concentrations 

of intermediate compounds as a function of time (e.g. 

Garfinkel and Hess, 1964) or of initial substrate 

concentration (London, 1966). Secondly, the use of coupled 

enzymic assays is of wide occurence in laboratory practice, 

a situation which has arisen since it is not convenient to 

monitor the concentrations of either substrates or products 

of certain enzymes studied alone. This work is concerned 

with both aspects, but that of in vitP o coupled enzymic 

assays is considered first slnce these form the simplest 

examples of the operation of linear sequences of reactions. 

One established method for the conduct of a coupled 

enzymic assay, .involving- two enzymes, proceeds in two stages, 

a denaturing agent being introduced to terminate the first 

reaction prior to the adjustrncnL of environmental condition s 

and introduction of the second enzyme. The procedure is 

laborious, introduces dllution steps and requires controls 

to ensure that complete conversion of the first substrate 

to the final product has been achieved. There are obvious 

advantages in employing a reaction mixture in which both 

enzymes o~erate together. This is done in the second 

established procedure for conducting a coupled assay, 

typified by the work of McClure (1969) and Easterby (1973), 



2. 

which utilizes a relatively large concentration of the 

second enzyme in an attempt to mainta i n a low and steady

state concentration of the intermediate compound. With the 

additional assumption that the amounts of substrates bound 

to the enzymes are small it may be shown, by differentiating 

the equation expressing conservation of mass, that the rate 

of depletion of initial substrate equals the rate of 

formation of final product. This procedure is limited by 

the following considerations: (1) since the kinetic parameters 

of the first enzyme are unknown there is little to guide 

the experimenter in the choice of the concentration of the 

second enzyme, to ensure a steady-state of the intermediate 

compound; (2) the procedure is inapplicable if active sites 

catalyzing consecutive reactions, reside on the same protein 

molecule (e.g. Koch, Shaw and Gibson, 1971, 1972); and (3) 

there is a danger tbat the two enzymes may heterogeneously 

associate to form a complex exhibiting different catalytic 

activity than the unbound forms of the enzymes (Hess and 

Boiteux, 1972) and in this instance the use of an excess of 

the second enzyme is clearly undesirable if the kinetic 

parameters pertaining to the unbound form of the first 

enzyme are being sought. A third established method 

attempts to fit the curve of concentration of final product 

versus time obtained experimentally (with no particular 

restriction on the enzyme concentrations employed) with 

theoretical curves simulated by numerically integrating 

the differential rate equations describing the consecutive 

reactions (Curtis and Chance, 1972; Bates and Frieden, 1973). 

It suffe~s from the disadvantage that sets of kinetic 
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parmneters must be selected for the simulation, and these 

sets might have to include parameters describing 

complicating effects, such as product inhibition, if results 

obtained at relatively long times are to be fitted. One 

purpose of the present work is to formulate an alternative 

means for the interpretation of results obtained from a 

coupled enzymic assay. Thus in Chapter II the possibility 

is explored that the concentration of all reactants in a 

sequence may be expressed as explicit analytical functions 

of time. Such expressions are obtained and are examined 

in the limit as t approaches zero (when no inhibition 

effects operate) to define a procedure for interpreting 

the available experimental results directly without 

recourse to numerical integration (although this proves to 

be a useful complementary procedure). In addition it will 

be shown that the formulation of such expressions permits 

corrunent on the effects of coupling enzymes of the control 

and Michaelis-Menten types and on enzyme-enzyme interactions. 

The integration procedure is based on the use of Maclaurin 

polynomials and assumes a steady-state of all enzyme

substrate complexes, but not necessarily of intermediate 

compounds: it is therefore applicable to coupled assays 

involving a single protein with two active sites and .does 

not place restriction on the enzyme concentrations when two 

separate enzymes are involved. For simplicity of 

presentation, the development in Chapter II is in terms of 

enzymes acting on single substrates; but the procedure is 

generalized in Appendix I, to encompass two substrate and 

cyclic sequences of reactions. Consideration is also given 

to analytical expressions which describe the concentration 



of final product as a function of time in the pre-steady

state period (Appendix II). 

4. 

It was decided to explore the theoretical concepts 

presented in Chapter II with an expe rimental kinetic study 

of a coupled assay where the final product concentration 

could be estimated with precision. This and the additional 

requirement that the individual enzymes could be studied 

separately, was met by the system in which arginase 

(L-arginine amidino hydrolase, E.C.3.5.3.1) catalyzed the 

conversion of arginine to ornithine and urea, and urease 

(urea amido hydrolase, E.C.3.5.1.5) hydrolyzed urea to form 

ammonium and bicarbonate ions in solution. It is of 

historical interest that this particular coupled assay was 

employed in studies with arginase as early as 1924 (Hunter 

and Dauphinee, 1924). As a prelude to this kinetic 

investigation it was necessary to physico-chemically 

characterize arginase: the behaviour of urease in solution 

is well documented (Creeth and Nichol, 1960; Nichol and 

Creeth, 1963; Marniya and Gorin, 1965; Lynn, 1967; Blakely, 

Webb and Zerner, 1969; Reithel, 1971). Chapter IIIcomrnences 

with a review of the relevant background theory pertaining 

to the physico-chemical methods employed, and continues 

with a description of the method us e d to prepare arginase 

from beef liver which was based on that described by 

Hare 11 and Sokolovsk.y ( 19 7 2) . The res ults of the 

characterization which follow are compared with the recent 

findings of Harell and Sokolovsky (1972) and others (Hirsch

Kolb, Heine, Kolb and Greenberg, 1970; Vielle-Breitburd and 

Orth, 1972) and in extending these pay particular attention 

to the aggregation state of arginase at high dilution and 
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to the possibility that complex formation, between arginase 

and urease, might complicate the interpretation of the 

coupled assay kinetic results which are reported in 

Chapter IV. 

It is timely to note that a second theme of this work 

is the study of the ornithine-urea cycle enzymes, arginase 

and argininosuccinase (L-argininosuccinate arginine lyase, 

E.C.4.3.2.1); for the studies begun in Chapters III and IV 

with arginase are extended in Chapter V to consider the 

coupled reaction catalyzed by argininosuccinase and 

arginase. It is relevant therefore to outline briefly 

the available information on the occurence and postulated 

biological roles of these enzymes. 

It is now well established, by the use of sensitive 

assay procedures for arginase (Van Slyke and Archibald, 

1946; Ceriotti and Spandrio, 1963) that the occurence of 

the enzyme is wide spread in relation to both different 

tissues and different species (Reddy and Campbell, 1970; 

Carlisky, Sadnik and Menendez, 1972). This point was 

not appreciated in earlier studies which used relatively 

insensitive assays (Richet, 1894, 1897; Kassel and Dakin, 

1904a,b; Baldwin, 1936) where for example it was 

erroneously thought that the enzyme was absent from the 

livers of uricotelic animals (Clementi, 1914, 1919). The 

most abundant source of arginase is marrunali an liver 

(Fuchs, 1921) where its role in the ornithine-urea cycle 

is now well known (Krebs and Henseleit, 1932). The 

existence, to a greater or lesser degree, of arginase in 

virtually· every other mammaljan tissue (Levin, 1971) where 

frequently the other enzyme members of Lhe urea cycle are 



not present (Mepham and Linzell, 1966, 1967) suggests the 

possibility of several alternative metabolic roles for 

arg1nase. The second most abundant source of arginase is 

mammary tissue (Folley and Greenbaum, 1946) where its 

activity is especially high during lactation (Glass and 

Knox, 1973). Arginase produces ornithine which in turn 

6 • 

is converted by the coordinately induced ornithi.ne 

aminotransferase to yield finally praline. The implication 

is that praline provided by this source is beneficial to 

infant growth. Another source of arginase is brain 

tissue where, unlike its cytoplasmic distribution in 

the liver, it is found associated with nuclei (Davtyan 

and Bunyatyan, 1970). It has been suggested that this 

arginase may interact with arginine containing histones 

which themselves interact with DNA to perform a role in 

the control of DNA transcription and cellular 

differentiation. Another interesting discovery was that 

arginase levels are greatly enhanced in the skin of rabbits 

infected with Shope papilloma virus (Rogers, 1959). The 

enzyme is coded for by the viral genome and has no metal 

requirement. The virus which is said to be non-pathogenic 

in humans, has been used (as initially suggested by Rogers 

in 1964) in attempts to treat patients suffering from 

Hyperarginaemia, a congenital deficiency of arginase 

(Colombo, Terheggen, Lowenthal, Van Sande and Rogers, 1973). 

It is clear that certain of these postulated roles for 

arginase are somewhat speculative and the significance 

of the iso-enzyme pattern found with rat (Porembska, 

Jachimowicz and Gasiorowska, 1971; Farron, 1973) is as 

yet unclear. In this connection it is noted that the 



present studies concentrate solely on an electro

phoretically homogeneous single species of arginase found 

in beef liver and comment will only be made on the role 

of the enzyme in the ornithine-urea cycle which is now 

established without doubt. 

Argininosuccinase is the most recently discovered 

enzyme associated with the ornithine-urea cycle (Ratner, 

Anslow and Petrack, 1953) and its substrate, arginino

succinate was the last component of the cycle to be 

positively identified (Ratner and Petrack, 1953). It is 

7 . 

not surprising therefore that less is known about its 

distribution although it is known to occur in microorganisms 

(Walker, 1953; Newmeyer, 1957) as part of an arginine 

biosynthetic pathway. It is not the aim of this work to 

search for possible alternative roles for argininosuccinase, 

but rather to corunent on its physico-chemical characteristics 

and kinetic behaviour. Reports on these aspects are given 

at the beginning of Chapter V where, as with arginase, 

information is provided which permits correlation with 

earlier findings (Ratner, 1973) and conclusions are drawn 

pertaining to its behaviour at high dilution in frontal 

gel chromatography, and in sedimentation velocity in the 

presence of arginase. 

The remainder of Chapter Vis concerned with the 

topic mentioned at the beginning of this introduction, the 

consideration of sequences of enzyme catalyzed reactions 

comprising a metabolic pathway. Thus the results obtained 

with arginase and argininosuccinase are combined with 

information obtained from the literature on ornithine 

transcarbamylase (carbamylphosphate L-ornithine carbamy-
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transferase,E.C.2.1.3.3) and argininosuccinate synthetase 

(L-citrulline: L-aspartate ligase, (AMP} E.C.6.3.4.5), in 

an attempt to numerically integrate a set of differential 

equations describing internal fluxes within the ornithine

urea cycle and external fluxes related to it. The purpose 

of performing such numerical simulations was to determine 

the concentrations of certain intermediary metabolites 

which might pertain to the operation of the cycle in 

normal circumstances, and in patients suffering from 

certain inborn errors of metabolism, relating to the kinetic 

parameters of the enzymes concerned. It must be stated 

at the outset that, as with similar simulations, of the 

glycolytic pathway (Garfinkel and Hess, 1964) and glycogen 

synthesis (London, 1966), several assumptions must be made. 

At the same time it will become apparent that the 

simulations do lead to the formulation of intermediate 

metabolite patterns whi.ch correspond to those observed in 

clinical syndromes and, perhaps of even greater interest, 

suggest the potentiality of using such simulations in the 

predictive-diagnostic area. It could also be noted that 

this Section represents the first at tempt to describe, in 

kinetic terms, this particular metabolic pathway which is 

a vital one, as a detoxification process, in the body. 

In general terms the particular calculations to be 

presented serve to illustrate some o f the broad concepts 

which have been evolved in an attempt to give a descriptive 

and all-encompassing view of fluxes and their control 

within pathways (Hearon, 1949a,b, 1950,a,b and 1953; 

Waley, 1964; Kaeser and Burn s , 1973; Reich and Sel'kov, 

1974; Heinrich and Rapoport, 1974a,b; Rapoport, Heinrich, 
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Jacobasch and Rapoport, 1974). 

In sununary, the aims of this thesis are four-fold. 

(1) To develop equations which will aid in the interpretation 

of coupled enzymic assay results and clearly display the 

combined effects of t he enzyme s present in terms of 

kinetic parameters appropriate to the particular 

mechanisms associated with each enzyme. 

(2) To apply these ideas to the coupled systems arginase

urease and argininosuccinase-arginase and to extend them 

to explore the possibility that enzyme-enzyme interactions 

(or lack of them) may be detected with kinetic measurements. 

(3) To utilize the quantitative information obtained in 

the characterization of arginase and argininosuccinase to 

explore the kinetic behaviour of the sequence of reactions 

which comprise the o:rni.thine -·urea cycle. 

(4) To conunent generally on the relation between the 

concentrations of the final product of a reaction sequence, 

and time, in terms of open, closed, and numerically 

obtained solutions. 



CHAPTER II 

STEADY-STATE KINETICS OF CONSECUTIVE ENZYME --·-·--,-----------

CATALYZED REACTIONS INVOLVING SINGLE SUBSTRATES: 

THEORY 
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The purpose of the present Chapter is to present sets 

of differential rate equations, describing sequential 

enzyme catalyzed reactions, and to formulate approaches 

for their integration. The solutions obtained describe 

the time dependence of the concentrations of initial 

substrate, intermediate compounds, and final product. 

It will be seen that these relations are useful for obtain

ing kinetic parameters from experimental results, in 

elucidating enzyme-enzyme interactions, and in correlating 

the new approaches to be presented with established 

procedures for the conduct and interpretation, of for 

example, a coupled assay (Easterby, 1973; McClure, 1969; 

Bergmeyer, 1953). rrhe Chapter conunences by considering 

the simplest possible scheme, where two enzymes of the 

Michaelis-Menten type, E1 
El E2 

and E2 catalyze the consecutive 

S , in which the product of the p 
reaction S 

1 
· > S 

2 
----~ 

first reaction 1.s the substrate for the second reaction 

which produces the final product Sp. The integration 

procedures are therefore introduced in the simplest possible 

context prior to their application to more complicated 

reaction schemes, which may certainly operate in practice. 

1. 

(a) 

Coupled systems involving two enzymes of the 

Michaelis-Menten typ~. 

The differential rate equation~ 

A full description of the coupled system may be written 

as follows, 

kl k 2 
El + sl --.:.. E1Sl ·----), El + S2 -.::;----· (II - la) 

k -1 
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k3 k4 

E2 + S2 
_ _____;,. 

E2S2 E + s (II lb) ----~ -2 p 
k -3 

where the symbol k denotes a rate constant. 

A full set of rate equations written in terms of the 

individual rate constants may readily be written, but the 

analytical integration of this set is possible only in 

special cases (Appendix II), or in general by numerical 

methods. Thus it would be possible to present particular 

numerical illustrations of the time dependence (including 

the pre-steady-state) of the concentrations of the 

compounds S. (i = 1,2 or p) and of the enzyme-substrate 
l. 

complexes. The use of such numerical examples will be 

discussed later. It is however possible to integrate in 

more general terms a set of differential equations which 

have been written, assuming that each of the enzyme

substrate complexes is in a steady-state. In these terms 

the rate equations may be written as, 

+ 

d[S ]t 
• !2_ :::: + 

dt 

Vl[S1Jt 
·--

(Kl+[Sl]t) 

Vl[Sl]t 

(:Kl+[Sl]t) 

V2[S2]t 

(K2+[S2]t) 

V2[S2]t 

(K2+ [S2] t) 

(II - 2a) 

(II - 2b) 

(II - 2c) 

where v1 and v2 are the maximal velocities, k
2

[E
1

J
0 

and 

k 4 [E 2 ]
0 

respectively, and K1 and K
2 

are Michaelis constants 

given respectively by K1 = (k_
1 

+ k
2
)/k

1 
and K

2 
= (k_

3
+k

4
)/k

3
. 
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Equations (II-2a and b) follow rrom the Briggs-~aldane 

treatment (Briggs and Haldane, 1925) for which a steady

state of enzyme-substrate complexes is assumed, while 

equation (II -2c) ls obtained directly by differentiation 

of the conservation of mass condition; 

(II - 2d) 

I t is noted that a steady-state of the intermediate 

compound s 2 has not been assumed, but that it is implicit 

in equation (1I-2d) that the amounts of substrates bound 

to the enzymes is negligible. Equation (1I-2d) also 

gives the initiaJ condition that at t = o, (S
2
Jt = o, arid 

[Sp]t = o. These initial conditions will be used in the 

integration of the set of non-linear differential 

equations (equation II-2) 

as a function of time. 

to give [S.]t (i = 1,2 or p) 
l -

(b) Methods of integration 

( i) Expansion of the logarithn,ic terrr,. Eq ua ti on 

(II-2a) may be directly integrated by separating the 

variables to give (Dixon and Webb, 1958), 

( 

[ s J \ 
1 t 

( [ S ] - [ S ] ) - K - ln ·--- ) 
lo 1 t 1 [S] 

1 0 

{II - 3) 

This equation is valid only over the time domain in v1hich 

the enzyme-substrate complex can be considered to be in 

an approximate steady-state, a point ,hich has been 

considered by many wo kers, (Laidler, 1955; Hammes, 1962; 

alter and Morales, 1964; Walter, 1966; org, 1965). 

It emerges that equation (II-3) cannot pertain at very 

early times (the pre-steady-state period) or at very long 
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times when the percentage depletion of substrate is very 

large. Laidler and Bunting (1973) have suggested that in 

general the steady-state hypothesis is satisfactory 

provided [S 1 1t / [E1 Jt exceeds 10 3 : this however is only 

an approximate guide since the value of d[E
1

s
1
Jt/dt (which 

equals (d[E1 s1 Jt/d[S 1 Jt) (d[S 1 Jt/dt) and must be less than 

(d [ s1 ] t/dt) ( [E 1 ] 
0

/K1 ) ) also depends on the value of K
1

. 

Figure (II-1) explores the applicability of equation 

(II-3) in relation to a particular system. The solid 

curve was computed using equation (II-3) and is compared 

with that obtained by nmnerically integrating the rate 

equations pertinent to equation (II-la) (dots) in which 

a steady-state of the enzyme-substrate complex E
1
s

1 
was 

not assumed. With the parameters chosen the pre-steady

state was of such short duration that it could not be 

represented graphically in Figure (II-1) with the result 

that for both treatments the percentage depletion of 

substrate was described by the solid line until only 

approximately 0.1% of the initial substrate remained : the 

slight deviation of the non-steady-state solution at this 

point, however, is too small to be shown in Figure (II-1). 

It could be noted in relation to this example, where the 

parameters we re chosen to resemble those pert.inent to 

arginase catalysis, that ninety nine percent of the 

substrate was depleted in approximately seven seconds. 

This short time arose because a value of [E
1

]
0 

of 

1 x 10-
6
~, much larger than utilized in experimental work 

to be pr~sented, was selecte d in ord r to minimize the 

computing ti1tLe of the elaborat e programme which involved 
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Figure II - 1 

A comparison of the depletion of substrate with time 

predicted by steady-state and pre-steady-state treatments. 

The solid line refers to a Michaelis-Menten mechanism 

-3 ([S 1 J
0 

= lxlO M, 

Kl= 5.165xl0- 3M) 

-3 -1 v1 = 3.3xl0 Msec , and 

and was computed using equation (II-3) 

which assumes a steady-state of the enzyme-substrate 

complex. The same result was obtained by numerically 

integrating equation (II-2a). The solid points were found 

by numerically integrating the differential rate equations 

corresponding to equation (II-la) without assuming a 

steady-state of the enzyme-substrate complex. The latter 

-3 calculations were performed with [S
1

]
0 

= lxlO M; 

7 -1 5 -1 3 -1 k 1 = 2.0xlO Msec ; k_ 1 = l.OxlO sec ; k
2 

- 3.3xl0 sec ; 

-6 
[E 1 J

0 
= lxlO M, chosen to correspond to the Michaelis-

Menten parameters cited above. 
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the Gear subroutine DIFSUB for handling stiff differential 

equations (Gear, 1969). The important point emerges, 

however, that the illustration in Figure (II-1} confirms 

the previous prediction that equation (II-3) 1s valid 

10
3

. At the 

same time it is noted that equation (II-3) expresses 

[S 1 J t as an implicit function of t, (i.e. t == t([S
1
J)), a 

format which is not useful in relation to further 

integration of equation (II-2). 

In order to obtain [S 1 ]t as an explicit function oft 

it is required to expand the logarithmic t~rm to obtain 

l 
+ .•• + ( - 1) n 

2 

[Sl]o - [Sl]t 

[ S 1 Jo 

[ S ] - [ S J )n l 1 0 1 t .. - -·~ 
[Sl]o n + • · 1 

(II - 4) 

Application of the ratio t es t shows that this series 

converges absolutely for all [S
1
Jt if [S

1
]t c (o,2[S

1
]

0
), 

which is non-restrictive since [S
1
]t always satisfies 

these conditions experimentally. The series for ln . 
lS 

rapidly convergent, so it is reasonable to truncate the 

series after the squared term and still obtain a 

reasonably accurate expression. 'I'he result of such 

truncation is~ quadratic in [S
1
Jt, which can be solved 

for [S 1Jt,and after expansion of the square root of the 

discriminant, the following expression obtains, 

Vl[Sl]ot 

(Kl+[Sl]o) 
+ 

v12K1[S1]ot2 

(Kl+[S1]o)32 
(II - 5) 
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Retention of higher degree terms in equation (II-4) gives 

polynomials in (S 1 Jt which do not yield an accessible 

general solution. Moreover this method of integration, 

which involves a double expansion is inapplicable to 

equation (II -2b) and thus, while equation (II-5) may 

reasonably describe the depletion of initial substrate, 

in order to obtain the time dependence of !S
2
Jt and [Sp)t, 

an alternative method of integration must be found. 

(ii) .!E._te<;1rati.922._in se1:2:..'::~· Th.is method assumes 

that (Si]t (i = 1, 2 or p) can be expressed as an infinite 

power series in the dependent variab le t, convergent for 

values oft in a domain about t = o. 

+ • • • + A tn + ••• (II - 6) n 

It suffices to illustrate the application of equation 

(II-6) in relation to [S 1Jt for which equation (1I-2a) 

may be rewritten as, 

< l> < 1> 

- 0 (II - 7a) 

where <l> denotes the first derivative with respect to time. 

Application o f equation (II - 7a) requires evaluation of 
<l> 

[S 1 Jt, [S 1 Jt and their product which follow directly 

from equation (II-6) 

<l > 

2 
t + • • • 

( 

n 
+ I. 

J-0 

. • . + A tn + 
n • • • 

·t- • • • +(n+l)An+ltn + 

(j+l)A .+lA . ) t
11 + ... J n-J 

(II - 7b) 

. . . 
(II - 7c) 

(II - 7d) 
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It is possible to substitute the latter 

three equations, into equation (II-7a) and to expand each 

term to form a new power series int : each coefficient 

of this series is now equated wit.h zero to yield explicit 

expressions for A1 , A2 , to An. Application of this method 

leads to equation (II-8) 

+ 

Vl[Sl]ot 

(Kl+[SlJo) 
+ 

V 
2

K [SJ t 2 
1 1 1 o 

vl 3Kl(S1) o (2(S1J o - Kl) t3 
.,_____ --~--- _____ F _ __ _ 

(Kl+[S1Jo)s 3! 

V 
4

K [S] (K -
2 

-- 8K [S] + 6[S] 2 )t 4 
+ _l____l___ _l o 1 l 1 o 1 o 

4 ! 
-t- • • • (II - 8) 

It is irmnediately note d that the first three terms of this 

equation are those of equation (II-5) and that the present 

method has generated even higher terms. Nevertheless it is 

a cumbersome procedure and one extremely difficult, but not 

impossible, to apply ln the - valuation of (S
2
Jt and [Spit 

from equations (II-2b and c). When it is recalled that the 

latter equations pertain to only one particular model, the 

need for a more easily applied method becomes even more 

apparent. 

(iii) Maclaurin r:olynomials.. Since the concentration 

of each species S. (i = 1,2 or p) in a reaction scheme can l 

be described by a continuous and differentiable function 

int, it may be expressed as a Taylor series whose 

coefficients are evaluated at the origin (i.e. a Maclaurin 

polynomial (Maclaurin, 1742) ,) 



" 1 > 
- [S.] + [S . ] 

l O l 0 

<n > 

t + [S ] 
i 0 

+ . 

17. 

. . 

+ [ s.] 
l 0 

tn 
n! + . (II - 9) 

where again <> denotes the order of the derivative with 

respect to time. The value of [S
1

]
0 

used in evaluating 

<l> 
[S 1 ]

0 
directly from equation (II-2) will be visualized 

as the concentration of the first species prior to the 

commencement of the reaction, implying as is frequently 

and reasonably done, that the amount of s
1 

bound to E
1 

is 

small, and that a neqligibl e amount of s
2 

is formed 

during the first, pre-steady-state period of extremely 

short duration. Expressions for other first derivatives 

are directly obtainable from equation (II-2} simply by 

placing [Si]t = [Si]
0

• Expressions for higher order 

derivatives are more difficult to obtain since they 

require successive differentiation of equation (II-2) 

prior to the substitution [S.] 1 = (S . ] . This procedure 
l :: l 0 

is however facilitated by noting that equation (II-2) 

involves only terms of the f orm Vi[Si]t/(Ki + [Si]t) 
<2 > < 3 > 

whereupon express ions for [Si] t and [Si] t for example, 

involve only the respective terms, 

<l> 
V. K . [S.] t 

l l l 
and 

. < 2 ,, 

Vi Ki [ [Si]t (K . +[S.]t) 
l l 

(K.+[S.]t)3 
l . l 

(II - 10) 



Expressions in terms of [S~J and 
..l 0 

o:. = 

TABLE II - 1 

(Kl + [Sl] o) for successive derivatives of equation 

(II - 9) for the consecutive enzyme system s 1~ s
2

---;t, Sp involving two enzymes of the 

Michaelis-.Menten type. 

I I 

<l> <2 > I 
< 3 > 

I ' . 
! l 1 [ s. ] l [ s. ] [ s. ] 

I 
[ s. J l 0 l 0 l 0 l 0 i 

j 
l I 

l f 
I 

+ 
i 

v12K1iS1Jo 
l 

v, [S ] I I 3 lS , (Y 2 r,... 1 ' 

1 l [Sl ]o ! - -L 1 o' I vl Kl lJo ·1 - 1 ~1JoJ 
-~ 

r 0 I Cl _, ! a: :> 

Vl (VlKlK2 + V2a. 2) 
' 1 (-

Vl[Sl]o j _ / v1-K1[s1Jo(K1 -2 IS1Jo) v?vl fS1] ) v2 2V, [SlJ VlKl~ 2 j 0 I , - ~o . -1- 1. o..L -I I 
T \-- I ' I 

K'"' a 3 I t; 
K J K R 2 3 {, 0. ! I a -

? , 2 o. -~..., a a ) l L. 
- \..... L. ' 

I 
V2Vl[S1Jo I V2Vl[S1]o ~ v2 + 2Vl[S1]o + VlKi( i I p l 0 l 0 I I -

~K 2 a K2 c, 2 u33 I K2 a I 

K2 ! I 

I 



The problem of obtaining expressions for the coefficient 

.Ln equation ( II-9) therefore becomes one of successive 

substitution. 

Table ( II-1) sununar1.zes expressions for [ S. J , 
l 0 

< l> <2> <3> 

18. 

Is. J 
]. 0 1 [ s. ] 

l 0 
and IS.] so obtained for the coupled 

l. 0 

assay system s 
2 

s ) 
p under discussion. 

It follows from the first row of Table (II-1} and 

equation (II-9) that, 

Vl[Sl]ot 

(Kl+(Sl]o) 
+ (II - 11) 

ts (o,ot) 

where the alternating series has been truncated after the 

third term. Equation (II-·12) on page 18a shows that 

higher degree te i:rns , in agreement with equation (I I-9) may 

readily be obtained. In an entirely analogous manner the 

time dependence of [S 2 ]t may be obtained, and this is 

given on page 18b (equation II-13). The corresponding 

expression for [S It, qlve!l c)11 p : gt:! lfJ c (equatic;n II-14) is p -

obtained by difference using the conservation of mass 

condition [Sp]t = [S 1 ]
0 

- [S 1Jt - [S
2
Jt. 

The coefficients oft in equation (II-12) evidently 

become very complicated as the degree oft increases, 

and thus no general algebraic recursion formula could be 

found, which implies that it is unlikely that an 

analytical test can be made for convergence. Accordingly 

recourse must 1 e made to a numerical example to illustrate 

lil - ly conver9ence. 'I1he sulid line in Figure (II-2) was 



18a. 

,-
~ 2 ' 

t2 
) 

) Vl[Sl]o ( t \v1 Kl[Sl]o ( 
[S 1] t - [Sl]o + )- - -·---c + 

~(Kl+.(S1]o)3 ~ (Kl+ISl]o) 2 / 

L. 

) v1
3
.K1[S1Jo(K1 ~- 2[S1Jo) t3 

+ < - -- - ... --
) 

(Kl + fSl]o)S 6 
l 

V SK [ S ] (I< 
3 

-- 2 2 K 
2 

[ S ] + 5 8 K [ S ] 2 - 2 4 [ S J 3~ J l 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 
n•...-- - .. 7 --• 

(Kl+ [Sl]o) 9 ) 

·1 ') 0 
-- £.. (II - 12) 



18b. 

t 
+ 

Vl[SlJo (ViK2+V2(Kl+[Sl]o)2) ( t2 

K2 (Kl+[S1]o)3 ;-; 

+ 

vl4Kl[S]]o(Kl2 - 8Kl[Sl[S1Jo + 6[S1)o2 
-----

(Kl + [Sl]o) 7 

(II - 13) 



18c. 

0 + 0 
2 

(II - 14) 
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An iJ. Lustralion of the convergence of the alternating 

power series (Maclaurin polynomlal) describing the time 

(lependent depletion of initial substrate in a reaction 

of the Michaelis-Menten type. The solid line was computed 

-2 using equation (II-3) with [S
1

]
0 

= lxlO M, 

·v 7.0xl0- 4M 1n1·.r1-l d K ~ 10- 3 
1 = , an · 

1 
- ~x M_ The broken lines 

were computed using equation (II-12) with the same 

parameters and wl·Lh tlle progressive retention of the 

2 3 second (t), third (t ·), and fourth (t) terms. 
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computed on the basis of equation (II-3) for the parameters 

cited in the caption, while the broken lines were computed 

using equation (II-12} with retention of the t term 

2 3 (---), of the t term ( - - - .. ) and of the t term 

( - - --- ) . Clearly at early times even the retention of 

only the first two terms of equation (II-12) suffices to 

describe the time dependent depletion of substrate, while 

at longer Limes equation (II-12) continues to satisfactorily 

describe the situation, provided higher degree terms are 

included. Similarly it is possible to show, at least in 

terms of a numerical example, that equations (II-13) and 

(II-14) adequately describe the time dependence of 1S
2
Jt 

and ISpJt especially at early times. It suffices to 

illustrate this point in relation to the final product 

S and this is done in Figure (II-3). The solid line is p 

computed using parameters cited in the caption, by 

numerical integration of equation (II-2} assuming a 

steady-state of both enzyme-substrate complexes. The dots 

denote values of [S 1 computed by a fuller numerical 
p 

integration procedure (Gear, 1969; see Chapter VI) in terms 

of the individual rate constants : its correspondence with 

the solid curve shows, as did Figure (II-1) for {S
1
]t, 

that the steady-state assumption .is reasonable, for the 

parameters chosen , even for the coup .I eel assay. 'J1t1e curve 

( ·- - - - - ) is comru ted usl.n<j cg ua tion ( I I--14) retaining 

all t.nns shown; it in 'fact describes closely the 

b1_haviour up to a point of 15% of total final product 

formation. Perhaps of greater interest is that equation 

(II-14) truncated after the t 2 term also describes the 

behaviour at very early times ( - - - ) . This observation 
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Figure II - 3 ----

The increase of final product concentration with time of 

a sequence of two reactions each catalyzed by a Michaelis

Menten enzyme. 'l'he solid curve was computed by numerically 

integrating equation (II-2) with the kinetic parameters 

(V 2 = v1 and K2 = K1 ) ceported for Figure (II-1). The 

solid points were obtained by numerically integrating the 

rate equations corresponding to equation (II-1) which does 

not assume a steady-state of the two enzyme-substrate 

complexes : values for the individual rate constants needed 

for this calculation were chosen to correspond to the 

reported Michaelis constants and maximal velocities. The 

broken lines refer to the Maclaurin polynomial (equation 

I I - 14) w i th re t ~ n t :Lon o f th L! t 2 term ( - - - ) , and o £ 

all terms ( -- - ~ - ). 



will be used in the next Section. 

(c) The practical USE of equation (II-14) 

Although equation (II-14) is in fact an extended 

power series int it follows rigorously that, 

20. 

lim 

t-, 0 
m (II - 15) 

This suggests that a plot be constructed of [Sp]t versus 

2 
t and the slope be evaluated of the tangent to the curve 

drawn as t tends to zero; for then the slope (.m} would 

equal the right hand side of equation (II-15) which is 

an explicit function of the initial substrate concentration 

[S 1]
0

• The procedure is illustrated wi ·tit the following 

numerical exarnple, in which the enzyme E
1 

is characterized 

by the parameters K1 = 4 x l0- 3M, k
2

:::: 1 x 10+5 min- 1 , 

[E J = 4 x 10 ·- 9M, v
1
. = 4 x l0- 4M min -l, and the second 1 0 

-J +5 -1 enzyme E2 by the parameters K2 = 5 x 10 M, k
2 

= 2 x 10 min , 

(E2]o = .75 x l0- 9M, v2 = 1.5 x l0- 4M min- 1 . These para-

1neters having been chosen to closely .resemble the li tera turE: 

values for a r ginas L E
1 

(Harell and Sokolovsky, 1972) and 

u1:eas , E2 (Reithel, .L971). Figure (Il-4) shows the time 

course of the reaction for each reactant and was obtained 

by numerical integration of equation (II-2). Figure (II--5) 

2 s hows the s u cu re s t e d p 1 o L: o f [ S l v c rs us t ( so l i d l i n E:: ) 
::J-:J ' f) t 

and tbe limitin9 tangent ( - - - ) whose slope equals 

-6 -2 
4.29 x 10 M mjn . The magnitude of this quantity and its 

dimensions are in agreement with the expression form 

giv n by ~quation (I I-15 ). The important point emerges 
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Figure II - 4 

The time coursL of a coupled enzymic reaction, obtained 

by numerically integrating equation (II-2). The 

parameters utilized are as stated in the text. Curve 1 

shows the decrease of [S 1 Jt, curve 2 displays the rise 

and subsequent fall in the concentration of the intermediate 

compound s 2 , and curve p d'spJays the final product 

concentration. 
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!~i gure II - 5 

A plot of final product concentration (Figure II-4) versus 

the corresponding value of ti.me squared. The points were 

calculated from Figure (II-4) and t h e solid line is an 

attempt to average these data. The broken line is the 

limiting tangent drawn as t 2 ~ o. 
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that in practice values of m may be determined for a range 

of selected values of [S 1 ]
0 

at fixed values of [E
1

J
0 

and 

[E 2 ]
0

, whereupon values of the constants describing the 

form of the rectangular hyperbola obtained by plotting m 

versus ISJ] may readily be obtained. For example a plot 
- 0 

of 1/m versus l/[S 1 J
0 

would be linear with abscissa 

intercept -l/K1 and o rdinate interce pt K2/2v
1
v

2
. It 

follows that separate studie s on E2 alone, which is possible 

since Sp may be monitored, would yield values of v
2 

and K
2 

and hence the entire set o f ste ady - state kinetic parameters. 

It is noted tha t this procedure differs from the 

conventional determination and use of initial velocities 

which a.re in applicable in the present context, since, 

lim 
t-+o 

d[S ]t _ .. .P ___ - 0 

dt 

It is also of interest to note tha t while [S
2
]t is not in 

a steady-state over the time period used to evaluate m . 

(Figure II-4) that this do~s not invalidate the 

assumption that d[ E2s 2 Jt/dt ~o s ince [S 2Jt = l0- 4M at 

1 minute in the example shown ~Ln Figure (II-5), which is 

10
5 

times the magnitude [E
1

]
0

• 

( d) Correlation with previously describ~-~ethods 

Several workers (Easterby, 1973; McClure, 1969; 

Barwell and Hess, 1970; Bergmeyer, 1953) have examined the 

type of coupled enzyme system dlscussed above for the 

particular case of a large excess o f second enzyme E
2

. 

These works are typified by the recent formulation given 
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by Easterby (1973), which therefore suffices to illustrate 

this type of approach. Again the mass conservation 

condition is employed, which in differentiated form may be 

written as, 

d[S1Jt 

dt 
+ 

a rs J t __ ...E_ __ , 
(II - 16} 

dt dt 

Easterby (1973), reformulated equation (II-16) in the 

following way, 

d[Sl]t d[S2]t 
+ 

v2 
[S2]t (II - V - _,._ 

dt 0 
cit K2 

and noted th ·:i. t this equation could only be integrated 

-

provided v was asswned constant over the time domain of 
0 

17) 

integration. With this assumption and using the integrating 

factor 

V2 t/K 2 
e , Easterby (1973) in his equation (4) formulated 

the solution as, 

(II - 18) 

It follows that equation (II - 18) is based on two bold 

assumptions : (1) that v is a constant over the time 
0 

domain of integration which cannot be strictly valid, and 

(2) that the concentration of s
2 

is sufficiently large to 

permit a steady-state of [E 2s
2
Jt (and hence application of 

the Michaelis-Menten equation for the second enzyme E
2
), 

but sufficiently small ([S 2 Jt << K
2

) to permit d[S
2
Jt/dt 

to be formulated as v2 [s 2 Jt/K
2

. Easterby (1973} ~ow 



argued that at relatively long times (strangely termed, 

t ~ 00
) the exponential term in equation (II-18) could be 

neglected to give, for the appropriate time domain, 

23. 

[ s ] 
p t (II - 19} 

In effect this result expresses the familiar observation 

that when E2 is relatively large dfSpJt/dt = -d[S
1
Jt/dt 

since d[S 2Jt/dt is effectively zero : but adds the 

observation that the abscissa intercept of the extrapolated 

linear portion of a plot of [Sp]t versus twill have the 

value K2/v2 (termed the transient time). 

Of greater interest in relation to the present work 

is that equation (II-18) expresses [Sp]t as a function of 

tin a form which at first sight appears to be quite 

different from equation (II-14). It might be felt that 

this difference arises as a consequence of the different 

assumptions made by Easterby in fonnulating equation (II-18). 

However, the interesting point, not noticed by Easterby, 

emerges that these assumptions may in fact be reasonable 

for situations other than that involving a large excess of 

E2 . Thus if reference is made to Figure (II-4) it is seen 

that, at least at early times, -(d[S
1
Jt/dt) does 

approximate to a constant, that d[S
2
]t/dt does not equal 

zero, and that [S 2 Jt is less than K
2

, but as we have seen, 

sufficiently large to permit a steady-state of [E
2
s

2
]t. 

It follows then that equation (II-18) might describe the 

true dependence of final product formation at early times, 

provided the exponential term is retained. That this is 

the case may be shown by expanding the exponential term as 
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which in the limit as t ~ o is equation (II-15), where v 
0 

has been replaced by the Michaelis-Menten expression. 

While a correlation has been made between the 

Maclaurin poJ.ynom.ia.J approach and that described by 

Easterby (1973), it is reasserted that the Maclaurin 

polynomial approach is in fact more general for two reasons. 

Firstly, it is clear that equatlon (II-19) can only be 

valid over the time domain for which the assumptions 

implicit in equation (II-18) hold, whereas equation (II-20) 

is not so restricted. In other words both approaches give 

the same result as t ~ o, but only the Maclaurin polynomial 

approach generates higher order terms which are likely to 

be valid at longer times. Secondly, whereas the approach 

by Easterby is readily applicable to a system of two 

enzymes acting consecutively it is not readily extended 

to more complicated systems. That such extensions may 

readily be made using the Maclaurin polynomial approach 

will become apparent in the next Section, Appendix I and 

Chapter IV. 

2. !12e general case of several enzymes of the Michaelis

Menten type acting consecutively. 

The basic set of differential rate equations for a 

system invcilving more than two enzymes of the simple 

Michaelis-Menten type may simply be written as an extension 



of equation (II-2), 

d(Si]t 
-----·- -

dt 

~!SP] l:_ 

dt 

Vl[Sl]t 
-- ----· 

(Kl+[SlJt) 

V . ] [Si-1] t + 1- .. -.........---,.-----~ 
(Ki-1+ [Si-1] ·~ 

+ _._:p-~ [Sp-~1=._ 

(IS 11 t + K 1) p- p-

25. 

(II - 21a} 

v. [ s i J t 1 
(II 2 lb) 

.. ___ 
-

(K.,+[S.]tl 
J.. l 

(II - 21c) 

where (i = 1,2, ... , p-1). This set of equations may be 

used directly and in di. f ferenti al form, in conj unction with 

equation (II-9) to yield, as before, expressions for each 

[Si]t and hence [Sp]t as a function of time. From an array 

of such expressions for [Sp]t (found with p = 3, 4 and 5) 

it was induced that the general expression for the first 

non-zero terms of the Maclauri n polynomials expressing 

[Sp]t as a function of time was given by, 

p - l 
Vl[S.l]o 

p-1 

TT vk t 
------· (II -· 22a) 

.Kk (I( 1 +JS l J o) (p .. - l) ! 

k = 2 

and that rigorn1..tsly, 

( ~lt) )p - 1 
vk Vl(SlJo lim n-· t-+o t _P-=-r. -

(_k = 2 Kk (K1+IS 1 ]
0

) (p-1) ! 

(II - 22b) 



It is evident that equation (II-22b) becomes equation 

(II-15) when p = 3. 
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Equation (II-22b) suggests that experimentally 

available results of [Sp ]t versus time be plotted in the 

form [Sp]t versus tp-l where (p-1) is the number of enzymes 

present. It would then be possible to plot the slopes of 

the limiting tangents so obtained against [S
1

] to obtain 
- 0 

a rectangular hyperbola which could be used to define K
1 

and the product of v1 and the scaling factor 

I? - 1 

11-
k = 2 

A9ain .it 1.s clear that the production of S 
p 

depends upon the characteristic kinetic parameters of all 

enzymes present and that those of the succeeding enzymes 

(in terms of a single lumped parameter if desired) must be 

evaluated in separate studies if v
1 

is to be uniquely 

determined. Some comment on the conventional method of 

determining slopes of tangents to the curves [S Jt versus t 
p 

seems appropriate. Clearly as t ~ o the slope so determined 

would also be zero, but if the slope were determined at a 

time in the domain oft over which the Maclaurin polynomial 

is well approximated by its first term, then the slope 

would equal tp-
2 

multiplied by the right hand side of 

equation (II-22b). The one reservation in the application 

of equation (II-22b) is that all enzyme-substrate complexes 

be in an approximate steady-state, a condition more 

difficult to achieve as the value of p increases. 

In the formulation of (II-22) it was suggested that 

expressions.for all (Si]t based on equation (II-9) be 

wrilten, and the expression for [Sp]t obtained by applying 
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the conserva·Lion of mass condition. This implies that al 1 
<n> 

LS.] must be separately evaluated, which is indeed l 0 

a laborious procedure. It is timely therefore to introduce 

a simpler formulation of [Sp]t based on equation (II-9) 

which in fact will be demonstrated to be applicable to 

more complicated mechanisms which are the concern of the 

rest of the Chapter. Direct application of equation (II-9) 

written for [Sp]t gives 

< .L, . / < 2 :-- 2 
[ s ] t2 + • • • + . p 0 + • - [S J + [S ] t + p O p 0 

(II - 23) 

Since [SpJt at t = o equals zero, and from equation (II-2lc) 

d[Sp]t/dt is a function only of [Sp-lJtwhich also equals 

zero at t = o, equation (II-23) may be written as, 

n <n> tn 
[Sp] t L [Sp]o -

n! (II - 24) 

n - 2 

It also follows from the chain rule of differentiation, 

and [Si ] t ( i = 2 , 3 , • , • , p ) -, t t ;:; o are a 11 zero , that 

for n < p, 

d ( s 1 ] · 1 ( j M•,~r p -~ p-n+ J;: ) I 
d t ) . 

2 ..J o (J ::;;p-n+ 

d { d ( s . ] t /d t J 
J - · . 

d[Sj-l]t ~o 

(II - 25) 

Since a ll d[Sp-n+l]t/dt =oat t = o except d[S
1
Jt/dt and 

d[S 2 Jt/dt, it follows that for all n < p-1, [S] <n > = o. 
p · 0 

This explains why equat·on (II-14) conunences at the t 2 term 

when P = 2,. and why in general the series will commence at 
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the tp-l term for all values of p. It also follows from 

equation (II-25) that for the case of two enzymes acting 

consecutively that 

2 8. 

lim 
t-+o - m (II - 26) 

0 0 

The ease of formulating equation (II-15) by this more general 

approach is now apparent since (d[S 2 ]t/dt)
0 

follows directly 

from equation (II-2b) to be v
1

[s
1

J
0

/(K
1

+[S
1
J

0
) and the 

second derivative in equation (II-25) follows directly 

from equation (II-2c) to be v
2

/K
2

. 

3. !<-eversible product formation and product inhibition 

of Michaelis-Menten enzxmes. 

Thus far in this work only mechanisms of the 

irreversible Michaelis-Menten type have been considered 

and no inhibitory effects have been discussed. Since these 

are the major complications which might arise in the study 

of Michaelis-Menten enzymes in sequences, they will be 

explicitly considered in relation to the particular case 

p - 3. First, for reversible reactions of the type 

E + S ~ ES E + P we may write 

d[Sl]t Vl[Sl]t 
R 

+ 
Vl [S2]t 

(II 2 7a) - - .... --- -
dt (Kl+[Sl]t) (K1R+fS2]t) 

d [S 2] t Vl[Sl]t V R[S ] V2[S2]t 
+ l 2 t -

dt (Kl+[Sl]t) (K1R+[S2]t) (K2+[S2]t) 

V R[c~] 
2 .:,p t 

(II 27b) -t- -------- -
(K2 R+ [SPJ t) 

d[S ] 
V2[S2]t 

R __ E...._! 
- + V2 [Sp]t 

(II 2 7c) -dt 
(K2+ [S2] t) R 

(K2 +[Sp]t) 
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where the superscript R refers to the reverse reaction of 

product formation. Clearly the experimenter has the choice 

of initiating the reaction with either s
1 

or Sp. Since 

the situation is symmetrical only one choice need be 

considered and it is taken that the only reactant present 

at t = o is s1 . It fol lows directly from equation (II-27c) 

that [S] < l > is zero and therefore that the general p 0 

equation (II-26) applies directly. From equation (II-27b), 

{d[S 2 ]t/dt}
0 

equals v1 rs 1 ]
0
/(K1+[S 1 J

0
) and from equation 

(II-27c) the second derivative in equation (II-26) equals 

v2 /K 2 since (d [Sp] t/d[S 2
] t) is zero. 'This means that the 

slope, m, of the tangent to the curve, SP versus t 2 is as 

given in equation (II-15), the complication of the reverse 

reactions being eliminated as t -?- o. Therefore, in this 

study the experimenter could evaluate K
1 

and v
1
v

2
/K

2
, 

whereas, if varying concentrations o f [SJ were employed 
p 0 

in a set of experiments as the starting condition, the 

. t. K R d R __ RI . R ld b . 1 bl quanti ies 2 an v1 -v2 K
1 

wou · ecome avai a e, 

provided s1 could be assayed. The solution would be 

complete in terms of the individual values for the eight 

constants if separate studies were done on the two enzymes 

using s2 as the substrate in each case. While this may 

seem an unlikely system to study by means of a coupled 

assay the point of elaborating it was in fact to stress the 

consistency of the Maclaurin polynomial approach and the 

generality of equation (II-26). 

It could also be noted that it is possible to generate 

higher order terms in the power series expressing [Sp]t 

as a function of time, which in contrast to those in 

equation (II-14) would contain parameters pertaining to 
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both the forward and reverse react.ions. Since the procedure 

for obtaining such higher order terms has been amply 

demonstrated, it seems unnecessary to elaborate for each 

individual mechanism examined: it is of greater interest 

to examine alternate mechanisms in terms of the analogues 

to equation (II-15) when t , o, and no direct consideration 

of the reversibility of product formation need be given. 

In relation to inhibitory effects there are of course 

several types of possible inhibition, which may occur in a 

coupled assay, but it duffices in illustrating the 

application of equation (Il-26) to consider only one type 

and thus, linear competitive inhibition of E
1 

by s
2 

is 

considered in an enzyme couple as described by, 

--
dt 

-·-- + 
dt 

d [S ] t 
-·- .e . + 

dt 

V2[S2)t 
----·---

(K2 + [S2]t) 

V2(S2Jt 

(K2+[S2] t) 

(II - 28a) 

(II - 28b) 

(II - 28c) 

where K1 denotes the inhibition constant. Application of 

equation (II-26) to Lhis set of differential equations 

leads again dlrectly to equation (II·-15) showing in 

accordance with expectation that tr1e .inhibition reaction 

fails to manifest itself in studies performed as t ~ o. 

There are however cases when all [S.J do not equal zero 
i 0 

l111c1 equation (II-15) does not. apply. One example arises 

when an experimenter studying the type of system specified 
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by equation (II-28) introduces both s
1 

and s
2 

at time 

t = o, in an attempt to study explicitly the competitive 

inhibition of E1 by s2 . In this case the conservation of 

mass condition must be fo.r111ulated as, 

(II - 29) 

whereupon application of equation (II-28), (II-29) and 

(II-9) yields, 

V2[S2]ot 

(K2+[S2]o) 
+ 

V2K2 

(K2 + [ S 2J~}2 

V2[S2]o 

(K2+[S2]o) 
+ . . . (II - 30) 

2 

It will be noted that the first term J.n this series is in 

2 
t, not t as would be predicted from equation (II-26) 

which is applicable only when all [S.] (i = 2, ... , p) 
J_ 0 

equal zero. Accordingly, in competitive inhibition studies 

2 a plot of [S Jt versus t is not appropriate since p 

division of equation (II-30) by t 2 lea~to a term in 1 
t 

which is undefined in the limit as t + o. It is however 

possible, from the experimental data to evaluate for each t, 

the first term on the right hand side of equation (II-30), 

provided v2 and K2 have been evaluated in separate studies 

on E2 . This permits construction of a plot of 

2 [Sp] t - V2 fs 2 ]
0 

t/(K 2+[S 2 ]
0

) versus t. From the slope of 

the limiting tangent as t ~ o of the latter plot, values 

of d[S 1Jt/dt (equation II-28a) may readily be obtained, and 

hence, from a set of experiments conducted with [S
1
J 

O 
held 

constant and [S 2 ]
0

varied (or vice versa), the kinetic 
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parameters of E1 (including the inhibition constant) could 

be evaluated in the conventional way (Dixon and Webb, 

1958; Laidler and Bunting, 1973). 

4. Coupled systems involving control enzymes. 

Equations (II-2), (II-21), (II-27) and (II-28) have 

all been based on systems in which each individual enzyme 

if studied alone, would have led to a plot of initial 

velocity versus initial substrate concentration, of the 

form of a rectangular hyperbola. It is well known, 

however, from numerous studies on particular enzymes, 

that such plots may deviate from this form, the deviations 

frequently being associated with metabolic control effects 

(e.g. Stadtman, 1970}. The deviations themselves may be 

of different forms, and those associated with negative 

cooperativity effects (Koshland and Neet, 1968) will be 

considered in Chapter V: for the present, attention is 

focused on the particular type of deviation which is 

manifested as a sigmoidal plot of initial velocity versus 

initial substrate concentration. The sigmoidal response 

has been described in various ways as: (1) a positive 

homotropic effect (Mo.nod, Wyman and Changeux, 1965); 

(2) as one conforming to the requirement that RS< 81 

where RS is the substrate concentration for which the 

initial velocity is 90% its maximal value, divided by that 

for which the initial velocity is 10% of its maximal 

velocity (Koshland, Nemethy and Filmer, 1966}; (3} as 

being associated with Scatchard (1949) plots exhibiting a 

maximum; and (4) as being associated with a double reciprocal 

plot exhibiting upward curvature (e.g. Nichol and Winzor, 
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1972). Likewise there have been various mechanisms 

proposed to explain the sigmoidal effect, and it is relevant 

now to discuss these briefly in order to formulate a basic 

rate equation which may be examined in relation to the 

application of the Maclaurin polynomial to systems where 

control enzymes act consecutively. 

(a) A review of simple equations used to describe - ---· ~ 

sigmoidal responses 

One group of workers has approached the problem of 

the study of control enzymes by formulating binding 

equations which were then adapted lo the kinetic situation. 

In relation to binding equations, two basic models have 

been proposed. The first involves preferential binding of 

ligand to one state of acceptor coexisting in equilibrium 

with at least one other state: the states may be isomeric 

(Monad, Wyman and Changeux, 1965); polymeric (Nichol, 

Jackson and Winzor, 1967; Frieden and Colman, 1967) or 

involve an enzyme bound and unbound to a cell-membrane 

structure (Masters, Sheedy, Winzor and Nichol, 1969). The 

treatment of this model may be exemplified by a system in 

which a monomeric form of the enzyme, A, coexists in 

equilibrium with its polymeric form C, and substrate S 

binds top equivalent and independent sites on A with 

intrinsic association constant (Klotz, 1946), KA and to q 

such sites on C, with intrinsic binding constant KC. 

Nichol, Jackson and Winzor (1967) showed by simple 

application of the law of mass action that the binding 

function rM, the moles of ligand bound per base-mole of 

acceptor, was related to the concentration of unbound 

substrate [S1 by, 
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pKA [A] [SJ (l+KA [SJ) p-l+qKC [CJ f SJ (l+KCISJ) q-l 
------ --------------------

[ A] ( 1 +KA [ S ] ) p + n [ C] ( 1 +KC [SJ ) q 

(II - 31) 

They noted that when q = np and KA= KC equation (II-31) 

simplified to the form of a rectan~ular hyperbola, thereby 

introducing the necesaity of preferential binding to obtain 

a sigmoidal response. There is some experimental 

justification for this preferential binding model in that 

addition of certain competitive inhibitors to polymerizing 

enzyme systems has led to perturbation of the equilibrium 

in favour of one polymeric constituent (Frieden and 

Colman, 1967; Sopbianopoulos, 1969; Howlett and tJichol, 

1972b;Nichol, Jackson and Winzer, 1972). It is also clear 

that when n = 1, equation (II-JJ) becomes equation (2) of 

Monod, Wyman and Changeux (1965) who considered the special 

case of an isomerizing acceptor. The essential features 

of the sigmoidal response predicted by equation (II-31) can 

indeed be illustrated by rewriting equation (II-31) with 

.n == l, and the isomerization constant X = [CJ/ [A], for 

the particular case that the isomer C is inactive 

(q and/or KC = o) , 

pKA[S] (l+KA[S] )p-l 
-

(l+KA[SJ)P + X 
(II - 32) 

First, it is noted that when p =la plot of rM versus [SJ 

assumes the form of a rectangular hyperbola even though 

an inactiv-e isomer is present (Wyman, 1964). Secondly 

provided p- > 1 this plot must deviate from the form of a 

rectangular hyperbola, the deviation (in the form of 



sigmoidality) increasing with incre asing values of X. 

Thirdly, it is clear that such plots will be independent 

of the value of the total acceptor concentration chosen, 

whereas for the polymerizing systems a concentration 

dependence is predicted, since in equation (II-31) rM is 
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an explicit function of [A] and [CJ. It is a simple matter 

to transform an equation such as (II-32) to a corresponding 

kinetic equation by utilizing a relation first suggested 

by Frieden that v/V rM/p where vis the initial velocity 

of the reaction and V the maximal velocity. Thus 

VK A [ S ] ( 1 +KA [ S J ) p - l 

V -

(l+KA[S])p + X 
(II - 33) 

There are assumptions implicit in writing equation (II-33) 

which were highlighted by Dalziel (1968). He considered 

a model exhibiting the essential features of that under 

discussion; namely that two isomeric states of the enzyme 

coexisted in rapid equilibrium, the binding of substrate 

to these individual forms being to equivalent and 

independent sites, such that the rate constants for the 

forward and reverse binding reactions could all be written, 

with the use of an appropriate stat i stical factor, in 

f h · · . k A d k A f A terms o t e intrinsic rat e constants 
1 

an ~-l or . 

'rhese statistical factors are combinations, as defined in 

factorial form by Nichol, Smith and Ogston ( 19 69) . Dalziel 

also assumed that the breakdown rate constants for each 

complex A,Si (i = 1, ... , p) could similarly be written in 

A terms of a single intrinsic rate constant k
2 

. He applied 

a steady-state treatme nt (all d[ ESi]t/dt ~ o) to obtain 

an expression entirely anal o gous with equation (II-32) 
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where V was identified as pk
2

[M
0 

and KA equals 

k A/(k A+ k 2A}. In fact, Dalziel (1968) also considered 1 -1 

the situation where the isomer C retained catalytic 

activity, a simple extension which need not be considered 

in detail in elaborating the general features of the model. 

The important features which emerge from the work of 

Dalziel (1968) are that, if an equation such as (II-32) 

is to be employed it must be recognized that: ( 1) the rate 

determining steps are assumed to be the breakdown of the 

AS. complexes; (2) the use of intrinsic rate constants l 

implies independence of sites both with regard to binding 

and breakdown; and (3) that the symbol KA should properly 

be considered as the reciprocal of the conventional 

compound Michaelis constant rather than an equilibrium 

association constant. There is a distinct analogy between 

the extension made by Briggs and Haldane (1925} to the 

Michaelis and Menten (1913) derivation, and that made by 

Dalziel (1968) in elaborating on the Monbd, Wyman and 

Changeux (1965) model, with the exception that Dalziel 

handled the multi active site problem in terms of intrinsic 

breakdown rate constants. 

It is now timely to discuss the second basic model 

which has been used to explain sigrnoidal binding or kinetic 

plots. Basically it involves a single form of acceptor in 

which the binding sites are dependent (mutually interacting) 

via a protein conformational change induced by ligand 

binding. - Consider for example an acceptor A possessing two 

binding sites such that, according to Klotz (1953) notation, 

two 1:1 complexes may form, S-A- and -A-S. If the 

thermodynamic relation is written that [S-A-] = [-A-SJ -
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K1 [A] [SJ, then the assumption has been made that the two 

sites are equivalent, and therefore the KA is an i n tP in s ic 

binding constant. The complex S-A-S may form by two 

pathways, but as the final equilibrium concentration of 

this complex is independent of its pathway of formation, 

[S-A-S] = K1
2

[AJ [S]
2 

(if the sites are not only equivalent 

but also independent) 

equivalent and dependent). The former formulation was 

implicit in the derivation of the individual terms in the 

numerator and denominator of equation (II-31). The latter 

leads to the binding equation, 

2K1 [S] + 2K
1

K
2

[s] 2 

1 + 2K 1 ts]+K
1

K
2

[SJj 
(II - 34) 

This type of formulation was originally used by Adair (1925) 

in discussing the binding of oxygen to haemoglobin, and 

may be readily extended to yield, for p equivalent and 

dependent sites, 

ii (S]i (r)TT Kj 

_i_-_l ____ __ ---.:;::j 1:_ __ _ _ 
p 

1 + I 
i=l 

[S] 1. 

p 

(~) TI Kj 
l . J J ;::: . 

(II - 35) 

where the K. are the relevant binding constants. More 
J 

recently Koshland, N~methy and Filmer (1966), Vassent (1974) 

and Ricard, Mouttet and Nari (1974) have adopted similar 

approaches, but have attempted to ascribe more detailed 

meaning to the thermodynamic paramete rs KJ and K
2

. For 

exa.rnple, l\oshland, Nemethy and Filmer (1966} wrote for a 
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two site model, 

2KXY KS KT[S] + 2 ~y KS2 KT2[SJ2 

1 + 2KXY KS KT[SJ + Kyy KS
2 

KT
2

1sJ
2 (II 36} 

where the product KS KT was visualized as describing the 

binding of S to an isolated subunit comprising the 

oligomeric structure X, and the two l(interaction constants 11 

KXY and KYY were taken to reflect the respective stabilities 

of the interaction of the two forms of subunit X and Y, 

relative to the X - X intera~ion. The formal similarity 

between equations (II-34) and (II-36) is evident in that 

both are ratios of polynomials of the same degree in S. 

Moreover a similarity between these equations,and that 

formulated by Monod, Wyman and Changeux (1965}, equation 

(II-31) with n = 1, is also obvious. Thus if the latter 

equation is written for the two site model, p = q = 2, 

it becomes, 

2(KA+XKC) [S] + 2(K 
2

+XK 
2

) A C .. - ~ 

[S] 
(II - 37) 

This is again a ratio of polynomials of the same degree, 

as observed in equations (II-34) and (II-36), and only 

the ascribed meanings of the constant coefficients differ: 

evidently the same conclusion would be reached if equation 

(II-32) were likewise expanded. It follows that 

thermodynamically obtained binding data cannot be used to 

distinguish between the alternate models, and that recourse 

must be made to experiments of different types reviewed by 
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Kir$hner (1968}. It is true that equations (II-34), (II-35) 

or (II-36) may, unlike equations (II-31} and (II-32), 

predict a negatively cooperative response, characterized 

by a double reciprocal plot exhibiting downward curvature, 

but it is noted in this connection such plots can be 

obtained in other situations, for example, when a rapidly 

established equilibrium does not exist between the two 

states A and C, or when either or both states possess 

non-equivalent but independent binding sites (Nichol and 

Winzor, 1972). 

To this point it is clear that a selection of an 

equation such as equation (II-33) would be appropriate to 

the examination of a coupled system; for it typifies the 

form of a ratio of polynomials which is characteristic of 

all the models proposed. It is pertinent therefore to note 

that there may be a third explanation of a sigmoidal 

kinetic response which cannot be deduced from the 

consideration of binding. This third explanation involves 

consideration of systems typified by a situation in which 

a single state of an enzyme binds substrate at equivalent 

and independent sites and the breakdown of complexes so 

formed are governed by rate constants which cannot be 

formulated in terms of single intrinsic breakdown rate 

constants. This type of problem has been considered by 

various workers such as Sweaney and Fisher (1968) and 

Ricard, Mouttet and Nari (1974) who have derived kin~tic 

equations -which again involve ratios of polynomials in [SJ. 

It may th~refore be concluded, that while several different 

types of model pertain to the explanation of a sigmoidal 
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plot of rM versus [SJ, and while it is impossible to 

utilize a single equation which encompasses them all, and 

accounts for all possible combinations of equivalence and 

non-equivalence, dependence and non-dependence, of both 

binding and breakdown constants, and for all possible states 

of an enzyme,that there is considerable justification in 

exploring the effect of a control enzyme in a coupled 

assay by choosing a particular equa tion which involves a 

ratio of polynomials. For simplicity in what follows, 

equation (II-33) is selected. It at least has the virtue 

that the para.meters contained therein have been explicitly 

defined; X, as a thermodynamic isomerization constant, 

pas the number of active sites, and KA as an intrinsic 

compound rate constant. 

(b) The application of Maclaurin polynomials to an 

analysis of the consecutive operation of control 

enzymes 

Based on equation (II-33), the general array of 

differential equations describing the rate of change of 

concentration of initial substrate, intermediate compounds, 

and final product in a linear sequence of catalyzed 

reactions may be written, 

V1 K1 Is1 Jt(1+K1 Is1Jt) 

(l+Kl[Sl]t)Yl + Xl 

(y' -1 -1) 
V. lK. l[S. l]t(l+K . l[ S. lJt) l i- 1- ~- i- 1-- + ~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

(l+K . l[S . l]t)Yi-1 X 
1- l- + . 1 

i-

v . K_. [ S. J t ( 1 + K. IS . ] t ( y i - l) 
1. J. l l l 

(l+K. [S. J t)Yi + X. 
l l l 

(II - 38a) 

(II - 38b) 



d [ s J t p 
dt 

(.y 1-1) p-v lK l[S l]t(l+K lrs l]t) p- n- . n- - p- p-
- + . i!o: • --.£. ··------------

Y p-1 
( l + K, 1 [ S 1 J t) . + X 1 p- p- p-

41. 
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First, it is noted that equation (II-38a) may be integrated 

by separation of the variables to yield, 

( 
1 + 

ln -
\ 1 + 

y -2 r 1 
l 1 1 ~- I + -~ ', ·-K 

(l+Kl[S1Jo? ~ k ) (l+Kl [Sl J t) k=l \... 

(II - 39) 

where the first two terms apply when y
1 

= l; the first 

three when y 1 = 2; the first four when y
1 

= 3 and so on. 

This appears to be the first time such an integrated 

expression pertaining to a control enzyme has been 

formulated. While equation (II-39) does not provide an 

explicit expression for [S 1 Jt it does provide a simple 

means of numerically simulating substrate depletion curves 

for comparison with those calculated on the basis of a 

Maclaurin polynomial now to be obtained. 

Equation (II-38) which provides a direct means of 
<, l > 

evaluating the first derivatives [S,J 
J 0 

in equation 

(II-9), contains only terms of the form, 
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(II - 40a) 

(II - 40b) 

and thus expressions for the second and third derivatives 

involve only the respective terms 

<l> 2(y.-l) -y. 
V . K . [ S . J t ( 1 + K . [ S . ] ) J { 1 +X . ( 1 + K . [ S . J t) J 

J J J J J · t J J J 

and 

2 ( l +y . K . [ S . ] t ) } / w . 
J J J J (II - 41a) 

3(y .- l) <2 > <1 >2 
3 V. K . ( 1 + K . [ S . ] t) J { [ S . ] t ( 1 + K . [ S . ] t+8) -K . ( [ S . ] ) ( 2 + I; ) } / w . 

JJ J J J - J J J Jt J 

(II - 4 lb) 

where 

(1 -y .) 2 (l-2y.) 
e = X . ( 1 + K . [ S . J t) . J ( 2 +y . K . [ S . ] t) +x . ( 1 +y . K . [ S . J t) ( 1 + K . [ S . ] ) J 

J J J ]] J J ]J J J Jt 

X . { 2 (y . - 2) -y . K . [ S . ] t (y . + 1) } 
~ - - J J - J J J J __ -

y. 
(l+K.[S.]t) J 

J J 

2 
X . (y . -1) ( 2+y . K . [ S . ] t) 
__ L:_:i. J J J 

2y' 
(l+K.[S .Jt) J 

J J 

(II - 41c) 

Use of these express1.ons in a successive substitution 

process leads to, 

+ 

(y 1 -1) 
t 

(II - 41d) 
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Numerical example has shown that equation (II-4ld)which has 

been truncated after the third term, closely describes 

initial substrate depletion curves in the early stages 

of the reactio~ calculated using equation (II-39). 

Of greater interest in the present connection is the 

conclusion drawn from an array of such expressions that the 

first non-zero term in the polynomials of [Sj]t for j ~ 2 

is given by, 

<j-1> (j-1) 
[S . ] t 
-- J 0 

J 

n 
yl-1 (j-1) 

V l K 1 1 S l J O (1 +Kl IS l J 
O

) t 

(j-1) ! k=3 (j-1) ! { (l+K
1

Js
1

]
0 

/
1+x

1
J 

(II - 42) 

This equation also follows directly from equation (II-26) 

since d[Sp]t/dt is a function only of [Sp-lJt as is seen 

from equation (II-38c). For example, in the case of a 

coupled enzymic assay (p = 3) involving two control enzymes 

of the type specified, equation (II-42) may be used to write 

an expression for the conce ntr ation of final product 

(II - 43) 

Although equation (II-43) is an approximation, it follows 

that, 

lim 
t-+o 

[ s ] t 
I? 

- m (II - 44) 

It is evident that when x1 = x2 = o equation (II-44) becomes 

equation (II-15). This emphasizes the additional advantage 

of employing equation (II-33) as representative of rate 
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equations involving ratios of polynomials, in that by 

suitable selection of isome rization constants to equal zero 

various juxtapositions of control and Michaelis-Menten 

enzymes in the pathway may readily be examined. In relation 

to the use of equation (II-44), two cases are of particular 

interest. The first involves placing x
1 

= 0 and x
2 

i O, 

which specifies that the first enzyme is of the Michaelis

Menten type while the second is a control enzyme. Equation 

(II-44) simplifies to the form of a rectangular hyperbola 

and from the corresponding linear double-reciprocal plot, 

values of -K1 and 2(l+X 2 )/V2K2v
1 

may be obtained from the 

abscissa and ordinate intercepts, respectively. 

Independent studies with the second enzyme offer the 

opportunity of fitting the associated sigmoidal kinetic 

curve with values of the parameters x
2

, v
2 

and K
2

• This 

could proceed in a manner analogous to that previously 

employed to obtain binding parameters relevant to a system 

(aspartate transcarbamylase - succinate) which exhibits the 

essential features of the model chosen to form equation 

(II-38} (Changeux and Rubjn, 1968; Nichol, Smith and Winzer, 

1969). It follows that values of v
1 

and K
1 

may be estimated. 

The second case of interest involves placing x
1 

i O and 

x2 = O, specifying that a reaction catalyzed by a control 

enzyme is being monitored with the use of an enzyme of the 

Michaelis-Menten type. In this case equation (II-44) 

describes a sigmoidal curve (y
1 

> 1 and x
1 

large), which 

with independent knowledge of v2 and K
2

, permits application 

of the abovementioned fitting procedures to estimate x
1

, 

V 
1 

and K
1

• 
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5. Discussion. 

No attempt has been made in this Chapter to be 

encyclopaedic with regard to the types of mechanisms which 

are encountered in enzyme catalysis, nor with regard to the 

possible complications such as enzyme-enzyme interaction 

which might be encountered in conducting a coupled assay : 

certain of these aspects are discussed in later Chapters. 

The basic aim of this Chapter was to introduce methods by 

which analytical expressions could be fonnulated for the 

time dependence of all major reactants in a linear sequence 

of enzyme catalyzed reactions. Of the various means 

examined, all led to a consistent result but application of 

the Maclaurin polynomial proved most tractable. Thus the 

application of Maclaurin polynomials led to a two 

dimensional array of expressions. 

In the horizontal dimension, it has been shown, by 

equations (II-12), (II-13) and (II-14), for example, that 
) 

it is possible to generate higher degree terms int which 

may be useful in attempting to interpret experimentally 

observed concentrations of species at relatively long times. 

In this connection, it is noted that it would not be 

impossible to generate even higher degree terms than those 

shown if these were needed. It is however recognized that 

such terms generated for a particular enzyme model may have 

limited use in practice since it is in the domain of long 

times that complications such as pH changes, or protein 

denaturation may be encountered. Emphasis has therefore 

been placed,in relation to experimental interpretation, on 
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information obtained at relatively early times. Thus, by 

examining the first non-zero term of the array in a vertical 

dimension it has been possible to arrive at the relatively 

general expressions given in equations (II-15), (II-22b) and 

(II-44). In each case these equations suggest that the 

P-1 experimenter should construct a plot of [Sp]t versus t , 

which is perhaps an unfamiliar format for workers engaged 

in initial velocity steady-state kinetic studies. The 

reason for making the suggestion is that the slope of the 

limiting tangent to this plot, as t ~ o, may not only 

readily be obtained (e.g. Figure II-5) ; but also it is 

explicitly related to the concentration of initial substrate 

by an expression which involves the steady-state kinetic 

parameters for each of the enzymes in the sequence. It is 

important to note such an analytical expression is not 

available from particular numerical examples constructed 

by numerically integrating the basic differential rate 

equations as is illustrated in Figure (II-3). The use of 

numerical integrations in interpreting experimental results 

is not denied; but it is felt that they assume greatest 

value when used in conjunction with the analytical expression, 

and such a joint use is illustrated in Chapter IV. 'The 

analytical expression for the slope is given by the initial 

velocity expression for the first enzyme multiplied by an 

ordinate scaling factor, which involves the kinetic 

parameters characterizing the succeeding enzymes. For 

example, ~rorn equation (II-15) the ordinate scaling factor 

is V2/2K2 , where v2/K2 is the first order rate constant for 

E2 . F'our points worthy of discussion emerge from this 

observation. 
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First, it suggests a simple 11 rule of thumb 11 for writing 

an expression for the slope m: the expression for 

-d[S 1 ]t/dt is written and multiplied by the product of the 

first order rate (with respect to substrate) constants of 

the succeeding enzymes and divided by (p-1) ! where (p-1) is 

the number of enzymes in the sequence. Secondly, it becomes 

clear that the kinetic parameters characterizing the first 

enzyme may only be uniquely determined if the kinetic 

parameters of the succeeding enzymes can be evaluated from 

separate studies, for otherwise only the Michaelis constant 

for the first enzyme, and a value for the ordinate scaling 

factor multiplied by v1 are available. Thirdly, it is 

implicit that a plot of m versus [S
1

]
0 

must assume the 

form appropriate to the first enzyme in the sequence: in 

particular, spurious sigmoidality cannot be introduced by 

monitoring an enzyme of the Michaelis-Menten type with a 

control enzyme, nor can sigmoidality be totally obscured 

when the reverse situation is encountered. This may be of 

some reassurance to workers who are forced to characterize 

an enzyme of interest by means of a coupled assay. On the 

other hand, it must be emphasized that such studies are 

likely to be less accurate than those conducted with an 

enzyme alone, since errors involved in the evaluation of the 

ordinate scaling factor are also introduced. Fourthly, it 

is clear that the expression form will be valid provided 

all enzyme substra e complexes are in an approximate steady

state in the early time domain, While this has been shown 

for a particular numerical example, Figure (II-5), it 

remains to stablish its validity in experimental situations. 
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This is the sub j ect of Chapter IV which is concerned 

with the arginase-urease couple. Further consideration is 

also given in Chapter IV to systems where a large excess 

of the second enzyme ls emp l oyed in a coupled assay, 

(p = 3) • It appears from Section (II-1. (d)) that the 

particular development formulated f or this case by Easterby 

(1973) is encompassed by the more general expressions 

derived in this Chapter since these were based on a 

Maclaurin polynomi a l which made no explicit assumption as 

to the ratio of [E 1 ]
0
/[E 2 ]

0
• 'rhis tentative conclusion is 

explored further in Chapter IV, utilizing experimental results 

presented by Easterby and paying particular attention to 

the possibility of evaluating m from a plot of [Sp]t versus 

t
2

• In relation to the major studies to be presented on 

arginase and urease in Chapter IV, it is noted that it is 

important not only to evaluate the kinetic parameters for 

each of these enzymes studied alone, but also to have an 

understanding of their physico-chemical behaviour in terms 

of possible dissociation reactions and heterogeneous 

associations at concentration levels to be used in their 

coupled assay. This involves application of physico-

chemical methods which are discussed in the beginning of the 

next Chapter, prior to their application to the enzymes 

under study. 



CHAPTER III 

ISOLATION AND PHYSICO-CHr:MICAL ---

CHARACTERIZATION OF ARGINASE 
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In this Chapter the evaluation of the characteristic 

parameters for arginase such as molecular weight, partial 

specific volume and isoelec tric point is discussed. 

Parameters of this type suffice to characterize a simple 

non-interacting protein. Howeve r , many proteins are known 

to exist in solution as a mixture of various polymeric 

states (Ni chol, Be thune, Kegeles and Hes s , 1964; Frieden, 

1971) and thus the characterization would not be complete 

without investigation of whether such equilibria operated 

in the arginase system, particularly in environments and at 

concentration levels where kinetic experiments are to be 

performed. Also, in relation to the coupled assays to be 

presented it .is important to establish whether complex 

formation occurs between arginase and urease. The 

determination of the basic characteristic parameters and the 

exploration of t he possible existence of interactions 

(both polymerizations and heterogeneous associations) . 
lS 

effected by the application of a range of physico-chemical 

techniques which can be divided into two broad categories. 

The first involves mass migration of the solute species 

under the influence of an applied p otential gradient and 

encompasses the techniques of electrophoresis (Bier, 1962), 

frontal gel chromatography, (Winzor and Scheraga, 1963) and 

s e d imentat i on velocity, (Sve db e rg a nd Pedersen, 1940). The 

second category involves the equil ibrium methods of 

sedi mentation equilibrium (Fujita, 1962) light scattering, 

(Stacey, 1956) and osmotic pressure (Kupke, 1960). 

Thi s Chapter commences with a review of the basic 

the ory pertaining to the methods which were employed in this 

study. It emphasi~es those a s pects relating to the 
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behaviour of a single non-interacting solute, the situation 

which pertains to arginase; but includes sufficient theory 

of interactions to give meaning to the design of experiments 

used to explore the possibility of such interactions. It is 

also noted that this background theory will be of use in the 

discussion of the properties of argininosuccinase to be 

presented in Chapter V. 

1. A review of theory pertaining to the relevant physico

chemical methods. 

(a) Mass migratio..E._methods 

The behaviour in a mass migration experiment of a 

single or multi-solute system may be described on the basis 

of continuity equations which express the conservation of 

mass of the migrating solutes. Such equations have been 

discussed by many workers, both with regard to their 

differential form (e.g. Gilbert, 1959; Gilbert and Jenkins, 

1959; Nichol, Ogston and Rescigno, 1970), and their 

integrated forms (e.g. Tiselius, 1930; Johnson, 1946; Nichol 

and Ogston, 1965a). The differential forms offer the 

advantage that they permit comment on the shapes of 

boundaries which arise as a consequence of mass migration, 

but they are complicated by the necessity to include second 

order differential terms to account for diffusional 

spreading. While this aspect will be discussed later, it is 

noted that certain basic relations relevant to this study 

emerge more simply by considering first the integrated forms 

of the basic continuity equations. 

(il Basic continuity equations in integrated for~ 

eertain!ng to single solutes. Consider first a 

single solute system which comprises a solvent (buffer) and 
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either an unreacting solute species or a series of polymeric 

species in rapid equilibrium. In the latter situation the 

total wei ght-concentration a t each point in the cell is 
n 

given by c(x) = :z=_ 
i=l 

c. (x) where c. is the weight-
l l 

concentra ~ion of each polymer (including monomer) present, 

and xis the d i stance from a reference point in the cell. 

Reference is now made to Figure (III-1} which represents 

the amoun t of solute (A), used to fill a cell of unit and 

uniform cross-sectional area, by the area ABCD, where AD is 

given by the initial loading concentration c0 and AB denotes 

the cell length. After application of anhomogeneous 

potential gradient for a time t, a boundary denoted by 

XJY is formed between a solvent plateau (S phase) and the 

original solution plateau (a phase) where the concentration 

-o - Ct 
c (= cA) is preserved. Even for a polymerizing system, 

a single boundary in constituent concentration must arise 

since equilibrium between the species is considered to be 

maintained at all points in the cell where the concentration 

is finite. The form of the boundary depends on several 

factors including diffusional spreading and chemical 

interaction, and thus its representation in Figure ~II-1) 

is merely schematic. Regardless of the form of the boundary 

it is always possible to construct a median bisector IO, 

such that the area YIJ equals the area JXO. It follows 

that the area ABCD equals the area IBCO plus the amount of 

material which has piled up at the cell base, and which is 

represented by the area BKLC. In other words the statement 

of mass conservation may be written; the area ABCD equals 

the area IKLO, or since the area IBCO is common, the area 
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Figure III - 1 

A schematic representation of the mass migration of a 

single solute A in a uniform cell and under the 

influence of a uniform potential gradient. The original 

plateau concentration (on a weight basis of A) - a 
CA 

represented by the vertical magnitude of AD, and the 

area ABCD represents the total mass of A in the cell. 

is 

11, 

11 
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AIOD equals the area BKLC. Since AD= IO - KL -o 
- C 

- (.( (=c ) 
A 

and AI= v't, where v' is the velocity of the median 

- a - a . bisector IO, and BK= vA t, where vA is the constituent 

or weight-average velocity of the solute in the original 

solution plateau, it follows that, 

-o - a v't C - VA t 

- Ct or, v' - VA -

-o 
C 

n 

L 
i=l 

n 
~-
L._ 

i = l 

v.c. 
l l 

c. 
l 

(III - la) 

(III - lb) 

This geometric argument may appear simple, but it leads to 

the valuable result, which may not be immediately obvious, 

that the weight-average velocity pertaining to the particular 
-o 

concentration c may be obtained by measuring the velocity 

of the median bisector of the observable gradient of 

constituent concentration. 

In sedimentation velocity, the situation described in 

relation to Figure (III-1) basically pertains, with the 

exception that the pplicd p o tential gradient is not uniform, 

and the cell is not of uniform cross-sectional area, but 

rather is sector shaped to avoid convective disturbance 

when migration proceeds along radii extencling from the axis 

of rotation. Goldberg (1953) has shown that the movement 

of the median bisector (termed the first moment of the 

boundary) no longer gives the weight-average velocity of 

solute in the original solution plateau; the correct position 

is th square root of the second moment. The position, in 

a boundary, oft e squctre root of the second moment is given 

by, 
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X (III - 2a) 

where xx and xy denote the positions of onset of the solvent 

and soluti on plateaux respectively, and xis a radial 

distance parameter, with ac/ ax the corresponding gradient 

of concentration which is measured, in schlieren optics, 

as the directly proportional quantity, the gradient of 

refractive inde x (or the height of the peak above the base 

line) . The weight-average sedimentation coefficient (the 

velocity per unit gravitational field), is determined by 

use of the definition, 

s 
dlnx/dt 

2 
w 

where w is the angular velocity. 

(III - 2b) 

It is therefore possible 

to perform a series of experiments in which the value of 

-o - -o c is varied, and to construct a plot of s versus c. In 

the case of non-polymerizing globular proteins, such plots 

are frequently linear with negative slope and are described 

by, 

0 s - s ( 1 - kc ) 
0 

(III - 3) 

where the bar superscript has been omitted to emphasize 

that only one oligomeric form is being considered, and k 

is the coefficient of concentration dependence. It is also 

noted that in these cases, the observed schlieren boundary 

is synunetrical (Fujita, 1962) and the position of the 

max imum ordinate corresponds to the use of~ in determining 



s. This type of concentration dependence arises as a 

consequence of frictional interactions, and depends on 

factors such as the viscosity of the medium, the 

back-flow of solvent, and the density of the solution 
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(Schachman, 1959): in this sense, equation (ITI-3) must be 

regarded as empirical. In the case of a polymerizing 

solute, s determined from equation (III-2b) will be a 

non-linear function of c0 and in fact will have an initial 

positive slope, since by Ostwald's Dilution Law, dilution 

must favour an increase in the relative proportions of 

the lower molecular weight species. Indeed from equation 

(III-lb) it follows that at infinite dilution, s equals 

the sedimentation coefficient of monomer. As in the case 

of the polymerizing a-chymotrypsin system (Schwert, 1949}, 

this may provide a valuable diagnostic test for the 

operation of a self interaction provided a concentration 

range may be investigated where the relative proportions 

of polymeric species become a sensitive function of total 

concentration. In this connection it is noted that in 

high concentration ranges where higher polymeric forms 

dominate, the continual operation of frictional effects 

- -o may well lead to a negative slope of the s versus c plot. 

With conventional schlieren optics the lowest value of 

-o -1 
c which may reasonably be measured is 0.1 g dl and this 

evidently is a restrictive condition if it is desired to 

investigate the possible operation of polymerization 

equilibria at concentrations generally employed in 

conducting enzyme kinetic assays: this situation may be 

improved with the use of absorption optical systems, but 

not necessarily to the extent that extremely low 
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concentration ranges may be reliably investigated. In this 

connection, the method of frontal gel chromatography offers 

promise. 

In frontal gel chromatography a column of uniform 

cross-sectional area packed with a gel, such as Sephadex, 

is pre-equilibrated with buffer and a sufficiently large 

volume of solution is applied to ensure that a plateau of 

original concentration c0 is maintained in the mobile 

phase of the column (Nichol and Winzor, 1972) and in the 

elution profile. Once this condition has been ensured the 

material is eluted with buffer, to obtain a trailing elution 

profile described by Figure (III-1) where the abscissa now 

represents elution volume rather than distance. In this 

case there is no pile up at a cell base, and LK may be 

regarded as the median bisector of the advancing front 

which is also observable experimentally. Therefore the 

geometrical argument used previously is directly applicable 

to this context, with the area ABCD being the product of the 

-o 
loading volume and c , and it shows that V' determined from 

the median bisector of the advancing front (or the difference 

between the median bisector of the trailing front and the 

loading volume) is a correct measure of the weight-average 

elution volume. 

jc0 n 

Vdc 
) . 

C . v. ........ ~ 
l .1. i=l V - - (III - 4) 

-o n IC de L c. 
.1. 

i==l 0 

'I1he first equality of equation (III-4) defines the means 

by which the median bisector may be determined from the 

experimental result, while the second equality shows that 
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-
Vis a direct analogue of equation (III-lb) with elution 

volumes replacing velocities (Gilbert, 1966; Nichol, Ogston 

and Winzor, 1967). In the case of non-polymerizing 

globular proteins it has been observed experimentally 

(Winzor and Nichol, 1965; Gilbert and Kellet, 1971} that 

Vis a linear function of c0 with positive slope, an effect 

which has recently been ascribed to be osmotic in origin 

(Edmond, Farquhar, Dunstone and Ogston, 1968; Nichol, 

Janado and Winzor, 1973), and therefore of little 

significance in studies performed with extremely low values 
-o of C. In the case of a polymerizing system, re-equilibration 

effects following dilution will predominate and the plot of 

V versus c0 
will exhibit upward curvature as c0 decreases 

since, again by Ostwald's Dilution Law, lower molecular 

weight polymeric species with large r elution volumes will 

predominate. A series of experiments is therefore suggested 

in which the plateau concentration -o 
is progressively C 

lowered. Two points must be stressed . 
relation to such in 

experiments. First, it lS inappropriate to employ zonal 

analysis for the study of interacting systems since zones 

must necessarily dilute on passage through the column and 

the advantage that a rigorously defined weight-average 

-o elution volume which may be related to a corresponding c, 

is lost; indeed Winzor (1966) has shown that the study of 

polymerizing systems by zonal analysis may well result in 

an observed elution volume corresponding closely to that 

of the monomer. Secondly, in the frontal analysis 

-o experiments, values of c may be reasonably determined by 

means of serial dilution even at very low levels, and the 

experimenter is merely required to determine from the 
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collected fractions the elution volume at which the protein 

emerges. This is aided by the observation, that for a 

polymerizing system the advancing front tends to be 

hypersharp (Gilbert, 1959; Nichol and Ogston, 1965~ in that 

chemical re-equilibration effects oppose the tendency of 

the front to spread by dispersion. Moreover the method of 

detecting protein in the collected fractions is a matter of 

choice for the experimenter and bears no relation to the 

behaviour of the protein on the column. For example, if 

an enzyme is being studied it would be appropriate to add 

substrate to each of the collected fractions and thereby 

determine by enzymic assay the sharply defined elution 

volume at which the enzyme appears: no explicit assumption 

is made with regard to the dependence of enzyme activity on 

concentration, and the V obtained is a function of protein 

concentration only. In this respect it differs from a 

zonal sedimentation velocity technique which detects the 

rate of migration of the enzyme by following the product 

formation via absorption optics, as it passes through its 

substrate (Cohen and Mire, 197la,b). The frontal analysis 

method is exemplified by the work of Nichol and Roy (1965} 

who showed that arylsulphatase A continued to exist as a 

monomer of molecular weight 100,000 at pH 7.5 at concentrations 

as low as 0.00003 g dl- 1 , but that at pH 5, where it 

existed as a tetrarner in a concentration of 0.1 g dl- 1 , 

dilution to the above concentration resulted in dissociation 

toward the monomer, as seen by an increasing V with 
. -o decreasing c. 

Finally it is noted that with systems where monomer 
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coexists in rapid equilibrium with a single higher polymer 

~ - - -o (nA ~~ C) the evaluation of s or Vas a function of c may 

be used to evaluate the equilibrium constant describing 

the interaction, (K = cc/c1). Thus combination of this 

definition with equation (III-lb) gives, 

K 

(1-n) -·o 
C ( s - s) 

A 
(III - 5) 

An entirely an a logous expression with elution volumes 

replacing sedimentation coefficients may be derived on 

the basis of equation (III-4). In both cases it is required 

to obtain the sedimentation coefficients or elution volumes 

of A and C alone which is not a simple procedure since at 

finite concentration only constituent concentration 

gradi e nts are observed. Various methods which may be 

-employed including extrapolation of V ors to infinite 

dilution, to obtain respectively sA and VA and the use of 

23-averag·e elution volumes (Winzor, Loke and Nichol, 1967) 

have recently been reviewed (Baghurst, Nichol and Sawyer, 

19 7 2) • It seems unwarranted to discuss these in detail 

since equation (III-5) and its elution volume analogue 

have not been used in this work. 

(ii) ~ntegrated continuity equa tion~ for a system 

.~omprising two solutes. Up to this point 

consideration has only been given to mass migration 

e xperiments in which a single boundary of constituent 

conce ntration arises. It is relevant to extend the treatment 

to systems where two discre te boundaries will be evident in 

the mass migration process since these encompass the 
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following situations; (l} a protein migrating in the presence 

of a macromolecular contaminant with which it does not 

interact; (2} a system in which a monomer coexists in 

equilibrium with a single higher polymer and the rate of 

equilibrium is slow compared with their separation under the 

influence of the applied potential gradient; and (3) the 

migration of a mixture of two proteins such as arginase and 

urease, which is performed with the deliberate intention of 

detecting the presence or absence of an interaction between 

them. The two distinct species specified in each case will 

be termed A and Band considered to move with individual 

velocities vA and v
8

, such that V / 
A Reference is now 

made to Figure (III-2) which is more simply discussed in 

terms of sedimentation velocity, although as before the 

conclusions that are drawn, are readily applicable to the 

chromatographic case. The cell represented by ABCD, of 

unit cross-sectional area, is filled with a solution of 

composition defined by specifying the total weight-

concentrations of A and B, - a - a 
cA and c 6 respectively. If 

A and B do not chemically interact, or are very slowly 

equilibrating polymers (Ba monomer of A, say), application 

of the centrifugal field for a time twill result in 

partial separation of A and B. Thus a boundary between the 

solvent plateau, and a plateau of B alone, cB S will be 

generated. This plateau will in general be terminated at 

the position where the concentration of A increases with 

radial distance from zero to its original plateau 

- Q 
concentration of cA. As the concentration of A increases 

with distance, three possibilities arise in relation to the 
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Figure III - 2 

Schematic representations of the mass migration of a 

mixture of two solutes A and Bin a cell of uniform 

cross-section. The a-phase is that of the original 

solution, the S-phase contains B alone, and they-phase 

is solvent. Two possible situations are depicted: 

(a) cBS >CB, which is shown in the text to pertain when 

frictional interactions cause a composition dependence 

(b) 

on the constituent velocity of B. 
s - . 

c 8 < cB , which is shown in the text to pertain 

when chemical interaction of the type A+ B ~ C 

causes a composition dependence of the constituent 

velocity of B. 
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concentration of B; (1) it could remain constant whereupon 

it would be required that cB S equals 

decrease as i s illustrated in Figure 

- a cB ; (2) it could 

(III-2a) from CBS to 

cB a or; ( 3) it could increase to cB a as illustrated in 

Figure (III-2b). In the latter two cases it would be 

appropriate to term the second boundary observable by the 

experimenter, a reaction boundary because both of the 

concentrations of A and B change coextensively. If A and B 

chemically interact according to the scheme A+ B ~ C, it 

is appropriate to define a constituent concentration of B 
MB 

as cB - cB +~cc, (where MB and MC are the molecular 
C 

weights of Band C respectively), whereupon the same three 

possibilities as discussed above pertain. Thus it is 

entirely possible that a boundary of pure B will be left 

near the meniscus (Figure l(b) of Gilbert and Jenkins, 1959), 

and a reaction boundary across which the constituent 

concentration of B remains constant, increases (Figure 

III-2a) or decreases (Figure III-2b), separates the 

plateau of B alone, c 8 s, and the original solution plateau, 

where the constituent concentration of Bis cBa. 

The following geometrical argument applies to both 

Figures (III-2a and b) and to all the two-solute systems 

under discussion whether they are interacting or not. 

Three constructions have been made in Figure (III-2); 

(1) the line FE which represents the median bisector of the 

pure B gradient which in practice will be spread by 

diffusion; (2} the line OH, which is the median bisector 

of the B constituent gradient separating the a and S 

plateaux , and; (3) the area BKLC is drawn to represent the 

amount of material piled up at the cell base BC. Thus, 



the area ABCD area EKLXYF 

area EKLXYF - area EIHF + area IBCO + area BKLC 

area ABCD = area AEGD + are a IBCO + area EI OG 

Combination of these equalities yields, 

area EIHF + area BKLC = area AEGD + area EIOG 

In addition the following relations pertain; 

AE B EI= (v' - VB )t, - u BK= VB t, 
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(III - 6a) 

(III 6b) 

(III - 6c) 

(III - 6d) 

- a 
AD= LK = cB where v' is the velocity of the median 

bisector OH, and vB a is, for the che mically non-interacting 

case, the velocity of B migrating in the presence of A, 

and for the chemically ~tffacting case, the constituent 

a a a a - a 
velocity (vB cB + vc cc )/cB. It follows from equation 

(III - 6d) that, v 8
8t c

8
a + (v' - v

8
8 )t c

8
a = (v' - vB 8)t cB B 

(III - 7) 

which upon rearrangement gives, 

C B 
B 

- a - a. 
CB (v' - VB ) 
- - ---

(v' - v B ) 
B 

(III - 8) 

From equation (III-8) it follow s that if vB u < vB 6 

then C B 
B 

- a 
> C 

B and Figure (III-2a) pertains. This is the 

situation encountered where A and B interact frictionally 

but not chemically, and in this context equation (III-8) 

is recognised as the Johnston-Ogston equation (Johnston and 

Ogston, 1946). It is of some interest to note that in 

their original formulation, Johnston a nd Ogston did not 

realize that v• was the median bisector of the B constituent 

gradi ent across which the A constituent disappears (Nichol 

and Ogston, 1965a). In the case of chemical interaction it 
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is clear from the definition of the constituent velocity 
- a - () S 
vB that vB > vB , and therefore from equation (III-8) that 

cB S< cB a. as illustrated in Figure (III-2b). In this 

context equati o n (III-8) has been termed t h e moving boundary 

equation (Longsworth, 1959), and it permits the estimation 

of vB u from the available experimental results and hence 

the esti mation of the association equilibrium constant for 

the reaction A+ B ~ C. In the experiments to be reported, 

on mixtures of arginase and urease, and arginase and 

argininosuccinase, use will be made of these observations in 

comparing observable values of cB S with the value of cBa. 

selected to construct these mixtures. It could be noted 

that when chemically interacting systems are studied, 

frictional interactions almost certainly operate and the 

possibility arises therefore that two opposing effects may 

1 . 6 11· - a resu tin cB equa ing cB : this however is an unlikely 

situation since one effect will almost certainly predominate. 

(iii) The continuity equations in differential form: 

£OUndary shapes. Consider first the sedimentation 

v e locity of a single non-interacting solute. Even for this 

simple case the shape of the sedimenting boundary is a 

function of several factors including diffusional spreading 

and concentra tion dependence e f fects. It follows that 

analys is of this boundary sh ape is potentially capable of 

providing more information pertaining to the system than is 

obtainable from determining weight-average velocities alone. 

Lamm (1929) formulated the differential equation which 

describes the flux of a single solute in a radially divergent 

grav itational field, 
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1 a d C 

(III - 9) 
at X ax 

Equation (III-9) is a non-linear partial differential 

equation of order two, since a term describing diffusion 

in terms of the coefficient D, is included. The integration 

of equation (III-9) provides a functional relationship 

between c and x which describes the boundary shape. Such 

solutions in approximate form were first obtained by 

Faxen (1929) and by Archibald (1942), assuming that both s 

and D were concentration independent, and are therefore of 

limited applicability to the description of boundary shapes 

pertaining to real systems. Fujita (1956) reconsidered the 

integration problem, incorporating a linear concentration 

dependence of s, described by equation (III-3), but 

ignoring the concentration dependence of D, since diffusional 

spreading itself is a second order effect depending on the 

square root of time (Crank, 1970). Fujita showed that 

equation (III-9) could be written in the form of a linear 

partial differential equat i on of order two which was 

capable of solution by standard means to yield an infinite 

series, each term of which was itself an infinite series 

multiplied by an exponential term. He pointed out that 

this solution was of little direct use in relation to 

experimental results particularly as the alternating series 

possesses undefined convergence characteristics. 

Fortunately, a simpler formulation o f equation (III-9) in 

analogous form to the familiar unidimensional diffusion 

equation of Fick (second law) was possible in cases where 

the experimental parameters conform to the relation, 
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(ye - T ) / c ( 1-e ·- T) > > 1, where y ;= (x/xm} 2 , xm being the 

2 radial position of the meniscus; T = 2w s t and 
0 

2 2 
E = 2D/ w s x . The advantage of this formulation was o m 

not only that many experimental systems conform to this 

con d ition, b u t also that the solution of the Fick equation 

in terms of the probability integral was available. In 

these terms , the experimental sedimentation velocity 

patte rn is analyzed in the following way (Baldwin, 1957). 

A s eries of experiments performed at different plateau 

concentrations together with the application of equation 

(III-3) permits the evaluation of k ands , whereupon Tis 
0 

defined for each value oft, the time from the commencement 

of the experiment to the photographic recording of a 

particular schlieren peak. It follows that corresponding 

values of A and ~M may be determined where, 

kc0 (1 - T 
(III 10a) >. - e ) -

:!-::: 
2 2 0 2 :!-::: 

w s X kc A 2 

( M 
0 m 

(III 10b) - -
2D 1 + (1 - .\ ) 72 

provided a value of Dis asswned. The probability. integral 

of sM, ~ ( s M) and its first derivative ¢ ' ( sM), the error 

functi on, may . be obtained from standard tables (U.S. 

Department of Commerce, National Bureau of Standards. 

Applied Ma t hematics Series, 1 954), whereupon the following 

function may be evaluated for each value oft. 

(III - 10c) 



Fujita (1956) showed that the final solution of the 

approximated differential equation could be written in a 

form which related F(~M} to the area A of the schlieren 

peak and the height Hof its maximum ordinate, by, 

2 
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H 

2D 

2 

1z 2 
(e T-1)[1 + (1-A)] (III - 11) 

w s 
0 

The ratio, A/H, implicitly involves consideration of 

boundary shape, but of more importance, equation (III-11) 

as written suggests a plot 
2 

of ( AF ( ~ M) /H) versus 
1 2 

(eT-].) [1 + (1-~)~] which permits determination of Don 

the basis that the plot must be linear when the correct 

value of Dis initially chosen. Modifications of this 

procedure have more recently been suggested by Van Holde 

(1960) and Fujita (1959), but the basic information 

available is similar. It is also noted that the procedure 

of analysis not only provides a means of estimating the 

diffusion coefficient, but also provides a test of the 

homogeneity of the sample, since the suggested plot will 

be curvilinear regardless of the original value of D 

selected if the sedimenting boundary comprises more than one 

species. 

It is perhaps self-evident from the above review of 

theory pertaining to the migration of a single non-interacting 

solute, that the analysis of experimental data obtained 

with a polymerizing, or a two solute system in similar 

terms is prohibitively difficult. Accordingly in recent 

efforts (Cann, 1970; Cox, 1969; Gilbert and Gilbert, 1973) 

an entirely different approach has been employed in which 

the original differential equation expressing 



conservation of mass is numerically integrated by finite 

difference me thods. The procedure necessitates 
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assigning values to relevan t parameters including 

sedimentation coefficients of the solute species present, 

corre s p onding diffusion coeffici e nts a nd concentration 

dependence terms, and equilibrium constants if applicable. 

The computer simulated boundary shape is then compared 

with the experimental pattern in order to refine the choice 

of these parameters. Considerable success has been 

achieved by this procedure in analyzing relatively simple 

systems, such as the polymerizing S-A-lactoglobulin system 

(Gilbert and Gilbert, 1973) where reliable values for many 

of the required parameters are available from other 

experimental sources. These refined calculations have 

confirmed earlier predictions made by Gilbert (1955, 1959) 

on the behaviour of polymerizing systems in mass migration: 

the se earlier predictions were based on integrations of the 

differential continuity equations neglecting diffusional 

spreading and accordingly refer to asymptotic solutions at 

infinite time. In surrunary the important features which 

characterize a rapidly polymerizing system are, (1) that 

a monomer-dimer system will sediment as a unimodal boundary 

wh ich may be skewed by chemical reaction, (2} that an 

nA ~~ C system (n > 2) will e x hibit a bimodal reaction 

b oundary in sedimentation velocity, the area of the back 

p eak r ema ining constant as c0 decreases provided c0 is 

sufficiently large to ensure that a minimum is observed, 

and (3) that the distinct bimodality will be obscured 

by the presence of appreciable amounts of polymers of size 

intermediate between A and C. 
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(b) Sedimentation equilibri~ 

Of the previously cited equilibrium methods which 

may be used to obtain fundamental information on a 

macromolecular system interacting or not, that of 

sedimentation equilibrium was employed in this work. In 

this procedure a solution of macromolecular species is 

introduced into an ultracentrifuge cell and the rotor spun 

at constant angular velocity and temperature until the total 

potential of each solute component is a constant independent 
\ 

of radial distance. In effect, the centrifugal potential 

acting on each solute species has been counterbalanced by 

the tendency of the solute to diffuse in the centripetal 

direction under the influence of a chemical potential 

gradient. The value of w is selected such that a 

distribution (a plot of total concentration versus radial 

distance) in terms of Rayleigh interference fringes, is 

measurable at equilibrium where the concentration distribution 

is independent of time. For a single non-interacting solute 

whose activity coefficient is unity it may be readily shown 

by a. rigorous thermodynamic argument (Fujita, 1962) that the 
, 

equation which describes this distribution is given by, 

(III - 12) 

- 2 
where~= (1 - vp)w /2RT, and x

1 
and x

2 
are any radial 

distances at or between the meniscus and base xm and xb 

respectively; vis the partial specific volume of the solute 

and p the density of the solution. Equation (III-12) is 

also derivable from equation (III-9) by placing ac/ 3t equal 

to zero, the statement of sedimentation equilibrium in this 

instance, and the integration of the result, leads by this 
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pathway to the ratios/Din the exponential term which may 

be replaced by M(l - vp)/RT; the Svedberg molecular weight 

expression, whereupon equatJ.on (III-12J is obtained. The 

equivalent differential form o f equation (III-12) is, 

dlnc(x) 

d(x2i 
cp M (III - 13) 

which shows that the slope of a plot of lnc(x) versus x 2 

will yield the molecular weight provided vis determined 

by independent difference density measurements. 

Two cases where the experimentally available plot of 

lnc(x) versus x
2 

will not be linear are worthy of comment. 

First, if a mixture of species of different molecular 

weight (albeit they be in chemical equilibrium or not) . 
is 

subjecte d to sedimentation equilibrium, it has been shown 

that each species distributes individually according to 

equation (III-12) (Adams and Fujita, 1963; Nichol and Ogston, 

1965b). In this c ase equation (III-13) written in terms 

of the experimentally observable total weight-concentration 

c(x) becomes 

n 

~ M.c. 
l l 

dlnc (x) 
l 1 - -

dtx2 ) 
- - q) M (III - 14) n 

~ c. 
l 

. 
1 l -

-
where Mis the weight-average molecular weight and all v. 

i 
- -are identical. Since M must increase with c (that is 

with x) for both a chemically reacting system (Ostwaldls 

Dilution Law) or with a heterogeneous system, due to 

preferential depletion of the higher molecular weight forms 
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from the meniscus, it follows for these systems that 

- 2 
lnc(xJ versus x plots exhibit upward curvature for 

2 
increasing values of x. Methods for analyzing this type 

of data in terms of the composition of a non-interacting 

heterogeneous mixture (Jeffrey and Pont, 1969), or in terms 

of the equilibrium constants governing the composition of 

an interacting mixture (Steiner, 1952) have been presented. 

The second case involves the consideration of thermodynamic 

non-ideality which in the present context will be discussed 

only in terms of a single non-interacting solute: equation 

(III-13) applies except that c(x) is replaced by a(x) the 

product of c(x) and the activity coefficient y(x). Simple 

rearrangement leads to (Nichol, Ogston and Preston, 1967), 

dlnc{x) 

d(x2) 

tP M 

1 + (~ny (x~) 
dlnc(x) 

(III - 15) 

It is generally assumed that lny(x) may be written as a 

power series in total concentration whereupon equation 

(III-15) becomes, 

dlnc (x) 

d(x2 ) 

¢ M 

l + BMc + CMc 2 (III - 16) 
+ ~ • 

where Band Care non-ideality coefficients corresponding 

to the conventional second and third virial coefficients. 

Clearly if the non-ideality coefficients do not equal zero 

the plot of lnc(x} versus (x 2 } will deviate from linearity 

in a way which depends on their sign and magnitudes. 
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(c) The determination of partial specific volume 

Basic to the determination of the molecular weight 

of a species, either by the calculation of sedimentation 

and diffusion coefficients estimated separately via the 

Svedberg (1925} molecular weight expression or from an 

analysis of sedimentation equilibrium results, is the 

requirement that the partial specific volume of the solute 

be known. This thermodynamic parameter is given by 

(: :J T,P,g.,jti, 
J 

and can not be determined 

operationally. Its experimental counterpart is the apparent 

specific volume which can be written as 

11 V 
( <P V 2) (III - 17) 

Where V and v1 are the volumes of solution and solvent 

respectively, and g 2 is the number of grams of solute in 

the solution of the given volume. 

g 1 is the number of grams of solvent and v
1
° is the v olume 

of solvent per gram. In these terms equation (III-17) becomes, 

V + (III - 18) 

which can be differentiated with respect to g
2 

to give, 

(III - 19) 

Thus provided the apparent specific volume is independent 

of g 2 then it equals the partial specific volume v
2

; a 

condition that will be assumed in this work. In practice, 
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equation (III-19t is not used directly to estimate v
2

, but 

rather density measurements are made. In these terms 

equation (III-17) becomes, 

1 
(<I>v2) 

p 

p - p 1 

C 

+ 1 (III - 20) 

where pis the solution density, pl that of the solvent, 

and c the concentration of the solution. Thus the apparent 

specific volume can be estimated by means of a precision 

differential density measurement (as discussed in Chapter VI~ 

Methods Section) and a knowledge of c. If this concentration, 

albeit measured indirectly by refractometry or spectroscopy, 

fundamentally refers to a dry-weight concentration, then the 

use of the v so determined leads to a value of the 

unhydrated molecular weight (Oncley, 1941; Casassa and 

Eisenberg, 1964). 

(d) The correlation of determined parameters 

Einstein (1905) showed, from the thermodynamics of 

irreversible processes, that the diffusion coefficient of 

a single solute could be related to its frictional 

resistance per molecule ( f) by, 

RT ) dlny ( 
D - - ~ 

1 
+ dlnc5 Nf 

(III - 21) 

where N is Avogadro's number. The existence of the 

non-ideality term in this equation is a basic reason why 

the Svedberg molecular weight expression is more correctly 

formulated in terms of a ratios /D, for in the limit of 
O 0 

infinite dilution the non-ideality term tends to zero. It 

follows from equation (III-21}, for an ideal solute, that f 
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may be evaluated provided D may be estimated by, (1} a free 

diffusion experiment (Gosting, 1956), (21 a sedimentation 

velocity experiment in whi c h boundary analysis is performed, 

(equation III-11}, or (3) by a combination of the molecular 

weight determined by sedimentation equilibrium, and a 

sedimentation coefficient determined by sedimentation 

velocity. It is now possible to calculate, from Stokes Law 

(Stokes, 1856) the frictional resistance f of a sphere 
0 

whose unhydrated partial specific volume and molecular 

weight are that of the solute under discussion. 

f 
0 

6 TT n 

1 
3 

(III - 22) 

where n is the viscosity of the medium through which the 

solute migrates. This permits the direct evaluation of the 

frictional coefficient f/f which equals unity only if the 
0 

molecule i s actually spherical and unhydrated, otherwise 

the ratio must be greater than unity. It is possible to 

derive, from an f/f
0 

greater than one, the value of the 

axial ratio of an assumed eJJj_psoid (prolate or oblate) 

provided a degree of hydration is also assumed (Perrin, 1936; 

Oncley, 19 41) • 

2. !_he purification of arginase. 

(a) Introduction -
The f irst partial success with the isolation of 

arginase was achieved by Richards and Hellerman (1940} who 

obtained a fifty-fold puri f ication of the enzyme from beef 

liver extracts. The enzyme was known to be activated by 

· t 1 · Mn++, Co++ and Fe++, va r ious me a ions, (Hellerman and 
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Perkins, 1935} but it was Van Slyke and Archibald (1942} 

who discovered the stabilizing effect of manganese salts. 

Later workers (Hunter and Downs, 1944; Mohamed and Greenberg, 

1945) utilized manganese or cobalt ions in their 

preparative steps and obtained samples which ranged in 

purity from ~ 35% to ~so%. The final product of these 

earlier preparations was always tainted yellow by liver 

pigments and a method was developed for their removal 

(Thompson, 1948), but was found to be impractical by most 

workers (Mohamed, 1949). In 1946 Bach succeeded in obtaining 

hexagonal protein crystals from a beef liver arginase 

preparation after treating the final solution with ammonium 

sulphate, acetone or isopropanol. However, the method was 

not reproducible and doubt was even cast as to whether the 

structures were crystals (Mohamed, 1949). With a better 

understanding of manganese activation effects, preparations 

of arginase of greater purity were obtained (Roche, Thoai 

and Verrier, 1953; Greenberg, Bagot and Roholt, 1956) and 

more reliable methods of removing liver pigments involving 

the use of pyridine and zinc sulphate were developed (Bach 

and Killip, 1958). Although these earlier preparations 

differed in detail, they showed the common features that 

after acetone precipitation of liver homogenate, a heat 

step at 60°C was employed as a valuable purification 

procedure. Bach and Killip (1958, 1961) summarized earlier 

findings and presented a detailed preparative procedure for 

beef liver arginase based on them, which was not only 

reproducible but also applicable to the isolation of the 

sheep and horse liver enzymes. These latter enzymes 
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exhibited similar kinetic properties and maximum specific 

activity to the beef liver enzyme, although the crystal 

morphologies in each case were different. 

The next major advance in the preparation of arginase 

samples involved the use of chromatographic steps in the 

purification procedures. It was typified by the wo~ of 

Schimke (1964) and Hirsch-Kolb and Greenberg (1968) who 

employed carboxy-methyl cellulose cation exchange columns 

and gel filtration on Sephadex GlOO in their preparations 

of the rat liver enzyme. It was clear from ultracentrifuge 

studies that these chromatographic steps were valuable in 

improving the homogeneity of samples obtained. In 1972 

Harell and Sokolovsky adapted the new step of Sakai and 

Murachi (1969) to the preparation of beef liver arginase, 

but added an anion exchange chromatographic step and 

achieved final purification by means of isoelectric focusing. 

Their homogeneous product represented an BOO-fold purification 

from liver supernatant, similar to that reported by Bach 

and Killip (1958, 1961). Since the physico-chemical 

characterization reported by the former workers was more 

extensive than that performed by the latter group and 

showed that a sample homogeneous with respect to molecular 

weight was obtained, it was decided to employ the method 

described by Harell and Sokolovsky (1972) in the present 

work. Details of this procedure, together with modifications 

maCE to it are sununari zed in the next Section. 

(b) · !_he preparative method employed 

The stei:sinvolved in the preparative procedure are 

summarized in Table (III-1) and will be discussed in detail 

using the same numbering. Table (III-1) also sununarizes the 
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TABLE III - 1 

Summary of arg inase purification. 

! VOLUME I MASS 
I I 

OF PROTEIN 
SPECIFIC ACTI VITY I 

(U ml-l) . 
I I 

I J 
' J 

i 

r 
,v 6 £ I 

! 

3.8 .Q, 

I 1 i 
I 
I 

I 970ml 
! 

I 
64ml I 

I 
I 
; 

I I 
I 

I 2om1 I 
I I 

I 

I 
l 28ml 
I i 

! I 

I I 

- I l I 

:. :1 

390 g 

32 g 

7.3 g 

0.8 g 

150 mg 

33 mg 

~ C-, I Cr.> 

I AVE. l MAX . 

1 ~ I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 0.5 I 
j 5.3 I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
19 35 I 

I I 

! 

I 
I 125 300 
I 

400 600 

600 720 

. 

=-;~ 

TOTAL ACTIVITY 
(U) 

200, 0 00 

200 , 000 

182,000 

1 72,0 0 0 

136,000 

100,000 

60,000 

20,000 

I 

I 

YI ELD 
( % of original 

100 

100 

91 

86 

-----

68 

50 

33 

10 

U) I 
I -, 
I 

I 
l 

I 
I 

l 
! 
I 

I 
I 
J 
I 
! 
I 
I 

I 
-I 

I 
I 

j 
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relative efficiency of each step in terms of the specific 

activity and the yield. For this purpose activities were 

determined by a method suggested by Ward and Srere (1967) 

in which the disappearance of the substrate, arginine, is 

measured spectrophotometrically at 205.7nm at 25°C 

(Chapter VI}, and the initial velocity of disappearance 

estimated. It is recognized . that this is an approximate 

method when used in relation to impure enzyme samples, 

but it is rapid and simple, and therefore suitable in the 

present context: alternative assay procedures for the 

elucidation of kinetic parameters of the purified enzyme 

are discussed in the next Chapter. One unit of arginase 

activity is defined as that amount of enzyme that will 

convert in 1 min one micro mole of arginine at a concentration 

of l.6mM in water, adjusted to pH 9.5, (with HCl) and at 

25°C. 

~~-!: Two batches of non-pathological calf liver, each 

of 1kg, were minced and then homogenized for 45 sec at the 

medium speed setting in a Waring blender in 2 teach of 

O.OlM tris-HCl pH 7.5, O.OlM KCl, and 0.05M MnC1
2 

at 4°C. 

The homogenate (6 £) was centrifuged at 0°C for 15 min at 

16,000g in teflon lined buckets, to yield 4 i of 

supernatant which retained the total initial activity. 

The pooled supernatant was cooled to -8°C in a 

stainless steel container and 1.5 volumes of acetone 

(L.R. grade) at -15°C was slowly added to the continuously 

stirred mixture, the addition taking ~lh. The precipitate 

which formed was collected by centrifugation at -10°C for 

5 min at 16,000g, the yellow supernatant being discarded. 
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The red-brown precipitate was placed in a tared crystallizing 

dish, and the acetone partially removed by placing the dish 

in a desiccator at 25°C maintained at low pressure with a 

water pump. The precipitate aggregates were broken up 

three times during the 1.5h evaporation step. The resulting 

390g of fine brown powder, retaining a residual smell of 

acetone, was placed in 1£ of the tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.5) 

containing O.OSM MnC1 2 at 4°C and homogenized in the 

Waring blender at medium speed for 1 min, employing a plate 

in the chamber to minimize frothing. 'I'.he mixture was 

again centrifuged at 0°C for 10 min, the ~sag of solid 

being discarded and the clear brown-green supernatant being 

retained. The 1£ of supernatant was divided into 70 ml 

aliquots and dialyzed (Visking 23/32 tubing) at 4°C for 16 h 

against 10 volumes of the pH 7.5 tris-HCl buffer with 

continuous stirring, and a change of buffer after 6 h. It 

is noted that the dialysis buffer did not contain Mnc1
2 

since it was required to remove this salt prior to Step 3 

conducted at pH 7.8 where precipitation of Mno
2 

complicates 

the column procedure. The omission of Mnc1
2 

in the 

dialysis step did not result in any substantial loss of 

activity in accordance with the observation originally made 

by Harell and Sokolovsky (1972). Step 2 was routinely 

completed within 24 h of the start of the preparation. 

Step 3: The pH of the combined dialysate (~pH 6.0) was 

adjusted to pH 7.5 with lM KOH, and the solution heated to 

60°C with constant stirring in a conical flask immersed 

in a water bath, the temperature being maintained for 20 min. 

The flask was then cooled to 5°C in an ice bath and the 
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Figure III - 3 

Elution profile of protein, in the beef liver arginase 

,-isolation procedure, obtained from a column of 

DEAE - cellulose DE52 (4 x 50cm). The solid line is the 

absorbance of eluant at 280nm, and the dotted line 

that of total number of arginase units (as defined in 

-1 the text) per 13ml fraction. A flow rate of 100ml h 

was employed and the column was maintained at 4°C. 

The fractions that were collected for further processing 

lay between the points A and Bon the abscissa. The 

point C marks the point at which 130ml of 0.25M tris-HCl 

pH 7.8 buffer was added to elute the second large peak. 
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flocculated protein separated from the clear yellow-brown 

solution by centrifugation at 0°C for 15 min at 16,000g. 

The pH of the supernatant was adjusted to pH 7.8 with 0.5 M 

tris-HCl pH 7.8 at 4°C, so that the final concentration of 

tris was 0.05 M. 

Stee 4: A 4 x 50cm column of Whatman DE52 microgranular 

(pre-swollen)cellulose was pre-equilibrated at 4°C with 

0.05M tris-HCl pH 7.8 buffer, the flow rate being 250ml h- 1 . 

The 970ml of solution obtained from step 3 was divided 

into 4 equal portions each of which was chromatographed 

using the equilibration buffer for elution at a flow rate 
-1 

of 100ml h . The eluant from each experiment was collected 

in 13ml fractions using an Isco (Golden Retriever) fraction 

collector and continuously monitored spectrophotometrically 

at a wavelength of 280 nm. Arginase activity appeared in 

the break-through fractions of ~e elution pattern as shown 

in Figure (III-3): the fractions containing more than a 

total of 100 units of arginase activity were pooled, and 

concentrated MnC1 2 sol.ution wfla addnd to~ final 

concentration of 0.05 M. Each of the four DE52 runs took 

12 h for completion, the column being washed between each 

experiment, first, with 130 ml of 0.25M tris-HCl pll 7.8 

buffer (to elute a dark band of protein near the top of the 

anion exchanger) and then with 1 £ of equilibration buffer. 

Two points merit comment in relation to this column 

procedure. First, it was found that use of DEAE-Sephadex ASO, 

or BiQRad Celex Din place of DE52 cellulose led to less 

effective separations. Secondly, the loaded mass of 

protein used with the cellulose column was three times 
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Figure III - 4 

A typical elution profile of beef liver arginase from 

a column of Sephadex GlOO (4 x 100cm). The protein 

was eluted with O.OlM tris-HCl pH 7.5 containing 

-1 O.OSM MnC1 2 , at a flow rate of 40ml h • Fractions 

of 13ml were collected; the solid line is eluant 

absorbance at 280 - ; the dashed line is arginase nm 

activity per fraction. The fractions between the 

points A and Bon the abscissa were pooled for further 

. processing. 
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greater than that employed by Harell and Sokolovsky (1972), 

but with a column twice the volume. 

The pooled column fractions from the four experiments 

were concentrated in batches of 400 ml in an ultrafiltration 

cell using a UMlO membrane and a pressure of 40 lb inch- 2 

(2.8 x 10
6 

dyne cm-
2

) maintained by pure nitrogen, to 

yield a final volume of 64 ml of translucent pink solution. 

~tep 5: In this step the previous workers (Harell and 

Sokolovsky, 1972) employed Biogel P~SO, but it was found 

that equally effective separation could be achieved with 

the use of Sephadex GlOO which has superior flow 

characteristics. A 4 x 100 cm column was pre-equilibrated 

at 4°C with O.OlM tris-HCl pH 7.5 buffer containing 

O.OSM MnC1 2 . Eight ml of the concentrate from Step 4 was 

applied and eluted with the same tris buffer at a flow 

-1 
rate of 40 ml h . Figure (III-4) shows a typical elution 

profile obtained with 13 ml fractions. The first 6 fractions 

of the profile were opaque white, and gave a positive 

Molisch test characteristic of glycogen. Fractions 44 to 55 

were brown-red in colour and showed only slight arginase 

activity while fractions 58 to 65 lying in the trough 

between the two peaks evident in Figure (III-4) routinely 

exhibited the highest arginase activity and were pooled. 

This column procedure was repeated to treat the remainder 

of the concentrate from Step 4, the pooled fractions .being 

concentrated by ultrafiltration, as in Step 4, to yield a 

final volume, from all experiments, of 45 ml. 
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f..igure III - 5 

Elut ion profile of beef liver arginase from a column of 

SP-Sephadex CSO (4 x 37cm). The protein was eluted 

with O.O l M tris-acetate pH 6.3 at 4°C, at a flow rate 

of 20ml h- 1 , and collected in 13ml fractions. The 

solid line is that of absorbance of eluant at 280nm, 

the broken line indicates the arginase activity per 

fraction. The points A and B mark the limits of the 

fractions pooled for further processing, and C is the 

point at which lM NaCl was pumped onto the column. 
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Step 6: The pH of the concentrated sample from Step 5 

(pH 7.SJ was adjusted to pH 6.3 by alternate addition of 

0.01 M tris-acetate pH 6.3 at 4°C, and ultrafiltration 

using a UMlO membrane, the final volume being 25 ml. This 

volume was loaded onto a 4 x 37 cm column of SP Sephadex CSO 

pre-equilibrated with the pH 6.3 buffer and eluted with 

this buffer at a flow rate of 20 ml h- 1 . This step was 

the most variable in terms of obtaining a reproducible 

elution profile, and great care had to be exercised in 

the preparation of the gel and its pre-equilibration in the 

column. It will also be noted that no MnC1
2 

was used in 

the buffer as this adversely affected the separation 

characteristics of the gel. It was therefore necessary to 

complete this Step rapidly in order to avoid excessive 

activity losses. The arginase activity emerged with the 

break-through peaks as shown in Figure (III-5), and those 

tubes containing the enzyme were pooled and adjusted to 

pH 7.5, with O.OSM tris-HCl pH 7.5 at 4°C, and Mnc1
2 

was 

added to a final concentration of 0.05 M. This sample was 

concentrated to 28 ml by ultrafiltration and stored at 4°C 

in sterilized sealed tubes, t he enzymic activity being 

fully retained for several weeks under these conditions. 

The sample at this stage of the preparation was 

characterized by a polyacrylamide electrophoretogram showing 

one major band and one or two minor components (Figure 

III-6a) and by sedimentation velocity patterns exhibiting a 

major peak of s equal to 6S, but with an asynunetric trailing 

edge extending to the meniscus. 



(a) (b) 

' 

I 

Figure III - 6 

Electrophoretograms obtained with samples of arginase 

in polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (7.5% acrylamide) 

conducted at 25°C in 0.5 x 7.5cm tubes employing 

0.006M tris - 0.037M glycine pH 8.3 as electrode buffer 

and a constant current of SmA for 30 min. 

(a) An arginase sample from step 6 of the isolation 

procedure: loading mass ~ lOOµg. 

(b) Arginase further purified by isoelectric focusing: 

loading mass ~30µg. 
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Figure III - 7 

Profile of the absorption (solid thick line) at 280nm 

of the eluant from a 110ml isoelectric focusing 

column which was run for 70 hat 4°C with 20mg of beef 

liver arginase obtained from Step 6 of the preparation. 

The hollow circles give the pH gradient and the dotted 

line the arginase activity per 3.5ml fraction. The 

points A and B delimit the final retained fractions. 
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Step 7: The minor components evident in Figure (III-6a} 

were removed by isoelectric focusing using the method of 

Vesterberg and Svensson (1966) and employ~ng carrier 

ampholytes in the pH range 5 - 7. A sample of 20 mg of 

protein was loaded in the centr e of the 110 ml column, 

stabilized by a sucrose density gradient (Chapter VI), and 

after application of the potential for 70 h the profile 

shown in Figure (III-7) was obtained by monitoring fractions 

(3.5 ml) collected drop-wise from the base of the column. 

It is evident that the isoelectric point of the protein is 

pH 5.9 ± 0.05 in contrast to the value of pH 6.6 found by 

Van Slyke and Archibald (1942), but in agreement with that 

reported by Harell and Sokolovsky (1972). In the 

construction of Figure (III-7) enzymic activity measurements 

which followed pH and absorbance determinations were 

performed as follows. To each 3.5 ml fraction was added 3 ml 

of O.lM HCl-tris pH 7.5, O.OSM MnC1
2 

at 4°C, and the 

mixture heated to 60°C prior to cooling to 4°C and 

determination of enzymic activity. It can also be seen from 

the activity profile in Figure (III-7) that most of the 

act i vity resided in 6 fractions. These were pooled and 

contained approximately 5 mg of protein. 

Repetition of the isoelectric focusing procedure 

utilizing the entire concentrate from Step 6 therefore 

yielded approximately 33 mg of colourless enzyme with 

-1 specific activity of 600 - 720U mg , the highest specific 

activity r e ported in Table (III-1). The final step prior 

to physico- chemical characterization involved the removal 

of the ampholyte and sucrose, which was achieved by 

ultrafiltration, with repeated flushing over 24 h with 
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0.05M HCl-tris, 0.02M NaCl, 0.01 M MnCl2 pH 7.5 at 4°C. 

This method proved to be superior to the other earlier 

attempts which involved chromatography on Biogel P4 or 

Sephadex GSO. It was found that the specific activity of 

the sample was unchanged on removal of the ampholyte, and 

that the sample could be stored for several weeks at 4°C, 

in sealed tubes, without loss of activity. Finally it is 

noted from Table (III-1) that the isoelectric focusing 

step leads to a considerable decrease in the yield, in 

agreement with the findings of Harell and Sokolovsky (1972). 

This loss may well be due to the partial separation of 

manganese ions from the protein by the electric field, 

but it is nevertheless an important purification step if 

the enzyme of highest specific activity, free of minor 

contaminants, i.s to be obtained. That the minor contaminants 

have been removed by this step is shown by the polyacrylamide 

gel electrophoresis pattern shown in Figure (III-6b). A 

total of five successful preparations were performed over 

the period of investigation for this thesis, each yielding 

the same final product of similar specific activity. 

3. T.he physico-chemical characterization of arginase .. 

(a) Amino acid analxsis and partial specific volume 

Later in this Section it will be demonstrated that the 

arginase fractions from isoelectric focusing (Step 7) are 

homogeneous and characterized by a molecular weight of 

114,000. The amino acid composition, determined with a 

Beckman Unichrome amino acid analyzer, of such a salt free 

sample based on a 24 h hydrolysis (6N HCl) is reported in 

Table (III-2) with the content of each amino acid averaged 

from duplicate experiments and corrected to the nearest 



TABLE III - 2 

Amino acid composition of beef liver arginase. 

Amino acid 
residue 

Lysine 

Histidine 

Arginine 

Aspartic acid 

Threonine a 

Serine a 

Glutarnic acid 

Proline 

Glycine 

Alanine 

Half-cystine b 

Valine 

Methionine 

Isoleucine 

Leucine 

Tyrosine 

Phenylalanine 

Tryptophan a 

a 

Nearest integral 
resi dues per 114,000g 

80 

23 

39 

93 

64 

61 

97 

71 

111 

64 

17 

81 

15 

57 

108 

27 

35 

-

Nearest integral 
residues per 114,000g 

(Harell and Sokolovksy, 
19 7 2) . 

84 

29 

39 

89 

57 

46 

91 

68 

10 3 

57 

17 

86 

15 

61 

10 3 

33 

34 

10 

a Values in this work were not extrapolated 

b Determined as cysteic acid on a performic acid oxidized 

s ampl e . 
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integer, expressed per 114,000 g. 1rhese values are compared 

with those found by Harell and Sokolovsky (1972) expressed 

on the same basis. With the exception of serine, it is 

seen that the composition is similar to that reported 

previously (Harell and Sokolovsky, 1972) and that the beef 

liver enzyme contains both methionine and praline in 

contrast to reported results with the horse liver enzyme 

(Grassmann, Hormann and Janowsky, 1958; Greenberg, 1960). 

From the partial specific volume of each constituent 

amino acid (Cohn and Edsall, 1943) it is possible to 

calculate from Table (III-2) the apparent specific volume 

of the enzyme as a weighted sum: the value obtained from 

-1 the present results by this means was 0.739 g ml. As 

previously noted a more reliable estimate of this parameter 

may be obtained from differential density measurements. 

A solution of arginase was dialyzed against O.OlM HCl-tris, 

0.02M NaCl, O.OlM Mncl 2 pH 7.5 at 20°C for 24 h with three 

changes of buffer, and the protein concentration was 

estimated, following dialysis, to be 0.199 g dl-l by use 

of the extinction coefficient of 0.96 for a 1 mg ml -1 

solution, at a wavelength of 278 nm (Harell and Sokolovsky, 

1972). The dialyzed solution was used to fill the oscillator 

tube of an Anton Paar DMA 02C Digital Precision Density 

Meter, which measures the time taken for the tube to 

complete 10
4 

oscillations when vibration is initiated by 

a controlled electrical impulse. This period (which was 

averaged from 30 readings in orderto minimize error due to 

thermal fluctuations) may be directly related to the density 

of the solution by calibrating the instrument with fluids of 
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known density. The concent ration and density values so 

determined were directly substituted into equation (III-20) 

to obtain a value of the apparent specific volume of 

+ -1 + 0.734 _ 0.003 g ml (measured at 20 - O.Ol°C). The value is 

in satisfactory agreement with that of 0.739g- 1ml 

calculated from the amino acid compositions given in 

Table (III-1), the former value being more reliable. 

(b) The molecular weight of arginase 

Samples of arginase from each complete preparation were 

routinely subjected to sedimentation velocity analysis in 

0.05M HCl-tris, 0.02M NaCl, O.OlM MnC1
2 

pH 7.5 at 20°C 

following the step involving isoelectric focusing. A 

typical result is shown in Figure (III-8a) where the upper 

pattern records the buffer baseline obtained in a separate 

cell. It is clear that in the cell containing the arginase 

solution (lower pattern) there is a single reasonably 

synunetrical boundary sedimenting with a sedimentation 

coefficient of 6.0S. It is hazardous to ascribe meaning to 

the boundary shape without performing an extensive boundary 

analysis, and as a prelude to this it is necessary to 

determine the concentration dependence of the sedimentation 

coefficient. The results of a series of experiments 

employing the pH 7.5 buffer and plateau concentrations in the 

range 0.15g dl-l to l.Og dl-l are shown in Figure (III-8b). 

Values of s found at 20°C and referring to buffer were 

determined from the rate of movement of the maximum 

ordinate and were, within experimental error, the same as 

those determined by employing equation (III-2b), based on 
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Figure III - 8 

(a) Sedimentation velocity pattern obtained with beef 

-1 liver arginase (0.3g dl ) in 0.05M HCl-tris, 

0.02M NaCl, O.OlM Mncl 2 pH 7.5 at 20°C. The angular 

velocity was 60,000 rpm and the pattern was recorded 

using schlieren optics with a phase plate angle of 

70° at a time of approximately 50 min from the 

conunencement of the run. The upper pattern shows 

the distribution of buffer in a separate cell. 

(b) The concentration dependence of the sedimentation 

coefficient of beef liver arginase in 0.05M HCl-tris, 

0.02M NaCl, O.OlM MnC12 pH 7.5 at 20°c. 
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Figure III - 9 

Boundary analysis of schlieren patterns obtained from 

a sedimentation velocity experiment on purified beef 

liver arginase. The plotted parameters are those 

suggested by equation (III - 11). 
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the position of the square root of the second moment. 

Clearly the results are described by equation (III-3), the 

least squares estimates of s and k being 6.lSS and 
0 

+ -1 0.069 .OOSg dl respectively. 

It is now possible to employ equations (III-10) and 

(III-11) which refer to the analysis of the boundary shape 

shown in Figure (1II-8a), and recorded at different times, 

to obtain the plot shown in Figure (III-9). In these 

calculations the required values of A and H were found 

using a two dimensional comparator and the values t were 

estimated by a linear extrapolation of log x versus the 

time interval of photography to log X • m The linearity of 

the plot shown in Figure (III-9) indicates that the material 

is homogeneous. The value of the apparent diffusion 

coefficient calculated from the slope of the line in 

Figure (III-9) is 5.9 x 10- 7 cm2 sec-l which was the value 

used to calculate ~Min the construction of the plot. 

Use of this value of D together with v = 0.734 and 

s = 6.lSS in the Svedherg molecular weight expression leads 0 

to an estimate of the molecular weight of arginase, in the 

cited environment, of 96,000. This value must be regarded 

as approximate for two reasons. First, it has been 

implicitly assumed in the formulation of equation (III-10), 

that the diffusion coefficient is concentration independent 

and that the activity coefficient of the species is unity. 

Secondly, while Figure (III-9) provides a reliable 

indication of the homogeneity of the sample it is not 

suggested that the value of D derived from it is an accurate 
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value since it relies on the measurement of A/H values which 

are subject to considerable error. 

In order to obtain more reliable estimates of molecular 

weight over a wider concentration range, arginase samples 

dialyzed against the same pH 7.5 buffer were subjected to 

sedimentation equilibrium. In the first experiment the 

initial loading concentration was 0.41 g dl-1 , the final 

angular velocity was 6,000 rpm, the column height 3 m.m, 

and the temperature controlled with the RTIC unit was 

20 ±0.1°C. The time required to attain equilibrium was 

shortened by use of the over-speeding technique described 

by Hexner, Radford and Beams (1961), and Howlett and Nichol 

(1972a);an angular velocity of 8,000 rpm was initially 

selected and maintained for 3.6 h before adjustment to 

6,000 rpm for a further 3.5 h, by which time, according to 

theoretical calculation, equilibrium should have been 

attained to within experimental error. In practice the 

experiment was allowed to continue for a total of 14 h 

and it was shown by measurement of interferograms recorded 

at 11 hand 14 h that the distribution was indeed time 

invariant. The measurements from the final pattern 

recorded were analyzed with the use of a computer progrrumne 

developed by Baghurst (1972), which permits the construction 

of the plot shown in Figure (III-lOa) together with the 

estimation of the molecular weight based on equation (III-13). 

It is clear from the linearity of the plot shown in 

Figure (III-lOa} that the material is homogeneous and that 

terms describing non-ideality effects (equation III-16) are 

of negligible magnitude in the concentration range studied. 
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Figure III - 10 

(a) Sedimentation equilibrium results for pure beef 

liver arginase; w - 6,000 rpm, T - 20°c. The 

slope of the plot in conjunction with equation 

(III - 13) yields a molecular weight for arginase 

of 114,000 ~ 3,000 over a concentration range 

of 0.014 to O.llg dl- 1 . 

(b) High speed sedimentation equilibrium of pure 

beef liver arginase; w - 20,000 rpm, T - 20°c, 

in the buffer O.OSM HCl-tris, 0.02M NaCl, 

O.OlM Mncl 2 pH 7.5. The initial loading 

-1 concentration of arginase was 0.07g dl and the 

concentration domain scanned equals O.Olg dl-l 

to 0.08g dl- 1 . 
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The value of the molecular weight obtained from the slope 

of the line in Figure (III-lOa} was 114,000 ± 3,000 and is 

seen to apply in the concentration range 0.014g dl-l to 

O.llg dl-l (utilizing the relation that one fringe 

-1 displacement corresponds to 0.025g dl , Van Holde, 1967). 

This concentration range extends to lower concentration 

values, the range shown in Figure (III-8b), and clearly 

indicates that the approximate molecular weight of 96,000 

is an underestimate. It is noted in this connection that 

if dissociation was occurring, the concentration dependence 

of the observed molecular weight would decrease with 

decreasing concentration (equation III-14), in contrast to 

the behaviour observed. This does not exclude the 

possibility that dissociation effects may become apparent 

-1 at concentrations below 0.014g dl . In order to explore a 

lower concentration range a second sedimentation equilibrium 

experiment was performed in the same environment using an 

initial loading concentration, of dialyzed arginase 

solution, of 0.07g dl-l and a fixed angular velocity of 

20,000 rpm. This value of w was computed on the basis that 

a = w
2
M(l-~p)RT = w

2
s/D ~scm- 2 (utilizing the value of D 

estimated from boundary analysis), and accordingly the 

design is the meniscus depletion experiment described by 

Yphantis (1964). In accordance with the suggestion of 

Teller, Horbett, Richards and Schachman (1969) the over

speeding technique was not employed, but the final distribution 

recorded at 11 h was shown to be time invariant as before. 

Other details of the experiment are reported in the caption 

to Figure (III-lOb) which by its linearity shows, according 
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to equation (III-13L, that arginase is a single non-inter

acting species of molecular weight 114,000 ± 5,000 down to 

a concentration of O.Olg dl- 1 , corresponding to a net 

fringe displacement of approximately 100 microns, the 

lower limit of acceptable measurement (Yphantis, 1964}. 

Although the limits of the available optical system in 

the ultracentrifuge prohibit exploration of the concentration 

range below O.Olg dl- 1 , it is possible to explore this 

range with the use of frontal gel chromatography experiments 

designed to ensure a plateau of original concentration in 

the elution profile. Five separate experiments were 

performed using plateau concentrations of 0.01, 0.005, 0.001, 

0.0005 and 0.00005g dl-l on Sephadex GlOO equilibrated with 

the same pH 7.5 HCl-tris-NaCl - MnC1
2 

buffer. The elution 

profiles were monitored by means of enzymic activity using 

the spectrophotometric procedure previously described. 

The exception was the analysis performed in relation to the 

experiment conducted at the lowest plateau concentration, 

where the enzymic assay was performed in the following way: 

0.5 ml of the ~o.8 ml fractions (the exact volume being 

determined accurately by weight) was added to 2 ml of 

2.5 mM arginine pH 7.5 in the buffer employed for the 

chromatography, and the mixture incubated at 25°C for 2 h 

after which time 1 ml of 2M HCl was added to stop the 

reaction. The urea content of the incubation medium was 

assayed by the diacetyl monoxime method described in 

Chapters IV and VI. The chrornophore was developed for 30 min 

in a light-free chamber at 100°C, and after cooling the 

A!~;nm was measured for each fraction. 

---

... 
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45 

Elution profile of beef liver arginase from a frontal 

gel chromatography experiment on a column of Sephadex 

G 1 0 0 ( 1 • 2 7 x 4 6 • 5 cm ) . The solid line represents 

arginase concentration estimated by enzymic assay. 

The lines IO, and I'O' are the median bisectors of the 

leading and trailing edges respectively; T = 20°C, 

plateau concentration of arginase = 0.005g dl- 1 ; 

buffer= O.OSM HCl-tris, 0.02M NaCl, O.OlM MnC1
2 

-1 pH 7.5 (I.S. = 0.1); flow rate= 30ml h . 
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A typical elution profile is shown in Figure (III-11} 

where it is seen that a plateau of the applied concentration 
-1 

0.005g dl is obse r ved in the elution profile: the 

experimental scatter is reasonable in view of errors 

involved in the spectrophotometric assay as performed for 

these experiments. Also in the Figure is shown the 

construction of the median bisector of the advancing front, 

OJI, which corresponds to an elution volume of 23.4 ml. 

This correspondence, together with the observed plateau 

concentration shows that arginase does not bind irreversibly 

to Sephadex GlOO, although in the experiment conducted at 

0.0005g dl-l it was observed that the plateau concentration, 

estimated by enzymic activity measurements, was approximately 

20% lower than that applied, perhaps due to an inactivation 

effect on the column (Nichol and Roy, 1965). The value of 

23.4 ml agrees with that corresponding to the median 

bisector of the trailing edge, O'J'I', 45.8 ml minus the 

loading volume of 22.40 ml. The elution volume of 23.4 ml 

found from Figure (III-11) is, according to equation (III-4), 

a weight-average elution volume, corresponding to the 

plateau concen tr a ti.on, 0.005g dl-l a quantity which I 

retains meaning even for a single non-reacting solute when 
- -V ;;; vl. Values of V so obtained were transformed to 

corresponding KAV values by the definition given by Laurent 

and Killander (1964), 

-
V - V 

KAV 
0 -

V -V t 0 

(III - 23) 

where V is the void volume of the column determined using 0 

Blue Dextran 2000, and v1 is the total bed volume determined 
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Plot of KAV (as defined in equation III - 23) versus 

arginase plateau concentration for the series of 

frontal gel chromatography experiments, employing 

purified beef liver arginase on Sephadex GlOO, 

described in the text. 
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from the geometry of the column. This transformation 

permits comparison of results obtained with columns of 

different sizes. This distribution coefficient corresponds 

closely to the conventional Kd but omits consideration of 

the actual volume of the gel which is generally of small 

relative magnitude. Values of KAV obtained are plotted 

against their corresponding plateau concentrations in 

Figure (III-12) where the indicated error bars correspond to 

an estimated 2.5% error in the ordinate values. 

It is apparent that no concentration dependence of KAV 

(or V) is observed, within experimental error. Accordingly 

it is concluded that in the pH 7.5 buffer employed at 20°C, 

arginase exists in solution as a non-reacting species of 

molecular weight 114,000 ± 3,000 over the concentration 

-1 -9 -1 -5 range O • 0 0 0 0 5 g d 1 ( 4 . 4 x l O M) to 1 . 0 g d 1 ( 8 . 8 x l O M ) , 

a range which encompasses that employed in enzyme kinetic 

studies to be reported in the next Chapter. It is also of 

interest to note that the average value of KAV found from 

Figure (III-12) leads by interpolation (denoted by A) in a 

standard curve (Andrews, 1966), to a molecular weight of 

100,000 ± 10,000 as shown in Figure (III-13). It is also 

noted in relation to the design of the frontal analysis 

experiments, that had the arginase dissociated into half-units 

its KAV' denoted by Bin Figure (III-13), would have been 

at least 0.22 and thus would have manifes~itself in the 

experiments performed, as an increase of at least J ml in 

the elution volume; a value readily detectable when it is 

considered that ~o.Bml fractions were collected. 

--
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Figure III - 13 

A 

5.2 5.4 5.6 

KAV for Sephadex GlOO, versus log10 molecular weight (MW) 

of four different proteins; a, ribonuclease (13,600); 

b, ovalbumin (45,000); c, serum albumin (68,000); and 

d, y -gJobulin (160,000). A, corresponds to the KAV for 

arginase giving a log10 MW of 5 (i.e. MW= 100,000). 

The KAV corresponding to a MW of 50,000 is shown by 

the point B. 
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(c) The frictional coefficient of arginase 

The most reliable estimate of molecular weight reported 

in the previous Section is that obtained from the 

sedimentation equilibrium experiments and it is for this 

reason that the molecular weight of 114,000 was employed in 

the calculations of Table (III-2), and will be employed in 

the remainder of this study. The value together with a 

-1 partial specific volume equal to 0.734 g ml leads to a 

revised estimate of the diffusion coefficient of 

-7 2 -1 
4.94 x 10 cm sec • With the knowledge that non-ideality 

effects are small it is possible to calculate the frictional 

resistance per molecule employing equation (III-21). This 

leads to a value of -8 f of 8.19 x 10 dynes per molecule. 

The value off calculated from equation (III-22) is 
0 

-8 
6.07 x 10 dynes per particle, which leads to a frictional 

ratio f/f of 1.3. 
0 

l 
The Stokes radius ( 3Mv / 4 ·1f Iv ) /3 was 

calculated to be 3.21nm. It must be emphasized that the 

value of the frictional coefficient which is greater than 

unity, strongly suggests that the molecule is not simply 

an hydrated sphere but is most probably an hydrated ellipsoid. 

Indeed the value of 1.35 is compatible with the molecule 

having the shape of an ellipsoid of axial ratio 1:5.6 if 

the degree of hydration is 0.2g of water per gram of protein; 

of axial ratio 1:4 if the hydration is 0.4g H
2
0/g protein; 

and of axial ratio 1:2 if the hydration is 0.87g H
2
0/g protein 

(Cohn and Edsall, 1943; Oncley, 1941). It is noted that 

the characteristic parameters reported for arginase in this 

Section are in realistic ranges as judged by reported 

values for other proteins. For example, the protein 

canavalin from jack bean meal is characterized by quite 

---
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similar parameters, namely M = 113,000; v = 0.73; s - 6.4S; 
0 

D = 5.1 x l0-
7

cm
2
sec-l and f/f

0 
= 1.3

1 
(Svedberg and 

Pedersen, 1940). 

(d) The properties of arginase in other experimental 

environments 

Sedimentation velocity experiments were conducted in 

different buffered environments in order to ascertain the 

effects of variation of pH, ionic strength,and Mncl
2 

content, 

on the properties of arginase samples. All experiments 

were conducted at 20°C and the results are summarized in 

Table (III-3), which merits several comments. First, at 

pH 7.5 the value used in all molecular weight determinations, 

it is seen that the arginase retains a sedimentation 

coefficient value of 6S in the ionic strength range 

0.025 - 0.16 and with a ten-fold variation of MnC1
2 

concentration. Secondly, this value of the sedimentation 

coefficient pertains at all pH values in the range 5.0 - 9.5 

regardless of the variation of ionic strength, indicating 

that the 114,000 species 1s stable in these environments. 

Thirdly, the interesting result emerges that at pH 4.0 

slower sedimenting species of proportions indicated 

replace the 6S species even though Mnc1
2 

is present to the 

extent of O.OlM. A possible explanation of this finding 

follows from an observation, made with concanavalin A, that 

certain metal ions, including transition metal ions, 

important in maintaining the structural integrity of the 

molecule, are dissociated at acid pH values (Kalb and 

Le Vi t z k i , 19 6 8 ) . It is possible, although not proven, 

that a similar removal of manganese ions may result in the 

--

.... 



Table III - 3 

The sedimentation velocity behaviour of Arginase (~ O.Sg dl-l) at 20°C 

in various buffered environments. 

Buffer pH Ionic strength Sedimentation coeffic i ent (S) 

0.08M NaAc, 0.08M HAc 
4.0 0.16 3.2 (60 %) , 4.2 (40%) O.OSM NaCl, 0. OlM MnC1

2 

0.07M NaAc, 0.03M HAc 
5.0 0.10 6.0 0.01M MnC1

2 

O.OlM tris-HAc, 0.001M MnC1
2 6.3 0 .013 6.0 

O.OlM tris-HCl, O.O OSM MnC1
2 7.5 0.025 6.2 

0.05M HCl-tris, 0.02M NaCl 
7.5 0.10 6. 0 O.OlM MnC1

2 

O.OlM tris-HCl, 0. 05M MnC1
2 7.5 0.16 6.0 

0.03M glycine, 0. 023M NaOH 
9.5 0.09 6.15 0.037 NaCl 
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dissociation of the 6S material at pH 4.0. It would be 

tempting to postulate that the species withs ~ 4S was a 

half-subunit of the species of molecular weight 114,000 and 

that withs ~ 3S a quarter-subunit of the species, since these 

values are in approximate accord with the general relation 
2 

that sM = s n h wheres = 6S and n is the subunit order. M/n M 

However caution must be exercised, since in the acid pH 

range it is entirely possible that unfolding as well as 

dissociation may occur reflecting on the frictional 

coefficients of the species present, and hence on the 

sedimentation coefficients. Two further observations 

implicate the importance of bound manganese in maintaining 

the structural integrity of the 114,000 molecular weight unit. 

First, when the sample in the pH 6.3 buffer specified in 

Table (III-3) was dialyzed against buffer of the same type 

not containing MnC1 2 for 48 h the resulting sedimentation 

velocity pattern revealed the presence of the 6S material 

and a slower sedimenting species with s~4S. Secondly, 

when a sample in O.OSM HCl-tris, 0.02M NaCl, O.OlM MnC1
2 

pH 7.5 was introduced as a zone onto a Sephadex GlOO column 

pre-equilibrated with the same buffer not containing MnC1
2

, 

it was found that the elution profile exhibited a small 

leading asyrrunetry associated with enzymic activity and a 

major peak o f inactive material: evidently the differential 

migration rate of the protein and Mncl
2

, in the zonal 

experiment, down the column, had resulted in partial 

separation of the protein from the salt and subsequent 

dissociation and loss of activity. These results are 

consistent with those of Hirsch-Kolb, Heine, Kolb and 

Greenberg (1970) who noted that the molecular weight of beef 
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liver arginase determined by gel filtration on a colurrm not 

containing manganese at pH 7.5 in O.OlM tris-HCl, was 

30,000, in contrast to the value of 120,000 obtained for the 

rat liver enzyme (Hirsch-Kolb and Greenberg, 1968). The 

30,000 unit was inactive, and probably represented one 

subunit of four which constitute the quaternary structure 

of active arginase , as was found for rat liver arginase 

(Hirsch-Kolb and Greenberg , 1968). Thirdly, the total 

activity of the dialyzed sample was less than the original 

and this arginase activity could not be regained by the 

addition of MnC1 2 with attempted heat activation. 

Clearly several questions remain, in relation to the 

stabilizing effect of bound manganese, on the arginase 

quaternary structure. For example, it 1s interesting to 

note in Table (III-3) that at pH 9.5 the structural 

integrity was maintained even though the external buffer 

contained no manganese ions (a requirement necessitated by 

the hydrolysis reaction and subsequent precipitation as 

It would h~ve been possible to explore the 

phenomenon further by, for example , studying the time 

dependence of optical rotatory dispersion properties of the 

protein when manganese was removed by various procedures 

(acid treatment, dialysis, or gel filtration). However it 

was decided that this type of endeavour would not contribute 

to the main theme of this thesis. The importance of the 

results in Table (III-3), in relation to the present work, 

was that they dictated that all future studies be performed 

near neutral pH values and,where possible, in the presence 

of excess manganese ions. These were the conditions used 

in the molecular weight determinations and were sufficient 

--
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to ensure that a well defined and enzymically active species 

was being studied. 

(e) Studies on mixtures of arginase and urease 

Since the next Chapter is concerned with a coupled 

assay involving arginase and urease it is timely in the 

present context to comment on the interaction, or lack of 

it, between these macromolecular species. In these studies 

commercially available urease (Sigma jack bean highly 

purified type VII powder batch no. lOlC-5040, 110,000 

-1 
Sumner units g ) was employed. The sedimentation velocity 

behaviour of which, at pH 7.5, was in accord with the 

finding of Creeth and Nichol (1960) in that 3 discrete 

peaks with sedimentation coefficients of 19S (75%), 

27S (20%) and 35S (5%) were observed. The latter species 

were identified by Creeth and Nichol (1960) to be the dimer 

and trimer of the 19S species formed by inter-molecular 

disulphide cross linkages, the polymeric species not being 

in rapid equilibrium. These workers routinely found that 

storage of urease solutions under these conditions 

ultimately led to precipitation, and that this was accelerated 

in the presence of metal ions and oxygen. It was similarly 

found in this study that urease in high concentration could 

not be stored in buffer containing MnC1
2 

without 

precipitating. Accordingly the procedure of Nichol and 

Creeth (1963) was employed to modify at least s0me of the 

external sulphydryl groups on the native urease molecule to 

the sulphenyl-sulphite form by the exhaustive dialysis of 

urease solutions against buffer containing sodium sulphite 

(O.OSM HCl-tris, 0.02 M NaCl, 0.03M Na
2
so

3
, pH 7.5); in 

-
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this medium the inter-molecular disulphide bonds are 

heterolytically cleaved and a cyclic mechanism operates 

(Nichol and Creeth, 1963) to effect the chemical modification 

of the sulphydryl groups. After this treatment the 

solution was dialyzed free of sulphite ions against 

0 . 0 5 M H C 1- tr i s , 0 • 0 5 M Na C 1 , ( I • S .. = 0 . 1 ) , pH 7 • 5 , an d 

subjected to sedimentation velocity. There were small 

amounts, in total approximately 10%, of slower and faster 

sedimenting material, indicating as Nichol and Creeth (1960 

and 1963) observed, that the modification was not entirely 

effective in preventing dimer (27S) formation and that 

small amounts of urease subunits (12S) were formed by this 

treatment. On the other hand such modified samples remained 

in clear solutidn for long periods when stored in the 

absence of oxygen. Unfortunately turbidity developed in 

such solutions on the addition of O.OlM MnC1
2

. 

It was required therefore to perform the sedimentation 

velocity studies on mixtures of arginase and urease in the 

presence of considerably reduced MnC1
2 

concentrations. As 

a control experiment arginase stored in O.OSM HCl-tris, 

0.02M NaCl, O.OlM Mnc1 2 pH 7.5 was dialyzed against the buffer 

in which the Mncl 2 was replaced by a .further 0.03M NaCl, for 

a period of 1.5 h in a rapid dialysis apparatus (Englander 

and Crowe, 1965) and inunediately subjected to sedimentation 

velocity: the result is shown in Figure (III-14a) where 

a major peak with a sedimentation coefficient of 6.1S is 

evident, together with an immeasurably small amount of slower 

sedimenting material. Evidently, . this procedure, with 
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Figure III - 14 

(a) Schlieren pattern, obtained ~45 min after the 

commencement of a sedimentation velocity 

experiment at 60,000 rpm and 20°c, of beef liver 

arginase which had been rapidly depleted of 

manganese ions by rapid dialysis for 1.5 h against 

0.05M HCl-tris, O.OSM NaCl pH 7.5. Phase plate 

angle= 70°. 

{b) Schlieren pattern, obtained ~28 min after the 

commencement of a sedimentation velocity 

experiment at 60,000 rpm and 20°C, of a mixture 

of beef liver arginase and sulphite modified 

jack bean urease in 0.05M HCl-tris, 0.05M NaCl 

pH 7.5. Phase plate angle= 70°. 
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respect to time and method of removing manganese ions, is 

less effective than the zonal Sephadex GlOO column treatment, 

discussed above, with the fortunate result that the 

structural integrity of arginase is largely maintained in 

a medium in which the sulphite modified urease remains 

soluble. The results of sedimenting a mixture of arginase 

-1 l and urease of composition O.lg dl and 0.68g dl- arginase 

are shown in Figure (III-14b). This pattern shows the 

features described above. The slight asyrrunetry of the main 

peak near the meniscus is due to the small proportion of 

arginase subunit evident in Figure (III-14a). The major 

peak moves with a sedimentation coefficient of 6.1S, 

characteristic of intact arginase. The slight asymmetry 

of the leading edge of this main peak is due to the small 

amount of urease subunit. The well defined leading peak is 

characterized bys= 19S, that of urease monomer, with 

evidence for a small amount of 27S (urease dimer) material 

moving foremost. Two major points emerge: (1) the identity 

of the sedimentation coefficients of the major peaks 

evident in Figure (III-14b) with those obtained in the 

control experiment performed with urease and arginase alone, 

when account is taken of concentration dependence, provides 

the first indication that no chemical interaction has 

occurred between the species, and (2) the area of the peak 

withs= 6.1S corresponds to an arginase concentration of 

0.68g dl-l which is in accord with equation (III-9) with 

B - a V ~ V B ~ B • It may be computed from Figure (III-14b) that 

if a Johnston-Ogston effect operated alone in this mixture 
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B - a 
error that cB = cB as observed. This observation therefore 

supports the claim that no interactions occur between urease 

and arginase in this environment, since clearly cB B is not 

- a B - a less than cB and vB is not less than vB. It is true 

that the mixing concentrations used in relation to Figure 

(III-14b) are much larger than those which will be 

encountered in future kinetic studies, but consideration of 

Ostwald's Dilution Law suggests that since interaction does 

not occur at the higher concentrations, it cannot arise 

in the lower concentration range. In the next Chapter 

additional evidence will be presented to support this view 

and also to explore the possibility of a ligand mediated 

interaction between the enzymes. 

4. Discussion. 

It is clear that the preparative method described in 

detail in this Chapter leads to samples of beef liver 

arginase which may be judged homogeneous with respect to 

electrophoretic mobility (Figure III-6b) with respect to 

sedimentation coefficient (Figures III-8b and III-9) and 

with respect to molecular weight (Figure III-lOa and b). 

The most recent report on the physico-chemical 

properties of beef liver arginase is that given by Harell 

and Sokolovsky (1972) with which the present findings will 

now be compared. rrhese workers reported that the isoelectric 

point, established by isoelectric focusing of the protein, 

was pH 5.9, in complete agreement with the present findings. 

This means that the arginase bears a net negative charge at 
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pH 7.5, the prime pH value selected for studies reported in 

this and later Chapters. Since the isoelectric point of 

unmodified urease is pH 5.0 ~ O.OS(Creeth and Nichol, 1960) 

it follows that urease also bears a net negative charge 

at pH 7.5; and hence net electrostatic repulsion between the 

two enzymes is likely to operate at this pH, preventing 

interaction between the species. It is noted in this 

connection that the result in Figure (III-14b) shows only 

that there is no interaction between arginase and chemically 

modified urease which bears additional net negative charges 

at pH 7.5 (Nichol and Creeth, 1963). 

There is also agreement between the values of the 

sedimentation coefficient and of the molecular weight of 

beef liver arginase found in this work and as reported 

earlier. Thus Ilarell and Sokolcvsky (1972) found in O.OlM 
/ 

tris-acetate pH 6.3 (presumably in the presence of excess 

manganese ions) values of 6.1S and 113,000 ± 5,000 

respectively, while t.1H3 corresuonding values in trie present 

study, found at pH 7.5, were 6.15S and 114,000 ± 3,000. 

The additional information has been provided in the present 

study that the concentration dependence term of equation 

(III-3) is 0.069g-
1
dl, that the measure d partial specific 

+ -1 volume is O. 734 _ 0.003g dl and that the molecule has a 

Stokes radius of 3.21nm with frict i onal coefficient 1.35. 

Moreover it is now established by Figures (III-11) and 

(III-12) that this unit continues to exist even at high 

dilution with a KAV of 0.13 on Sephadex GlOO. As noted 

earlier the detailed quaternary structure of the 114,000 unit 

has not been explored in this study, although in agreement 

with Harell and Sokolovsky (1972) slow sedimenting species 
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were observed on acid treatment (Table III-3). It does 

appear that four moles of manganese are bound per 114,000 

unit, an atomic absorption spectroscopy finding of the 

previous workers, and that removal of some or all of these 

manganese ions results in a loss of stability of this unit. 

The situation is similar to that found with rat liver 

arginase (Hirsch-Kolb, Kolb and Greenberg, 1971) where 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies have revealed that 

four moles of manganese are bound per mole of fully activated 

arginase. These workers found that the binding affinities 

of the metal ions were not identical. Extensive dialysis, 

for example, removed only 50% of the bound manganese, with a 

corresponding loss of enzyrnic activity. No report was 

given of the molecular characteristics of the protein so 

depleted in manganese content. In the case of rabbit liver 

arginase (Vielle-Breitburd and Orth, 197 2) the 110,000 unit 

is converted into an estimated four non-identical subunits 

by addition of sodium dodecyl sulphate (SOS) or acid 

treatment, and again manganese ions were implicated in the 

retention of enzymic activity. 

It may be concluded from these findings that provided 

kinetic experiments may be designed in which arginase 

exists in the presence of excess MnC1
2 

at pH 7.5 a well 

de £in e d mo 1 e cu l a r e n t.. i t y w j J 1 LJ e o [:Jo r c.d: j v f.; • '1' h e ad cl i t i on a 1 

finding that lLr.ease Ls unl.JJ~cly to interact with arg1nase 

at pH 7.5 suggests that this couple is particularly suited 

for the experimental test of the theory presented in 

Chapter II. 

.... 
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A study of the kinetics of the coupled reaction 

catalyzed by arginase and urease is reported in this Chapter. 

As a preliminary to these studies it was necessary to 

explore the behaviour of both enzymes individually in 

relation to their substrates, and then in the presence of 

the compounds that they were to encounter in a coupled assay. 

The buffer employed in these studies was the same as that 

used for the physico-chemical characterization of arginase, 

O.OSM HCl-tris, 0.02M NaCl, O.OlM MnC1
2

, pH 7.5, and the 

assays were performed at 25°C. This buffer was selected 

on the basis of the known pH dependence of activity of 

both enzym_s. Thus urease exhibits a reasonably sharply 

defined pH optimum at pH 7.5 in tris buffer (Lynn 1967), 

while the pH activity curve for arginase is broad with its 

maximum around pH 9.5 (Greenberg, 1960), overlapping that 

of urease at pH 7.5 with retention of 60% of the maximal 

activity. Other possible buffer types, such as citrate 

and borate were not chosen on the grounds that they 

inhibit arginase and complex manganese ions (possibly 

related effects). It is true that tris buffer also 

complexes manganese ions, but as was shown in control 

experiments, not to an extent which affects arginase 

activity, provided the Mn++ concentration is in excess 

(lOmM), a condition also required for structural stability 

of the enzyme at pH 7.5 (Chapter III). 
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l. !he steady-state kinetics of arginase. 

(a) Methods of following the reaction 

101. 

It is of particular interest in relation to the present 

work that as early as 1924 arginase was assayed by the use 

of urease, the ammonium ions produced as a final product 

being estimated co~~imetrically (Hunter and Dauphinee, 

1924), titrimetrically (Hunter and Dauphinee, 1929) or 

alternatively the carbon dioxide was measured manometrically 

{Wieland Russell, 1934; Hunter and Pettigrew, 1936; 

Van Slyke and Archibald, 1946). However it is evident that 

in the present initial studies it is necessary to establish 

methods of assaying arginase without recourse to the 

coupled assay. In the early work of Kassel and Dakin 

(1904a, b) arginase activity was estimated by noting the 

elevation, in a solution of arginine, in the amount of 

nitrogen not precipitated by phosphotungstic acid. The 

first quantitative procedure was that of forrnol titration 

in which the amount of acid titrated in order to attain 

a given end-point increased with the release of extra amino 

groups on the formation of ornithine from arginine 

(Edlbacher, 1917). It is also possible to monitor the 

reaction by estimating the concentrations of either 

arginine or urea. In the former instance the method devised 

by Rosenberg, Ennor and Morrison (1956), a modification of 

the Sakaguchi reaction, using a-naphthol, may be employed; 

a less sensitive but easier method of estimating arginine 

is the spectrophotometric procedure described by Ward and 

Srere (1967), and outlined in Chapter III. In the latter 

instance urea may Le estimated by either the precipitation 

as xanthylurea with xanthydrol, or the mlourimetric methods 
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using diacetyl monoxime (Fearon, 1939; Ceriotti and Spandrio, 

1963) or a-isonitrosopropiophenone (Van Slyke and Archibald, 

1946). In this study the spectrophotometric method for 

estimating arginine, and the colourimetric method employing 

diacetyl monoxime to estimate urea were selected. 

(b) The dependence of initial velocity on initial 

substrate concentration 

(i) Non-continuous assay. The format for these 

experiments was as follows: l ml of arginine solution of 

known concentration was introduced into a 10ml Quick-fit 

test tube with ground glass stopper, and l ml of arginase 

solution, also pre-equilibrated at 25°C was added. The 

reaction was terminated at known times by the addition of 

0.5 ml of 2M HCl, blanks being obtained by reversing the 

order of addition of acid and enzyme. The urea produced 

was estimated by diluting 1 ml of incubation mixture with 

1 ml of H2o, and addition of l ml of Solution I (0.25% w/v 

diacetyl monoxime in 3% v/v aqueous acetic acid) and 1 ml 

of Solution II (0.8% w/v antipyrine in 80% sulphuric acid). 

This mixture was stirred using a Vortimix, care being taken 

to avoid layering of the sulphuric acid. The chromophore 

was developed by incubating the tubes at 100°C for 30 min 

in a closed copper boiler since the chromophore is 

photo-sensitive especially at high temperatures. This also 

necessitated flushing the system after the 30 min 

incubation period with cold water, prior to the removal of 

the tubes. The absorbance of the contents of each tube was 

measured at 460nm in 1cm cuvettes employing a Ziess 

(model PMQ II) spectrophotometer. The corresponding 

..... 
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concentration of urea was obtained by interpolation from a 

standard line constructed using urea solutions of known 

concentration. This plot was linear over the urea 

concentration range in the cuvette of 2 x l0- 6M to 

2 x 10-SM and exhibited a slope of 3.8 ~ 0.1 x 10 4 ove r 

an absorbance range of Oto 0.8. It is noteworthy in 

relation to this relatively large value of the slope that, 

since the average wet thumb-print contains O. 4 7 1J M of urea 

(Hamilton, 1965), if a moist stopper is handled without 

caution, the concentration of urea in the assay tube may 

be enhanced to give a resultant increase in the absorbance 

of the solution of 0.5. Thus considerable care must be 

exercised in washing and handling incubation and assay 

tubes. For similar reasons, the buffered solutions were 

transferred with 1 ml and 0.5 ml Carlsberg pipettes fitted 

with a bulb device used for withdrawing and dispelling 

solutions. It could also be noted that prior to interpolation 

in the standard curve, absorbance readings were corrected 

using blanks, which exhibited colour due to the formation 

of chrornophore from arginine. This procedure is valid 

because the absorbance of the arginine-chromophore at 

460nm is only 1% of that of the urea-chromophore and becaus e 

the concentration of arginine in the blank closely 

approximated the residual arginine in the reaction mixture 

since times were examined corresponding to only a maximum 

of 10 % depletion o f substrate. It would perhaps have b ee n 

preferable to isolate the arginine from the incubation 

mixture prior to the development of the urea-chromophore, 

but attempts to employ cation exchange resins for this 

purpose were unsuccessful in that the separation of arginine 
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A double reciprocal plot of data from initial velocity 

studies on beef liver arginase in 0.05M HCl-tris, 0.02M 
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from the urea resulted in excessive dilution of the urea 

eluant and was too tedious for efficient use in the muttiple 

assays employed in any given experiment. 

From plots of urea concentration versus time, initial 

velocities of the reactions were measured and plotted 

against the corresponding initial substrate concentration. 

Typical results, in double reciprocal form are shown in 

Figure (IV-1) where the solid line was obtained by fitting 

the experimental points by the method of weighted linear 

least squares regression. The results are in accord with 

the conventional Michaelis-Menten equation (equation II-2a) 

with values of K equal to 6.0 + l.2rnM and V 4.2 + 0.5 - -m max -4 -1 
The latter value corresponds overall 

10 M min . to an 

breakdown rate constant of 8.2 10 4 -1 
the basis X min on 

an enzyme concentration of 5.12 x l0- 9M, determined by 

dilution of a stock solution whose concentration was 

measured spectrophotometrically 
-1 

ff . . Elmg ml coe icient, 278nm 0.96 

employing the extinction 

(Harell and Sokolovsky, 

of 

1972), and the molecular weight of 114,000. Similar sets 

X 

of experiments were performed employing different 

preparations of arginase of slightly different concentrations 

and in each case analysis of the double reciprocal plots led 

to the values of the kinetic parameters which were in basic 

agreement with the values reported above. All findings are 

sununarized in Table (IV-1) together with associated 

estimated standard deviations. 

(ii) The flow-assal· In order to study more readily 

the kinetics of arginase using small increments of 

substrate concentration, the flow apparatus depicted 

schematically in Figure (IV-2) was constructed. It consisted 
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FIGURE IV - 2 

A schematic representation of the continuous flow assay 

device used for the study of the initial time kinetics 

of arginase. The device consisted of a Braun UNITA I 

six syringe infusion apparatus; the syringes are marked 

a, b, c, d and e. The mixing chamber was syringe band 

stirring was effected by a magnetic follower. The enzyme 

reaction coil was maintained at 25°C, the chromophore 

development coil at 100°C, and the cooling coil at 2C°C. 

The two taps (f) were for venting bubbles from the 

reaction coils prior to the commencement of an experiment. 

The spectrophotometer is represented by section g. 
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of a Braun UNITA I six syringe infusion apparatus in which 

the two syringes denoted by a and b were used to form an 

accurate linear concentration gradient of the substrate 

arginine, which was mixed with an arginase solution 

delivered from syringe o, prior to incubation at 25°C. The 

arginase while in the coil acted on the substrate for 

1.6 min (a value dependent on the flow rate and tube 

dimensions). Reagent solutions I and II of the diacetyl 

monoxime urea assay, delivered from syringes d and e 

respectivel~were then added. This mixture flowed through 

a light free chamber maintained at 100°C, the internal 

tubing being sufficiently extensive to ensure a period of 

15 min for the development of the chromophore. The outflow 

was cooled in jacketed tubing maintained at 20°C by tap 

water prior to its passage through a small volume (1cm) flow 

cell situated in the spectrophotometer g (wavelength 460nm), 

which was coupled to a Rikadenki chart recorder. To avert 

the formation of bubbles in the reaction lines, which 

resulted in great disturbance of the spectrophotometer 

trace, all solutions were degassed by twice freezing and 

thawing in ethanol dry ice mixtures under vacuum. The 

enzyme solution was constituted from concentrated stocks 

and diluted in degassed buffer. 

A representative recording trace (a plot of absorbance 

versus time) is shown by the solid line in Figure (IV-3)p 

The value of 22 min, where it is seen that the trace first 

rises above the base line, was determined in a separate 

experiment as the time taken for a methylene blue solution 

to appear in the spectrophotometer cell from its initial 

starting position in syringe b. The time axis shown in 
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FIGURE IV - 3 

A spectrophotometric trace (solid line) obtained at 

460nm from a continuous flow assay of arginase. The 

abscissa is calibrated in minutes which in turn 

(according to equation IV - 1) corresponds to initial 

arginine concentration for the enzyme catalyzed reaction 

at that time. The narrow broken line (B) is the blank 

absorbance due to the arginine-chromophore. Inset is a 

double reciprocal plot of the data ( ) and the 

weighted least squares fit to them (---). 
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Figure (IV-3) is readily transformed into the corresponding 

substrate concentration axis in the following way. The 

initial concentration of arginine which flows from syringe 

b, containing initially only buffer, is zero, corresponding 

to the 22 min time period defined above. As the arginine 

solution from syringe a moves into the buffer in syringe b 

the emergent arginine concentration from syringe b must 

steadily increase from zero, and may be calculated from 

the equation, 

C (1 - Vt/V) 
0 0 (IV - 1) 

where C is the initial concentration of arginine in syringe 0 

a, V is the initial volume in syringe a (equal to that of 0 

buffer in syringe b) and Vt is the new volume in syringe a 

(orb) following the operation of the infusion apparatus 

for time t. Thus to generate a concentration gradient from 

0 to lSmM with an initial volume of 20ml in syringe a (and 

b) the initial arginine concentration in syringe a was 60mM. 

The dotted line Bin Figure (IV-3) was obtained in control 

experiments performed in the absence of enzyme using a 

buffer solution alone in syringe c. The difference between 

the absorbance readings shown by the solid and broken lines 

is proportional to the concentration of urea produced in 

the 1.6 min incubation period spent in the chamber at 25°C, 

the proportionality constant being determined from a 

standard urea line constructed employing urea solutions 

initially placed in syringe a. It was assumed that the 

concentrations of urea so determined from Figure (IV-3) 

divided by 1.6 min represented the initial velocity of the 

reaction: certainly with the arginase concentrations 
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employed an arginine solution of concentration SrnM would 

have been less than 6% depleted. These initial velocities 

are plotted against the corresponding initial substrate 

concentrations in double reciprocal form shown in the inset 

of Figure (IV-3) as a continuous solid line. This solid 

curve exhibits slight upward curvature which might at first 

sight suggest a positively cooperative effect (Koshland and 

Neet, 1968). 

There are two other possible reasons for the departure 

from linearity observed at high 1/[S] values (low initial 
0 

substrate concentrations). For these values, the 

percentage depletion of substrate in 1.6 min is considerably 

larger than 6% (in fact of the order of 20% for lrnM arginine) 

and this raises the related question of whether the 

corresponding v values are true initial velocity values. 

To explore this possibility equation (II-2a) was numerically 
th 

integrated using a 4 order Runge-Kutta method to obtain 

plots of product concentration versus time for the range 

of initial substrate concentration presently under study. 

From these plots apparent initial velocities were obtained 

by dividing the concentration obtained at 1.6 min by 1.6: 

these apparent values when plotted in double reciprocal form 

against the initial substrate concentration did indeed 

show upward curvature even though the mechanism considered 

in the simulation was Michaelis-Menten. At first sight, 

therefore,it might appear that the deviation from linearity 

observed in the inset to Figure (IV-3) could be attributed 

to the failure of obtaining true initial velocities at low 

initial substrate concentrations. However, the magnitude 

of the simulated effect indicated that this was not the sole 
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cause in relation to the present experimental results. A 

second contributing cause for the deviation is almost 

certainly the forward mixing effect discussed in detail by 

Illingworth and Tipton (1969) who worked with a flow 

apparatus of similar design to that shown in Figure (IV-2). 

In view of this, of the result shown in Figure (IV-1), and 

the results to be presented, it was judged that the 

deviation could not be attributed to positive cooperativity. 

Therefore the results were analyzed by the weighted least 

squares method to give the broken line in the inset of 

Figure (IV-3). A value of 4.8 ± 0.3mM for the K was 
m 

found by this procedure as reported in Table (IV-1). 

Possibly the greatest value of the flow assays is the 

demonstration of the absence of intermediary plateaux in 

the v versus [SJ plot as found with other enzyme systems, 0 

(Teipel and Koshland, 1969). It is also noted that the 

detailed description of the flow assay presented here will 

be of use in discussion of argiripsuccinase kinetics 

discussed in the next Chapter. 

(iii) Spectrophotometric assay. For these experiments 

a Carey 14 spectrophotometer set at a wavelength of 205.7nm 

was used with a slit setting of 0.8mm, dynode setting 2 

and chart speed usually adjusted to yield an initial slope 

in the substrate depletion trace of 45°. By use of 

standard solutions, the molar extinction coefficients of 

ornithine, arginine and urea, at 205.7nm were determined 

3 3 3 to be 0.15 x 10 , 1.10 x 10 , 0.020 x 10 , respectively. 

These values correspond to a molar extinction coefficient 

for the disappearance of arginine in this assay of 0.98 x 10 3 

in agreement with the value obtained by Ward and Srere (1967). 
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TABLE IV - l 

The steady state kinetic parameters of arginase and urease 

ARGINASE 

Assay type 

Diacetyl 
monox1.rne 

II 

II 

II 

[E] (M) x 10 9 
0 

2.1 

2.9 

1.3 

5.1 

Flow-diacetyl 
monoxime -

Spectrophoto-
metric 11.3 

II 2.2 

3 -1 4 
K (M) x 10 V (M min ) x 10 m max 

4.0 + 0.6 1.72 ± 0. 16 

3.0 ± 1.5 2.3 ± 0 .. 6 

4.3 ± 1.2 1.1 ± 0.2 

6.0 + 1.2 4.2 ± 0.5 

4.8 + 0.3 

5.9 + 2.0 9.3 ± 0.4 

6.4 _t O. 6 3.7 ± 0.2 

AVERAGE 5.0 ± 1 

UREASE 

Conway micro-
diffusion 3.1 5.0 ± 0.4 1.04 ± 0.05 

" 1.71 5.6 ± 1.0 2.84 ± 0.33 

II 1.1 2.9 ± 0.3 1.8 ± 0.1 

" 1.0 2.9 ± 0.3 1.7 ± 0.1 

II 9.45 5.1 ± 1.2 1.6 ± 0.2 

AVERAGE 4.2 ± 1 
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The range of absorbance of an arginine solution over which 

the Beer-Lambert Law held was Oto 3. The assays in 

arginine concentrations below 2rnM were performed in 1cm 

quartz cuvettes, whereas the higher concentrations up to 

lOmM were studied in l or 2mm cuvettes, the cuvettes being 

jacketed and thermostated at 25°C. Typical results of 

initial velocity studies conducted in this way are shown in 

Figure (IV-4) from which the value of 5.9 ~ 2.0mM for K was 
m 

+ -4 -1 derived together with a value of 9.3 - 0.4 x 10 M min 

for the maximal velocity. 

In summary, it may be concluded from the three different 

types of assay that the arginase catalyzed hydrolysis of 

arginine, in the environment selected for study, conforms 

to the conventional Michaelis-Menten scheme, and that the 

values of the kinetic parameters reported in Table (IV-1) 

are consistent with the average value of K of 5.0 ± lrnM 
m 

and a breakdown rate constant of 8.2 x 10 4 min- 1 . It was 

also observed that the initial velocity of the reaction at 

various substrate concentrations was linearly dependent on 

enzyme concentration, suggesting in accord with the results 

shown in Figure (III-12) that arginase acts as a non-dissociating 

unit of molecular weight 114,000. 

(c) The inhibitors of arginase 

Arginase is inhibited by many compounds, as di s cuss e d in 

the reviews by Greenberg (1951, 1960), but in the pre sent 

context it is only important to elucidate the possible 

inhibitory or activating action of the various species which 

will appear in the coupled assay. By use of the spectra-

photometric assay, arginase activity was estimated in 

various arginine concentrations in the presence of urease, 
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The linear competitive inhibition of arginase by ornithine. 
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conducted with the spectrophotometric assay utilizing 
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and concentrations of ammonium ions and urea ranging from 

0 to lOrnM. The values of the Michaelis constant and 

maximal velocity were unchanged, showing that these materials 

exert no inhibition or activation effects at the concentrations 

investigated. The remaining compound of interest is 

ornithine, and this was shown by all three different types 

of assay procedures described above, to be a linear 

competitive inhibitor. This effect is illustrated by the 

results shown in Figure (IV-5) which were further analyzed 

by conventional means to yield an inhibition constant of 

3 ± lmM. The inhibitory effect of ornithine was investigated 

in another way. The solid points in Figure (IV-6) show the 

depletion of arginine from an initial value of SrnM, as a 

function of time, as monitored continuously in the spectro

photometric assay. Curved in this Figure was compiled by 

means of numerical integration of the differential equation 

describing linear competitive end product inhibition 

(equation II-28a), employing the reported average value of 
K (SrnM) and a V measured at the time of the experiment, m max 
of 1.4 10-JM min -1 

with KI equal to 10 6M (i.e. effectively 
X 

I 

no product inhibition). Curves band c were similarly 

computed with progressively decreasing values of KI. Clearly 

the curves are converging on the experimental results with 

decreasing values of KI and indeed, curve a is seen to 

fit the results extremely well, confirming that the 

inhibition constant is 3 ± 0.2rnM. It is possible, though 

not strictly necessary, to analyze the experimental results 

presented in Figure (IV-6) and those similar to them, in an 

alternate way. The integrated form of the differential 

rate equation describing linear competitive inhibition by 
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the product of the reaction is, 

[ s] IS] 
( 

K j1 V t K 0 
ln 0 

+ m 
( [ s] - [ s] t) 

-max m 
KI 1SJ t KI 

0 

( IV - 2) 

Thus as Foster and Niemann(l953) first noted, a plot of 

([S] 0 - [SJt)/t versus (1/t)ln[SJ
0
/[S]t is linear. In 

the present case this line has a positive slope and intersects 

the ([SJ 0 - [S]t)/t axis via the fourth quadrant in 

contrast to the illustration of such plots obtained with 

a-chymotrypsin (Foster and Niemam, 1953) where the lines 

lay in the first quadrant with negative slope. The 

difference arises because the affinity of arginase for 

ornithine is greater than the apparent affinity for its 

substrate arginine. It is of interest in connection with 

equation (IV-2) that in the special case that Km equals K
1 

(a situation not far removed for the arginase system under 

study), the equation may be directly re-arranged to give 

[SJ exp 
0 

-vmax )t 
K + [SJ m o 

( IV - 3) 

This suggests that the depletion of substrate with time in 

the arginase system, under study, approximates to a 

simple first order exponential decay. 

2. The steady state kinetics of urease. 

(a) The dependence of initial velocity on initial 

substrate concentration 

In these studies commercially available urease (Sigma 

jack bean highly purified type VII powder, batch no. lOlC-5040, 
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110,000 Sumner units g-
1

) was studied in HCl-tris buffer 

pH 7.5 as previously specified, without sulphite 

modification of the enzyme. The hydrolysis reactions were 

conducted in sealed tubes at 25°C, by the addition of 0.5ml 

of enzyme solution in the buffer to 1.5ml of urea in the 

same buffer, the reactions being terminated at various 

times by the addition of 0.5ml of 2M HCl. 

H2o was used throughout these experiments. 

Anunonia-free 

It is possible 

to monitor this reaction in several ways including the 

estimation of urea concentrations by, for example, the 

diacetyl monoxime method; but in this study, direct 

estimation of the ammonium ions produced as one of the 

products was selected. 

In preliminary studies ammonium ions were estimated 

by addition of Nessler's solution (Kistiakowsky, Mangelsdorf, 

Rosenberg and Shaw, 1952; Creeth and Nichol, 1960), the 

spectrophotometrically measured absorbance of the brown

yellow colour which developes being measured together with 

a standard curve to estimate the required concentration. 

As the previous workers noted, this procedure requires the 

preliminary isolation of ammonium ions, since other 

compounds in the incubation mixture (includ i ng manganese 

ions) interfere with the quantitative colour estimation. 

The isolation was effected by passing the incubation 

mixture down a Dowex 50 column of bed volume 2ml: ammonium 

ions and manganese ions adsorb strongly to this cation 

exchange resin, the remaining components of the mixture 

being washed free of the column with water. Elution of the 

..... 
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column with lM KOH quantitatively eluted the anunonium ions 

and hydrolyzed the freed manganese ions to an insoluble 

form which did not complicate the subsequent Nesslerization. 

Despite the success of this method, an alternative procedure 

was sought for two reasons. First, the ion exchange 

chromatography step resulted in considerable dilution and 

was laborious in relation to analysis of many incubation 

mixtures. Secondly, the procedure is inapplicable in 

studies (to be reported later), where arginine is included 

in the reaction mixture, for this too, is adsorbed by 

Dowex 50, eluted with lM KOH and forms a colour with 

Nessler's solution. The alternative procedure was the 

Conway micro-diffusion analysis method (Conway, 1939, 1947) 

which is a well established procedure, and an extremely 

sensitive one. The Conway unit comprises two concentric 

glass compartments, and an etched glass plate lid, fitted 

to the unit with specially prepared ammonium ion-free grease 

(Conway, 1939, 1947). A Carlsberg pipette was used to 

introduce 1ml of incubation mixture containing ammonium 

ions to the outer compartment of the unit, and 1ml of 2% w/v 

boric acid solution, containing the mixed indicator 

methylene blue (0.0001% w/v) and methyl red (0.0004 % w/v) 

(McKenzie and Murphy, 1971) was placed in the inner compartment. 

Prior to its addition to the unit, a 100ml volume of the 

solution for the inner compartment was adjusted to the 

recognizable grey-blue colour of the indicator with a few 

drops of O.lM KOH. 1ml of 40% w/v KOH was added to the 

outer compartment in order to liberate ammonia, the unit 

being quickly sealed with the lid, and stacked with 9 others 
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A double reciprocal plot of data from an initial velocity 

study of jack bean urease in the presence and absence 
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concentrations were employed, OmM ( ~.7 ) , SmM ( 0 ) , and 

lOmM ( (> ) • 
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under a compressing weight. The transferral of ammonia 

from the outer compartment to the inner solution was shown 

by control experiments to be virtually complete in 2 h, at 

which time the inner solution was titrated with the 

standard acid, potassium biiodate, contained in a 

micro-burette,until the blue-grey end-point was again 

achieved: during the titration the solution was stirred 

with a bent glass rod, and the tip of the micro-burette 

was immersed in the solution. 

The double reciprocal plot shown in Figure (IV-7) is 

typical of the results obtained with urease and was used 

in a weighted least squares procedure to obtain values of 

K equal to 5.6 ± l.OmM and the breakdown rate constant of m 

5 -1 - 9 1.66 x 10 min at an enzyme concentration of 1.71 x 10 M. 

Other estimations obtained in entirely similar experiments 

are summarized in Table (IV-1) from which it may be seen 

that the average K value has been assessed as 4.2 ± lmM. m 

Several points in relation to these results merit comment. 

First, in agreement with several other workers it appears 

that urease kinetics (at least at substrate concentrations 

reported in Figure IV-5), follow the simple Michaelis

Menten mechanism, (Kistiakowsky and Rosenberg, 1952; Wall 

and Laidler, 1953; Lynn, 1967). Secondly, the reported 

average value of K is in accord with that cited by Lynn m 

(1967) of 4mM in the same buffer type at pH 7.4. Thirdly, 

it is noted that samples of urease used almost certainly 

contained a mixture of polymeric forms (Chapter III), but 

in this connection it is noted that kinetic behaviour of 
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the mixture will be that of the monomeric form (the 488,000 

unit), provided polymer formation affects neither the 

number of active sites nor their catalytic activity. All 

previous workers (Nichol and Creeth, 1963; Lynn, 1967), 

who have commented on the polymerization phenomenon, have 

basically agreed that the kinetic parameters of urease 

polymers are indeed closely similar to, if not identical 

with, that of the monomer. It may be that slight deviations 

from linearity of the double reciprocal plot (in the form 

of "negative cooperativity"), are to be expected if the 

polymers have slightly different activities than the 

monomer (Nichol and Winzor, 1972), but it is evident from 

Figure (IV-7), that such a deviation, if it exists, is 

undetectable within experimental error. It therefore 

follows that the coexistence of polymers in urease solutions 

is of little concern in relation to the present results. 

Fourthly, it is noted that the results were obtained in 

the presence of O.OlM Mnc1 2 , an environment which resulted 

in precipitation problems in approximately O.Sg dl-l 

solutions of urease (Chapter III), but in which urease at 

the low concentration levels used in enzymic assay, 

-9 
approximately 8 x 10 M, evidently remained in solution. 

Further comment on the effect of manganese ions is reported 

in the next Section. 

(b) Studies on the components of the coupled assay mixture 

as possible inhibitors of urease 

A series of experiments was p~rformed as described 

above in which various concentrations of arginine, ornithine 

and arginase were introduced into the initial reaction 

mixture. In all cases these compounds were found to have 
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no effect on the urease kinetic results, a typical result, 

that for arginine, being shown in Figure (IV-7). Similarly 

the literature on urease shows that the products of the 

urea hydrolysis and urea itself exhibit no marked inhibitory 

effects at the concentrations encountered herein. 

of urease due to excess substrate occurs with urea 

Inhibition 

concentration above 0.4M (Wall and Laidler, 1953), a 

concentration much larger than those employed in the present 

studies. It remains therefore to make more detailed comment 

on the effect of MnC1 2 , a necessary constituent of the 

coupled assay. In a first series of experiments the% of 

activity of a urease solution was measured as a function 

of the time of storage in the presence and absence of MnC1
2

. 

In the absence of Mncl 2 a linear decrease of activity was 

observed, 85% of the original activity being retained 

after a period of 275 min. In the presence of Mnc1
2 

the 

% activity reduced to 80% of its original value after 90 min, 

but thereafter remained fixed up to a time period of 275 min. 

In view of the existence of this reproducible plateau of 

urease activity in the presence of MnC1
2

, it was decided to 

incubate all solutions of urease in the presence of Mncl
2 

for 90 min prior to their use in any kinetic experiment: 

this procedure for example was followed in obtaining the 

results in Figure (IV-7). 

The results of a second series of experiments in which 

the urease was incubated for 90 min in the presence of the 

indicated concentrations of Mnc1
2 

prior to its assay at 

various urea concentrations, in which the Mncl
2 

concentration 
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Initial velocity data from urease kinetic studies plotted 

in double reciprocal form. The three sets represent 

studies in the presence of lOmM ( •), 20mM ( o) and 

lOOrnM (O), MnC1 2 . 
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was held fixed at the indicated values, is shown in Figure 

(IV-8). Clearly MnC1 2 acts as a non-competitive inhibitor, 

the K value of 4.0 ± l.OmM being within experimental error, m 

that found from Figure (IV-7), but with the apparent 

maximal velocity varying with the Mnc1
2 

content of the 

solution. Secondary plots which in principle permit the 

evaluation of the non-competitive inhibition constant have 

not been constructed since weak complexing of manganese 

ions by the tris buffer prevents explicit determination 

of the actual initial concentration. The important point 

in relation to coupled assays emerges however, that 

provided the apparent maximal velocity of urease appropriate 

to the MnC1 2 concentration employed is used in the 

calculations, and pre-i ncubation is allowed for 90 min, 

that analysis may proceed in terms of a system with well 

defined parameters including a K which is unaffected by 
m 

the presence of MnC1
2

. It is also noteworthy that while a 

complexing of manganese by arginine may be postulated, the 

results in Figure (IV-7) show that removal of manganese ions 

by this means does not significantly alter the apparent 

maximal velocity in solutions containing O.OlM MnC1
2

. 

3. 

( a) 

Results of the coupled assay. 

Initial velocity studies 

The conduct of arginase-urease assays was as follows. 

A solution containing both enzymes was prepared in the cited 

buffer and incubated at 25°C for 90 min prior to use. One 

ml of this solution was added to 1 ml of arginine solution 

in the same buffer, and the reaction terminated at various 

times by the addi tion of 0.5 ml of 2M HCl. The ammonium 

ions produced were anaJyzed by the Conway micro-diffusion 
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method described above, with the following two modifications. 

First, a 1% solution of boric acid was used in the inner 

compartment in the absence of any indicator, the absorbed 

ammonium ions being estimated by direct Nesslerization 

(a procedure which was found in later studies to be even 

more sensitive than the titration procedure employed 

previously). Secondly, in order to utilize this 

Nesslerization procedure, it was required to liberate the 

anunonia from the incubation mixture contained in the outer 

compartment with 1 ml of 60% w/v potassium metaborate 

rather than the previously employed 40% w/v KOH, because 

this latter reagent was found to liberate from tris buffer 

containing MnC1 2 , a diffusible component which reacts with 

Nessler's solution. Control experiments showed that very 

little of such complicating reactant was released when 

potassium metaborate was utilized as the liberating agent. 

Although several coupled assay experiments were 

performed (with arginine concentration the variable in any 

given set) it is convenient first, for the s ake of illustrat.ion, 

to discuss the results of a single study. In Figure (IV-9) 

the points on the broken line are the experimentally obtained 

values of ammonium ion concentration produced at the 

-9 indicated times in a solution containing 5.6 x 10 M arginase, 

1.81 x l0-
9

M urease and an initial substrate concentration 

of lOmM arginine. The broken curve which is an attempt to 

average these results is similar in form to the computed 

product formation curve shown in Figure (II-3): it clearly 

emphasizes the futility of attempting to define an initial 

velocity in the conventional manner, for indeed the slope 

of the tangent to the broken curve as t ~ 0 is zero. The 

--
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essence of the theory presented in Chapter II and embodied 

in equation (II-15) suggests that the result for such a 

system be plotted as function of t 2 • Such a plot is shown 

by the solid line in Figure (IV-9) and is seen to be linear 

in the time domain indicated. The slope of this line 

-5 -2 
(2.0 x 10 M min ) is given by equation (II-15) rewritten 

here for convenience, 

vlv2 [Sl]o 
m - ----

2K2(Kl + [Sl]o) 
( IV - 4) 

provided v 2 refers to the maximal velocity of ammonia 

production. Similar analysis of experiments conducted with 

different initial arginine concentrations permitted 

construction of a plot of 1/rn versus l/[S
1

]
0 

which is shown 

in Figure (IV-10), where the solid line was determined from 

these data by the method of weighted linear least squares 

regression, and yields from the abscissa and ordinate 

intercepts values of K1 = 6.0 ± l.On~ and v
1
v

2
/2K

2 
of 

+ -5 -2 3.22 _ 0.27 x 10 M min . It is now possible to employ 

the value of K2 = 4.2mM (Table IV-1) and 

-4 -1 v2;2 = 3.0 x 10 M min (footnote, *), to calculate 

-4 -1 
that v1 = 4.5 x 10 M min corresponding to a breakdown 

rate constant of the first reaction of 8.02 x 10 4 min- 1 . 

------------------------·-----------
* 

Since 1 mole of urea produces 2 moles of anunonia, then in 

equation (II-2), l-d[S 2 Jt/dtj = 0.5 d[Sp)t/dt. This 

stoicheiometric constant is simply accounted for by 

substituting, for v2;2 in equation (IV-4), the maximal 

velocity found in studies with urease alone which is given 

5 -1 by the product of the breakdown rate constant (1.66 x 10 min ) 

-9 and the initial enzyme concentration (1.81 x 10 M). 
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The effectiveness of the theoretical analysis suggested 

in Chapter II and illustrated in Figures (IV-9)and (IV-10) may 

be judged by making two comparisons. First the derived 

value of K1 for arginase of 6.0 ± lmM is compared with the 

average value reported in Table (IV-1) of 5.0 ± lmM; a 

satisfactory agreement in view of the reported standard 

deviations and the scatter of the mean values reported in 

Table (IV-1). The agreement is recognized as being even 

more satisfactory when it is noted that the K value found 
m 

with the particular arginase sample used in the coupled 

assay, when studied alone prior to the coupled assay, was 

6.0 ± l.2mM. Secondly, a comparison may be made with the 

values of the breakdown rate constant derived from the 

4 -1 coupled assay of 8.02 x 10 min and that found by the 

. 1 d i' . f. 8 2 J 4 · ·-l 1ncercn ent stucies on ar~.1nase o ·· . . x . 0 min . 

Certainly there are error bars associated with each of these 

quantities but they are more difficult to assign than those 

for K values since an enzyme concentra___.tion term is involved. m 

Nevertheless the a Jrecment is emine11tly satisfactory. 

Finally, the overall agreement with theoretical prediction 

and experimental results may be displayed visually by 

employing equation (IV-4) together with the kinetic parameters 

obtained in the study of the individual enzymes, to construct 

the broken line shown in Figure (IV-lO J. The agreement is 

within experimental error. 

The coupled assay experiment was repeated twice with 

similar composition of original mixed enzyme solutions and 

yielded K1 for arginase of 6.0 ± lmM and 5.0 ± lmM. There 

was also agreement between the derived v
1 

values, and those 
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obtained in separate studies on arginase alone. 

(b) The argi nas~-urease system studied at long times 

A react i on mixture of the same composition as that 

reported in relation to Figure (IV-10) was thermostated 

121. 

at 25°C, and at chosen time intervals aliquots of this 

solution were taken and added to 2M HCl to stop the reaction. 

Each mixture was analyzed in aliquots separately for urea 

(the diacetyl monoxime method) and for ammonium ions (the 

Conway micro-diffusion method with biiodate titration). The 

results are plotted as points in Figure (IV-11), those 

referring to arginine depletion being obtained by difference 

according to the conservation of mass requirement. The 

purposes of obtaining such r e sults were two-fold. First, 

it was desired to explore whether the simple Michaelis

Menten mechanisms would continue to apply at long times 

provided account was taken of the competitive inhibition 

of arginase by orni thine (Figures IV-5 and IV-6). Secondly, 

it was desired to illustrate the usefulness of interplaying 

computer-based integration procedures, together with the 

method described in the previous Section for analyzing 

experimental results, in determining the kinetic parameters 

governing the operaLive consecut i ve reactions. Accordingly 

the kinetic parameters obtai ned fr om the analysis of the 

coupled assay result, summariz e d previously, and the 

inh ibition constant of 4mM similar to that employed in 

Fi gure (IV-6) were used in the in tegration of equation (II-28). 

In this instance the integration was performed with a 

ge1eral purpose electronic analogue computer (EAI PACE TR-48) 

details of the circuit being g i ven in Chapter VI: this was 
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used in preference to the digital computer programmed with 
th 

a 4 order Runge-Kutta integration routine which would 

have taken at least 10 times as long to complete a numerical 

integration. The results of the analogue computer 

simulation are shown by the solid lines in Figure (IV-11). 

It is inunediately apparent that the proposed mechanism has 

continued to operate even at long times, and that the 

kinetic parameters derived from the coupled kinetic analysis 

successfully describe this set of results also. It lS 

also of interest that the inhibition constant of ornithine 

for arginase could have been derived solely on the basis 

of the results shown in Figure (IV-11). Thus once the 

values of v1 , v2 , K1 and K2 have been found by the other 

kinetic methods, the remaining parameter in equation (II-28) 

is this inhibition constant. In such cases where a single 

variable requires specification, the procedure of computer 

integration and comparison with experimental results 

provides a particularly efficient method of evaluating the 

parameter . In the present example it was shown quite 

rapidly with the analogue computer that the value of KI 

equal to 4 ±" lmM gave the best fit of many assigned values 

in this range. It is also noted that considerably less 

certainty in this value would arise if it were required to 

fit the experimental data to the five parameters v
1

, v
2

, 

Kl' K2 and KI. 

4. A discussion of the effects on the kinetics of coupled 

assays of interaction between the enzymes. 

At the outset, in this Section it should be stressed 

that the results in Figures (IV-9), (IV-10) and (IV-11) 
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strongly support the contention that no interaction occurs 

between arginase and urease in the chosen environment, 

which includes all substrates and products involved in the 

coupled assay. This conclusion supports and extends the 

less direct evidence (found with a sulphite modified 

derivative of urease and in the absence of reaction mixture 

ligands) discussed in relation to Figure (III-14). It is 

nevertheless interesting to enquire in a more general 

framework whether an interaction between enzymes would be 

manifested in the type of plots thus far suggested for the 

interpretation of the results of a coupled assay. The 

question is particularly pertinent since suggestions have 

been made that certain enzymes in the same metabolic pathway 

may form complexes (Lynen, 1964; Messenguy, Penninckx and 

Wiame, 1971; Hess and Boiteux, 1972; Kirschner and 

Wiskocil, 1972; Fahien and Smith, 1974), a type of reaction 

which is extremely difficult to characterize at low 

concentration levels. 

Consider a system in which two enzymes A (= E
1

) and 

B (= E2 ) associate to fo :rm a complex C (= AB) in solution, 

the equilibrium being rapidly established and governed by 

the equilibrium constant, 

X [CJ / [A] [BJ (IV - 5) 

The basic set of differential ra te equations which govern 

the conversion s 1 -+ s 2 -+ Sp may be formulated on the basis 

of the assumption that all possible enzyme-substrate 

complexes are in a steady-state, following a procedure 

outlined by Dalziel (1968). It is however possible to 

obtain more simply the same foir,n of the desired equations 

by applying equi librium binding equations: it is then merely 
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required to reconsider the meaning of constants introduced, 

in relation to assumptions employed, in order to coalesce 

completely the different approaches of derivation. 

Accordingly, it is considered that when the compound s
1 

is added to the equilibrium mixture of A, Band C that it 

binds top equivalent and independent sites on A and to q 

such sites on C with intrinsic association constants KA and 

KC' respectively. At equilibrium, the molar concentration 

of the A constituent, co~r1s1ng unbound A and the complexes 

(i = 1,2, ... ,p) is given by (Klotz, 1946), 

[AJ 
(IV - 6a) 

Similarly, the molar concentration of the C constituent, 

co~rising unbound C and the complexes C(S
1
)j (j = 1,2, .•. ,q) 

may be written 

[cJ 
(IV - 6b) 

Since each mole of C contains one mole of A, it follows 

that the total weight-concentration of the A enzyme in all 

forms divided by the molecular weight of A is simply 

expressed as 

[AJ + [cJ 
(IV - 6c) 

~e moles of ligand bound by the A constituent is gi~n by 

q-1 
qKcfCJ [S1 J (1 + Kc[S 1 ]) • Thus constituent molar binding 

functions may be formulated as, 
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(IV - 7 a) 

(IV - 7b) 

If subsequent to the binding of s
1 

to A, each complex 

breaks down to form product s 2 with the same intrinsic rate 

constant k
2

, i.e. 

A(S 1 ) i - --····-.-,.. A(S 1 ) i-l + s
2

, then the rate 

of depletion of s1 from this source, v
1

, may be deduced from 

equations (IV-6) and (IV-7a) to be, 

v1 KA [ A] [ S l ] ( l + K [ S ] ) p - l 
A l ·-- ·--- ·----

[A] (1 + KA[s 1 J)P + [CJ (1 + KC[S
1
])q 

(IV - 8) 

This formulation is based on the relationship suggested by 

Frieden (1967) that v 1;v1 - - rA/p, where the maximal 

velocity v1 = pk 2 lA] •r· 'I'here is an additional assumption 

implicit in equation (IV-8), inherent on its derivation 

from equilibrium binding equations. This may be seen most 

easiJy for the case X ~ 0, [C] ; 0 (no interaction between 

A and B) when equation (IV-8) simplifies to the Michaelis-

A A A Menten equation with KA identified as k
1 

/ k_
1

, where k
1 

and 
A 

k_ 1 are microscopic (intrinsic) rate constants as defined 

by Dalziel (1968). The assumption implicit in equation 

(IV-8) is then that k 2 is rel a tively small. As noted 

previously an equation of identical form arises if it is 

assumed that all enzyrne-suLstrate complexes are in a steady

state, with KA now being identified as kf / (k~
1 

+ k
2

}. 
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When X ~ O, s1 is also depleted by the breakdown of complexes 

k3 

> C (S 1 } j-l + S 2 and the rate of its depletion 

from this source may be deduced from equations (IV-6)and 

{IV-7a) to be, 

+ K [S ])q-l 
C l 

( IV - 9) 

where v2 = qk 3 [A]T and KC - k~ / k:1 (if k
3 

is small) or 

KC= k~ I (k~1 + k 3 ), if a steady-state of all C(S
1
)j is 

assumed. In either case, the denominators of equations (IV-8) 

and (IV~9) equal [A]T' which is invariant with time. 

Since the overall depletion of s
1 

is given by the sum 

v 1 + v 2 , it follows that, 

/[A]T (IV - 10) 

If instead of s 1 , the substrate s
2 

was added to the 

equilibrium mixture A+ B ~~ C and it bound to y equivalent 

and independent sites on Band tow such sites on C, each 

complex breaking down to form product s
3

, then by entirely 

analogous reasoning, the overall rate of production of s
3 

may be written 

(IV - lla) 

where 
( IV - llb) 

and NB and NC are th e rcsp f= Ctive intrinsic bindi ng const a nts 

..... 
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(or reciprocal microscopic Michaelis constants) pertaining 

to the interactions of s2 with Band C. In a coupled 

sequence of reactions (S1 ~ s2 ~ S
3
), therefore, the basic 

set of differential rate equations is given by equations 

(IV-10) and (IV-lla and b) and the negative values of 

their sum, 

(IV - llc} 

Equation (IV-llc) follows from the condition of mass 

conservation assuming that the amoun ts of substrates bound 

is small. It could also be noted that the set of rate 

equations assumes equilibrium (or steady) states of all 

enzyme-substrate complexes but not necessarily of the 

intermediate compound s
2

• 

The required expression for the dependence of [Sp)t on 

time is a Maclaurin polynomial, the first term of which is 

given by equation (II-26). This requires evaluation of 

equation (IV- llc) at t = o and the differentiation of 

equation (IV-lla) with respect to S to yield, 
0 

where 

p-1 q~ 2 (V3NB[B]o+V4NC[C]o) (VlKA[AJO[Sl]oa +V2KC[CJO[S1Jos )t 

2 [A] [BJ T T 

(IV - 12) 

B = (l+Kc [S 1 J ) and [A] , [BJ and [CJ 
0 0 0 0 

are molar concentrations of unbound A, Band c, respectively, 

at t = o. To obtain explicit expressions for these 
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quantities, equations (IV-5) and (IV-6) are rewritten as, 

[CJ 
0 

[A] 
0 

XIA] IBJ 
0 0 (IV - 13a) 

(IV - 13b) 

and with the use of equation (IV-llb) written as 

[B]T = [BJ + IC] , the simultaneous solution is completed 0 0 

by, 

[B] 
0 (IV - 13c) 

(IV - 13d) 

The negative root of equation (IV-13c) is excluded since 

[BJ > O. Although the right hand side of equation (IV-12) 0 

is the first non-zero term of a power series in time, it 

follows from equation (II-26) that the slope of the limiting 

tangent (m) of the plot o f (Sp]t versus t 2 is given by 

the coefficient in equation (IV-12). It is therefore 

possible from a set of coupled assay experiments to construct 

a plot of m versus [S 1 ]
0

• It was shown in Chapter II, that 

if there is no enzyme-enzyme interaction between enzymes 

of the Michaelis-Menten type in a coupled assay, the result 

of such a plot is a rectangular hyperbola. There is one 

situation in relation Lo the rnouel of interaction under 

discussion, where identical behaviour would be observed 

e ven though interaction does occur: it is when the complex C 

possesses the same activity as A towards s
1 

(q = p, KA= KC ' 

v1 - v2 ) and the same activity as B towards s
2 

(y = w, 

NB - NC' v3 = v4 ). With these equalities equations (IV-13a 

ancl b) yield [A] 0 + l CJ 
O 

= [A] '.r / ,iP ancl it follows from 
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equation (IV-12) that, 

, 
m V3NBV1KA[Sl]o/2(1+KA[S1Jo) (IV - 14) 

which is i dential with equation (II-15} when account is 

taken of the use of dissociation constants in the equation. 

Except for t h is particular case, interaction between A and B 

in a coupled assay must give rise to deviations from the 

rectangular hyperbola describe d by equation (IV-14) even 

though s e parate studies on A and B have revealed that each 

is of the Michaelis-Menten type. Such separate studies 

permit the use of equation (IV-14) in the construction 

of a theor etical reference curve with which to compare the 

results of the coupled assay. 

The type of deviation from the reference curve, which 

arises as a consequence of interaction between A and B 

leading to a comple x with different activity toward s
1 

and/or s2 , may be examined with the aid of equations (IV-12) 

and (Iv..:.1 3 ). While these equations are general in that 

they would permit examination of any changes in the numbers 

of b i nding sites, intrinsic binding constants or break-down 

ra t e constants inherent on the formation of c, it suffices 

to illustrate the behaviour of one system and the following 

is chosen. A is enzymically active toward s
1 

but C is not 

(q or KC= O), while Band care equally active toward s
2 

(y - w, NB - NC' v3 - V 4) . For this case, 

V3NBV1KA[S1Jo (1 + K [SJ )p-l 
A 1 o 

(IV - 15a) 
m - ·--- -

(l+KAIS
1

]
0

)p + X ( IBJ T - [A] T) + IT: 

(IV - 15b) 
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Figures (IV-12a and b) present plots of equation (IV-15) for 

the case [AJT = [B]T, when equation (IV-15} may be written 

with~ - KA(S 1 ]
0 

as, 

m 

(IV - 16) 

which is seen to require examination of two variables p and 

the dimensionless product X[B]T. Figure (IV-12a) illustrates 

the effect of varying p at a fixed value of X[B]T - 10 3 , 
while in Figure (IV-12b) p - 4 and the variation of X(B]T is 

examined. It follows from equation (IV-16) that 

m - (IV - 17) 

which shows that the rectangular hyperbola in Figure (IV-12b) 

(XIB]T = 0) 1s the reference curve described by equation 

(IV-14). It is clear from Figure (IV-12b) that deviations 

from the reference curve do indeed increase as X[B]T 

increases, the deviations being in the fonn of si grnoidali ty 

for all values of p examined (Figure IV-12a). In fact, in 

form, this behaviour arising as a sole consequence of 

enzyme-enzyme interaction is indistinguishable from the 

behaviour in a coupled assay of a control enzyme being 

monitored by but not interacting with an enzyme of the Michaelis

Menten type. Since the plot basically reflects the time 

dependence of final product formation as a function of 

[S 1 ] 0 (equation IV-12), the basic finding emerges that 

interaction between enzymes of the non-control type provides 

an alternate means of obtaining a control response in a 

consecutive series of reactions. In addition it is now clear 
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FIGURE IV - 12 

Numerical examples illustrating the effect of interaction 

between two enzymes (A+ B ~ C) catalyzing consecutive 

reactions (S 1 ~ s 2 ~ s 3 ). A is enzymically active toward 

s1 but C is not, while Band Care equally active toward 

s2 . Abscissa ~ equals the dimensionless product KA[S
1

]
0

, 

where KA is the intrinsic association constant for the 

interaction of s1 with A and [S J is the initial 
1 0 

concentration of s1 . The ordinate is also dimensionless 

and equals m/V3NBVl where mis the initial limiting slope 

of the plot of [S 3 Jt vs. t
2

, v1 and v
3 

are the respective 

maximal velocities of the first and second reaction and 

NB is the intrinsic binding constant of s
2 

to B or C. 

(a) The effect of varying p, the number of binding 

sites on A for s1 , at fixed X[BJT = 10 3 . 

(b) The effect of varying X[B]T with p = 4 where Xis 

the equilibrium constant [C]/[AJ [BJ and [BJT is 

the total molar concentration of B. --, X[B]T -
2 o, ---- , X[B]T = 10 ; ---, X[B]T - 10

3
; 

4 -- --- --, X[B]T ~ 10 . 
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that the exi stence of such interactions (or their absence) 

may be tested e xperimentally at low enzymic concentration 

levels for any selected pair of enzymes simply by performing 

steady-state kinetic studies on the enzymes separately and 

in a coupled assay. Thus in the case of interaction, it 

is noted th a t the present treatment has provided explicit 

expressions describing the d e viations to be expected from 

the reference curve (equation IV-14). Moreover, the 

treatment ma y readily be extended to cases where one or 

both of the enzymes studied separately is of the control 

type. For the s e cases, the reference curve may itself be 

sigmoidal; but interaction leading to a complex with 

different activity would act to change the extent of this 

sigrnoidality. 

5. Discussion . 

The major aim of this Chapter was to explore, with a 

model system (the arginase-urease couple) the application 

and validity of the theoretical equations developed in 

Chapter II. The sununarized results exemplified by Figures 

(IV-9), (IV-10) and (IV-11) indeed show that the developed 

theory is useful in analyzing the results of a coupled assay. 

It is recognized that the theory has only been applied to 

one experimental system and it is therefore relevant to 

comment briefly on its applica tion to results obtained with 

an entirely different system. 

A situation of particular intere s t is one where the 

expe rimenter has chose n to e mploy a large excess of the 

second enzyme because this is a freque ntly employed 

experimen t al design. Reference ii therefore made to the 
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study made by Easterby (19732 on the system, 

glucose-6-
phosphate 

hexokinase dehydrogenase 
glucose-6-

glucose ·-- phosphate - / - "" --,-. 6-phosphogluconate 

/ 
NADP NADPH 

Using a large activity excess of the second enzyme, 

Easterby (1973) obtained, for a particular initial substrate 

concentration (20mM), the concentration of final product 

(NADPH) as a function cl time, data which are reproduced 

as open circles in Figure (IV-13). According to the present 

theoretical development this plot should be transformed 

to one with t
2 

as the abscissa (since two enzymes are 

involved) and the data so transformed are shown as the solid 

circles in Figure (IV-13). The tangent to this latter 

curve, as t 7 o, is drawn as the broken line, and it is 

immediately noted by comparison with Figure (IV-9) that the 

determination of this tangent is made more difficult, but 

nevertheless possible, in the present instance as a 

consequence of the use of a high concentration of the second 

enzyme. A desirable practice would be to plot the slope of 

this tangent, m = 0.019, against the corresponding initial 

substrate concentration as illustrated in Figure (IV-10), 

but unfortunately results at other initial substrate 

concentrations are not available. It is however possible to 

show the consistency of the present approach with that used 

by Easterby based on equation (II-19). From this equation 

it follows that the slope of the line (drawn in Figure (IV-13) 

as -- - ~ -) divided by twice the abscissa intercept T equals 

m = v 0 V2/2K 2 where v 0 is the initial velocity of the first 
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enzyme catalyzed reaction. 
The value of m obtained 1n this 

way was 0.02, in close agreement with that obtained from 
2 the t plot. Two points of interest emerge from this 

comparison. First, it is clear that the use of excess of the 

second enz yme is an entirely legitimate procedure in the 

determination of v from the slope of the tangent illustrated 0 

by (- - - - ) in Figure ( IV-13) , which 1s re ass ur1ng since 

many coupled assays have been performed in this way. 

2 Secondly, the use of at plot based on the Maclaurin 

polynomial formulation provides an alternative method of 

analyzing the same results obtained when the second enzyme 

is J. n excess. In this connection it should be emphasized 
2 

that the t method possesses the decided advantage that it 

is applicable even when the second enzyme is not in large 

excess, a situation which may be encountered in experimental 

practice either unwittingly, or by necessity, as in the 

case of a protein possessing two active sites each capable 

of catalyzing consecutive reactions (e.g.chorismate mutase

prephcnate dehydrogenase). 

An additional advantage of treating the problem with 

the use of Maclaurin polynomials is that it has permitted 

explicit comment on enzyme-enzyme interactions. In this 

context it is noted that if an excess of the second enzyme 

was employed and an interaction occurred, that the equilibrium 

defined by equation (IV-5) could be shifted to favour 

strongly the complex C. In this instance the interaction 

might be detectable by an enzyme composition dependence 

of ·1 (Hess and Wurster, 1970; Barwell and Hess, 1970; Wurster 

and Hess, 1970; Hess and Boiteux, 1972) but the procedure 

could be insensitive and the results may not be readily 
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interpretable in terms of interaction and kinetic parameters. 

In contrast, the use of the t 2 method permits the 

construction of plots such a s shown i n Figures (IV-12a and b) 

which may be compared with corresponding plots calculated 

on the basis of no interaction using kinetic parameters 

obtained in studies of the enzymes individually. In this 

case then not only may the interaction be detected, but 

also explicit expressions are available for further 

quantitative interpretation. It is true that the expressions 

given in equations (IV-12) ar:rl (IV-13) are based on a particular 

model involving equivalent and independent sites on each 

individual accep tor entity but alternative formulations are 

possible if more complicated models are indicated. It lS 

not sugge sted that kinetic experiments alone would be 

cap able of elucidating all p arameters governing a coupled 

system in .which i nteraction occurs between the enzymes, 

but it does appear that they may provide a valuable adjunct 

to physico-chernical studies . such as sedimentation equilibrium 

and ve locity in the ch · racterization. The joint use of 

sedimentation velocity studies and kinetic studies on 

indi v idual e nzymes, and in a couple, has been used in the 

pre sent work to show that arginase a nd urease do not interact 

ei t her in the presence or abs e nce of the various substrates 

and p roducts encountered in the coup led assay. 

In relation to the urea cycle it would b e of interest, 

while continuing the theme o f studies on arginase, to 

explore the coupled kinetics of it with argininosuccinase and 

orni t hine transcarbarnyl a se. It was not possible with the 

time available to study in detail both systems, and the 

deci s ion was made to explore the arg ininosuccinase-arginase 
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couple. The choice of argininosuccinase was partly dictated 

by the knowledge that it is a reasonably well characterized 

cytoplasmic enzyme which may be assayed by a simple procedure. 

The findings with this system in relation to the urea cycle 

form the contents of the next Chapter. 



CH.APTER V 

STUDIES ON ARGININOSUCCINASE IN RELATION TO 

ARGINASE AND THE UREA CYCLE ·------·-------



1. A review of the physico-chemical properties of 

argininosuccinase. 

136. 

Argininosuccinase may be prepared in homogeneous form 

from beef liver utilizing a procedure which involves 

(NH 4 ) 2so 4 fractionation, a heat step, and ion exchange 

chromatography, prior to crystallization (Ratner, Anslow 

and Petrack, 1953; Havir, Tamir, Ratner and Warner, 1965). 

The most recent physico-chemical information on the enzyme 

comes from the work of Lusty and Ratner (1972) and Ratner 

(1973), which will now be summarized. Sedimentation 

velocity analysis in O.lM phosphate buffer pH 7.5 revealed 

a single symmetrical peak sedimenting with an s of 9. 3S 20,w 
which pertained over the temperature range O - 38°C. 

Sedimentation equilibrium studies in the same environment 

showed that this material was homogeneous with molecular 

weight 202,000. This unit appears to be comprised of four 

identical subunits each of molecular weight 50,000: the 

evidence for this conclusion includes molecular weight 

determinations in the presence of SDS,6M guanidine 

hydrochloride or 8M urea, peptide mapping and electron 

microscopy (Lusty and Ratner, 1972). No metal ions are 

implicated in maintaining the structural stability or the 

catalytic activity of the 202,000 unit. 

It is relevant in relation to the selection of buffer 

types to be used in this work to corrunent on factors affecting 

the structural stalJili ty of the 202,000 molecular weight 

species, in the absence of urea or SDS. The previous 

workers found that dissociation into the catalytically 
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inactive half-units (molecular wei ght 100,000) was effected 

in either tris or imidazole buffer at pH values near 8.3 

at 20°C, whereas in the same buffers at pH 7.5 no dissociation 

of the enzyme was observed until the temperature was lowered to 

approximately 4°C. This temperature dependence of the 

extent of dissociation, suggests that hydrophobic inter-

actions may contribute to the formation of the 202,000 unit 

from its half-subunits (Kauzmann, 1959). Under conditions 

where dissociation occurred, the reaction appeared to be 

relatively slow (and irreversible) in that association to 

the 202,000 unit could only be achieved by changing the 

temperature or the pH of the environment. It was also found 

that in O.lM phosphate buffer pH 7.5 no dissociation occurred 

even at low temperatures. In this work basically three 

sets of environmental conditions are employed, namely 

0.05M HCl-tris, 0.05M NaCl pH 7.5 at ~20°C, 0.066M phosphate 

buffer pH 7.5 at ~20°c and O.lM phosphate buffer pH 7.5 at 

~20°c: in all environments the results of the previous work 

suggest that the operational unit of the enzyme is of 

molecular weight 202,000, at least at the concentrations 

above O.lg dl-l used in the previous studies. It is also 

noteworthy that the dissociation reaction at 4°C in imidazole 

or tris buffer is prevented by addition of 2mM argininosuccinate 

or arginine, but not by fumarate. Further comment on the 

subunit structure of the enzyme and on its catalysis of the 

reaction, argininosuccinate ~ arginine + furnarate will be 

made later. 



FIGURE V - 1 

A photomicrograph (microscope magnification lOOOx, 

using an oil immersion lens) of crystals of beef liver 

argininosuccinase prepared as detailed in Chapter VI. 

The specific activity of the crystals was 1400 RU mg-l 

(1 RU= 1 µmole of argininosuccinate at saturating 

levels for the enzyme, converted per hour at 38°C in 

the buffers specified in. the text). 
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FIGURE V - 2 

Electrophoretograms of argininosuccinase on; 

b 

(a) polyacrylamide (7.5%) at pH 8.3 at 25°C employing 

the method described in Chapter VI; the loading 

mass of protein was ~ 100 µg. 

(b) cellulose acetate at pH 8.5 and 25°C performed as 

described in Chapter VI; the loading mass of 

protein was approximately 10 µg and 40 µg. 
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FIGURE V - 3 

(a) A schlieren pattern obtained after approximately 

30 min from the commencement of a sedimentation 

velocity experiment at 60,000 rpm, on beef liver 

argininosuccinase (0.25g dl-1) in O.OSM HCl-tris, 

0.05M NaCl pH 7.5 at 20°C, with a phase plate 

angle of 70°. 

(b) A plot of equation (III-11) pertinent to the 

analysis of the shape of the boundary shown 

in Figure (V-3a). The following parameters 

were employed in the calculation; 

o -1 -1 
C - 0.25g dl j k - 0.04g dl; 

w = 60,000 rpm; 

2 -·l cm sec . 

s - 9.3S; 
0 

-7 D = 4.9 x 10 
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TABLE V - 1 

A summary of the physico-chemical parameters of argininosuccinase 

- .~.,.._--... ""=' '=-- ' ,; , 
Environment 

j 

j 0 . 05 M HCl-tris, pH7 . 5 , 20°C 

; 0 . 05 M NaCl 

t . 0 . 1 ~ phosphate , pH7 . 5 , 20°C 

t 
i 0 . 1 M phosphate, pH7.5, 4° C 

Value of parameter 

Sedimentation coefficient, s 20 ,w 

9 . 4 _ 0 . 1S 

9.6 ± 0 . 1S 

9 . 8S 

Conunent 

Maximum ordinate values found in s edimentation 

velocity experiments conducted at 20°C employing 
-1 an enzyme concentration of 0 . 2 to 0 .4 5g dl . 

Found at 4 cc and corrected to sat 20°C in water. 

,~---------------------------+---------------------
0 .0 5 M HCl-tris , pH7.5 , 20°c 

0 . 05 M NaCl 

0 . 05 M HCl-tris , pH7 . 5 , 

0 . 05 M NaCl 

r. 
f 
~ 
~ 

t O. 05 M HCl-tris, 
~ 

pH7.5, 

~ O. OS M NaCl 
f, . 
11 

f 0 . 066 M phosphate, pH7 . 5 . 

P. 
! 

~ • ,. 
a· 

20°c 

20°c 

20°c 

· AfP · Diffusion coefficier: 
-7 2 -1 D~ 0 = 4. 9 x 10 cm sec ,w 

App . Specific volume 
- -1 
v = 0 . 732 g mJ 

Molecular we igh t 

180,00 0 

203 , 00 0 

l Frict.ionaJ raii o 

f / i =- 1.27 
0 

Found as illustrated in Figure (V-3) by the 

boundary analysis procedure encompassed by eguations 

(IIJ-10) to (III-12) . 

Foun d using eguation (III-20 ) using density measure

me nts and confirme d b y the amino acid analysis 

reported in Tabl (V-2) . 

Obtained using ihe Svedberg molecular weight 

expression and the value of the apparent diffusion 

coefficient found by the boundary analysis procedure, 

Foun6 by sedimentation equilibrium . Figure (V- 4) and 

equation ( III-13) . 

Calculated by employing equations (III-21) and 
(III -22 ) . 

' f 0 . 06b M phosphate, pH7 . 5 , 20 ° C IScokes radius 

~ 

t-·--··· ·-

I 
(3 M V / 4 :.· ) 

-----. ---···~---~.~----
r 3 . 90nm 

/ 
r = 

~~ ............... ..._._. ·----- ~ --· ··- ·- "' ' ~~._._..-,,e-- --·- - ·-- - --·--•--·------

<? c::, C> rr, 

" 
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2. Results of the physico - chemical investigation of 
. . . 

argininosuccinase. 

The enzyme was prepared by the method described by 

Schulze, Lusty and Ratner (1970), and Ratner (1970), details 

of which are given in Chapter VI. Figure (V-1) shows a 

photograph of the crystals obtained. These had a specific 

activity of 1400 RU mg-l (Chapter VI), as obtained by the 

above workers: correspondtng to a k t of 4.2 x 10 3 min-l 
ca 

at 38°C. 

As described in Chapter I~I, mass migration methods 

were used in initial attempts to characterize the 

homogeneity of the preparation. A single migrating band 

was observed in electrophoresis at pH 8.3 at 25°C on both 

polyacrylamide gels (7.5% acrylamide) and cellulose acetute, 

as shown in Figure (V-2). It would appear from these results 

that the dissociation into half-subunits, observed in other 

buffer systems at the same pH value, has not proceeded 

appreciably within the time of duration of the experiments, 

approximately 30 min. A more critical test of homogeneity 

follows from the analysis of the shape of the boundary 

observed in sedimentation velocity, conducted at 20°C, in 

0.05M HCl-tris, 0.05M NaCl pH 7.5, where no dissociation is 

expected. Figure (V-3a) shows the sedimenting boundary 

obtained, and Figure (V-3b) a plot of equation (III-11): 

the linearity of the latter plot provides the crucial 

observation on which homogeneity with respect to sedimentation 

coefficient is claimed. The corresponding values of the 

sedimentation coefficient, diffusion coefficient and 

molecular weight are summarized in Table (V-1). The value of 
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s 20 ,w = 9.4 ± O.lS is an average value from different 

experiments and is in reasonable agreement with the 

139. 

corresponding value of 9.3S obtained by the previous workers. 

Sedimentation velocity experiments were also conducted in 

O.lM phosphate buffer pH 7.5 as reported in Table (V-1). 

The values of the sedimentation coefficients found from 

experiments conducted at 4°C and 20°C are in reasonable 

agreement when account is taken of the large and essentially 

empirical correction factor (Svedberg and Pedersen, 1940) 

needed to compare the results: certainly no dissociation is 

indicated at the lower temperature in this phosphate medium. 

These findings confirm earlier observations (Ratner, 1972) 

that dissociation into half-subunits does not occur in 

these environments. Further support of the latter 

observation, and a more reliable estimate of the molecular 

weight, was obtained by conducting a sedimentation 

equilibrium experiment in 0.066M phosphate buffer pH 7.5. 

Figure (V-4) shows a plot of the sedimentation equilibrium 

distribution, 1.n the forn1 suggested by equation (III-13) 

the linearity of the plot confirms that the sample is 

homogeneous with respect to molecular weight, and that terms 

involving the non-ideality coefficients are of negligible 

magnitude in the concentration range investigated (equation 

III-16). The value of the molecular weight (203,000) 

derived from the slope of the plot shown in Figure (V-4) is 

reported in Table (V-1), and is seen to be in good agreement 

with the value of 202,000 reported by the previous workers. 

It could also be noted that the value of the molecular weight 



'TABLE V - 2 

Amino acid composition of beef liver argi-ninosuccinase. 

Amino acid residue 

-----------·-----

Lysine 

Histidine 

Arginine 

Aspartic acid 

Threonine a 

S 
. a 

e r.1ne 

Glutamic acid 

Proli.ne 

Glycine 

Alanine 

Half-Cystine b 

Valine 

Methionine 

Isole ucine 

Leucine 

Tyrosine 

Phe nylalanine a 

'l1ryptophan 

Nearest integer 
residues 

per 203,000g 

81 

48 

121 

160 

101 

143 

226 

58 

134 

161 

9 

105 

51 

60 

233 

39 

56 

Nearest integer 
residues 

per 202,000g 
from (Bray & Ratn e r, 1971) 

82 

51 

125 

149 

102 

150 

206 

66 

130 

163 

17 

113 

55 

64 

218 

39 

55 

38 

a Values in this work wer e not extrapolated 

b Determine d as cystei c acid on a performic acid oxidized 

sample. 
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estimated, utilizing the diffusion coefficient derived from 

boundary analysis is an underestimate by approximately 11 %, 

a result similar to that found in the investigations with 

arg1nase (Chapter III}. In these calculations a partial 

specific volume of 0.732g-l ml was employed, the value being 

obtained from the amino acid analysis of argininosuccinase 

reported in Table (V-2), and confirmed by density 

measurements. Little comment need be made on the amino acid 

composition reported in Table (V-2) which evidently basically 

agrees with that found earlier (Bray and Ratner, 1971), 

except to note that in the present analysis the individual 

half-cystine content is lower even though perfonnic acid 

oxidation was performed prior to the analysis. 

Since argininosuccinase is capable of dissociation into 

half-subunits, it is particularly relevant to perfonn a 

frontal Sephadex chromatography study analogous to that 

illustrated in Figure (III-12) to enquire whether dissociation 

may be effected by dilution in the environment to be used 

for enzyme kinetic studies. Figure (V-Sa) shows an eluti on 

profile of the enzyme obtained employing Sephadex G200 and 

-1 a plateau concentration of O.Olg dl . The median bisector 

of the advancing front (OIJ) occurs at an elution volume 

of 35.4ml which corresponds to a KAV of 0.21 and to a 

molecular weight of ~ 200,000 (Laurent and Killander, 1964). 

This was the value obtained in the sedimentation equilibrium 

experiment conducted in the same environment where a 

concentration range of -1 0 .. 0 8 to O. 132g dl (Figure V-4) 

was scanned. Figure (V-5b) pertains to a similar experiment 

conducted with a plateau concentration of 0.0001g dl-l of 

argininosuccinase, and from the information reported in the 
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FIGURE V - 5 

Elution profiles obtained from a frontal gel 

chromatography experiment on Sephadex G200 with 

argininosuccinase in 0.066 M phosphate buffer pH 7.5 

at 20°C. Enzyme concentration in each fraction was 

measured by use of the spectrophotometric assay for 

argininosuccinase in lrnM argininosuccinate. 

( a) 

(b) 

24.5 ml of O.Olg dl-l enzyme solution was applied 

to a column of bed volume 63.4 ml and eluted at a 

flow rate of 15 ml h- 1 . The position of the 

median bisectors OIJ and O'I'J' both correspond 

to an elution volume of 35.4 ± 0.1 ml. The void 

volume of the column determined with Blue Dextran 

2000 was 27.7 ml. 

-1 
27.3 ml of O.OOOlg dl of enzyme solution was 

applied to a column of bed volume 60.4 ml and 

eluted at a flow rate of 15 ml h-1 • The 

positions of the median bisectors OIJ and 

O'I'J' both correspond to an elution volume of 

33.6 ± 0.1 ml. The void volume of the colunm 

determined with Blue Dextran 2000 was 26.4 ml. 
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caption leads to a value for KAV of 0.21. It may be 

concluded that no dissociation of the enzyme is indicated 

in the concentration range 0.45g dl-l to O.OOOlg dl-l in the 

specified environment. 

It is now possible to correlate the findings reported 

in Table (V-1) with the physico-chemical parameters reported 

for the subunits of argininosuccinase (Lusty and Ratner, 1972), 

to comment (albeit tentatively) on a possible arrangment of 

the subunits in the 203,000 molecular weight unit. First, 

it is noted that the sedimentation coefficient reported for 

the half-subunit was 5.6S, from which the frictional ratio 

of this unit may be calculated as 1.36. From the data of 

Oncley (1941), this frictional ratio could be taken to 

correspond to a prolate ellipsoid, of axial ratio approximately 

4:1 when a degree of hydration of 0.3g H
2
o per g protein is 

assumed. It is now required to show that this description 

of the half-subunit is consistent with the value of 1.27 for 

the frictional ratio of the 203,000 unit (Table V-1). This 

may be attempted by utilizing the relation suggested by 

Bloomfield,Dalton and Van Holde (1967) which permits the 

calculation of the frictional resistance of a molecule based 

on an assumed model. The steps involved are as follows: 

(1) the prolate ellipse of revolution of axial ratio 4:1 is 

assumed to comprise four spheres each of radius r, these 

spheres having no physical significance; (2) the half-subunit 

of molecular weight 101,000 (i.e. the prolate ellipsoid) is 

now assumed to dimerize to form the 203,000 unit in a 

tetrahedral arrangement (with o
2 

symmetry) of the eight 

hypothetical spheres of radius r. A linear, or cyclic 
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arrangment of the eight spheres (with c
4 

symmetry) seems 

less probable, since different bonding domains are evidently 

involved in dimer and tetrarner formation. Additional 

evidence which suggests a tetrahedral arrangement comes 

from the appearance of the electron micrographs of the 

203,000 unit (Lusty and Ratner, 1972); (3) the equation of 

Bloomfield~ Dalton and Van Bolde (1967) is now applied, 

6 n n N r 
f ~ 

(V - 1) 
N N 

-1 r L L 1 + <R > N i s 
£=1 s~l 

Where N is the number of hypothetical spheres, in this case 

eight, and R28 is the centre to centre distance from any 

given sphere to any other sphere in the model. This procedure 

leads to a value of f, for the 203,000 unit of 11.9 x 10-B 

dynes per molecule, and hence to a frictional ratio of 1.60 

which may be compared with the experimentally obtained 

value of 1.27. The agreement is not unreasonable in view 

of the ass~tptions made, and is cert~inly better than that 

which is obtained if either a linear or cyclic arrangement 

within the 203,000 unit is assumed. Two interesting points 

emerge. First, the basic tetrahedral arrangement of subunits 

in the 203,000 molecular weight unit of argininosuccinase 

as visualized by Lusty and Ratner (1972) appears to be 

basically correct. Secondly, the present work suggests that 

the quarter-subunits of molecular weight ~ 50,000 are not 

spherical as depicted by Lusty and Ratner (1972), but rather 

themselves approximate prolate ellipsoi~of axial ratio 2:1. 
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This hypothesis is somewhat tentative as implicit assumptions 

involving degrees of hydration have been made and is not 

subject to ready experimental test, since the sedimentation 

velocity behaviour of the quarter-subunit may only be 

observed after treatment with urea or SDS (Lusty and Ratner, 

1972), denaturing agents which clearly alter the frictional 

ratio of these subunits. 

3. Enzyme kinetic studies with argininosuccinase. 

Argininosuccinase catalyzes the reversible reaction, 

argininosuccinate ~ fumarate + arginine, and in the present 

work initial velocity studies were performed utilizing 

argininosuccinate as the initial substrate, (prepared 

enzymically as described in Chapter VI). A convenient method 

for following the reaction was to monitor the appearance 

of furnarate spectrophotometrically at a wavelength of 

240nm where neither arginine nor argininosuccinate appreciably 

absorb light (Havir, 'ramir, Ratner and Warner, 1965). In 

detail a typical protocol for an experiment was as follows. 

The enzyme, stored at -12°C in phosphate buffer, was diluted 

in 0.066M phosphate pH 7.5 to an appropriate concentration 

level, and incubated in this buffer at 25°C for several hours. 

Two ml of the phosphate buffer was introduced into a 1cm 

quartz cuvette, followed by 0.25ml of the enzyme solution, 

and 0.25ml of argininosuccinate solution of known concentration, 

mixing being effected with the use of ateflon cuvette plunger. 

Recording was commenced within 10-15 sec of the initiation 

of the reaction, with the chart speed previously set to yield 

an initial slope of approximately 45° on the tracing. 

Initial velocities (v) were determined from the recordings, 
0 
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which in no instance exhibited a 11 lag 11 period. Each assay 

was performed in duplicate or triplicate, the average 

value of the initial velocity being determined. A minor 

difficulty arises in estimating corresponding values of 

the initial substrate concentration, since in solution, 

argininosuccinate cyclizes to five and six membered ring 

anhydrides · (Ratner, Petrack and Rochovansky, 1953; Ratner 

and Kunkemueller, 1966) which are not substrates or 

inhibitors of argininosuccinase. The difficulty was overcome 

by allowing selected assays to proceed to equilibrium where

upon the operational initial argininosuccinate concentration 

could be readily calculated by estimating the equilibrium 

concentration of fumarate, [F], and utilizing the 

equilibrium constant, Keq' for the reaction. Thus, 

[argininosuccinate] t · 
1 opera iona 

2 
- [ F] /K + [ F J eq (V - 2a) 

K (3.22 x l0-
3

M) was determined in separate experiments by eq 

permitting solutions of fumarate and arginine of known 

solution composition to proceed to equilibrium and by 

determining again the equilibrium concentration of fumarate. 

Thus, 

K 
eq 

[F] { [A]
0 

- [F]
0 

+ [F]} 

[F] - [F] 
0 

(V - 2b) 

where [~] and [A) are respectively, the molar concentrations 0 0 

of fumarato and arginine initj~JJy se l e cte d. Tn practi c e! 

the correction was small, since cyclization proceeded to the 

extent of only~ 2% when a solution of arginjnosuccinate was 

stored for a period of 7 days at 4°C. 
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Data from an initial velocity study of argininosuccinase 

plotted in the Eadie-Hofstee format. The assays were 

performed at 25°C in 0.066 M phosphate buffer pH 7.5 

following the protocol described in the text. The 

solid line was fitted according to equation (V-3) 

and also by use of the rapid equilibrium model discussed 

in the text. The relevant parameters used for the 

fitting are given in Section (V-3). The dotted lines 

have slopes which correspond to Michaelis constants 

-5 -4 of 5 x 10 Mand 1.1 x 10 M. 

r 

a 

c 

. , 
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It is possible to plot corresponding values of v
0 

and the 

corrected initial substrate concentration [SJ in various 
0 

ways: the method selected in this instance, to best display 

the important features was a plot of v /(SJ versus v; the 
0 0 0 

Eadie-Hofstee (Eadie, 1942; Hofstee, 1952) plot, which is 

the enzyme kinetic analogue of the Scatchard plot 

(Scatchard, 1949) used . for the analysis of binding data. 

This is shown in Figure (V-6) where the solid points represent 

measurements found in a set of experiments in which the value 

of [S] was progressively decreased. The open circles are 0 

also measurements found using the same enzyme preparation and 

progressively increasin~ the initial substrate concentration. 

'l
1

he scatter between the two sets of points is within 

experimental error, an observation which shows that the enzyme 

in solution has not undergone time dependent changes which 

affect its catalytic activity during the course of the 

experiment. The broken lines are attempts to average these 

data assuming a linear relationship between v /[SJ and v in 
0 0 0 

two domains of initial substrate concentration, the slope s 

corresponding to apparent K values of 5 x 10- 4M and 
m 

1.1 x 10-
4

M (footnote*) for the lower and higher concentration 

* It is of interest to note that when a plot of v /[SJ versus 
0 0 

v was constructed employing experimental data obtained using 0 

a continuous flow assay similar to that depicted in Figure 

(IV-2) that a linear relationship (with Km= 1.7 x 10- 4M} was 

indeed indicated. This is similar to the value of 1.6 x l0- 4M, 

reported by Bray and Ratner (1971). However the accessible 

range of initial substrate concentration which could be studied 

by this method was only 0.1 to 3mM which corresponds in 

Figure (V-6) . -1 to an ordinate range of Oto 1.6 min . 
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domains respectively. 
It is however irrunediately apparent 

that the broken lines are a poor representation of the 

experimental points which tend to exhibit, in a continuous 

curve, a maximum at low v
0

, and a continuously decreasing 

slope in the high v range. 
0 To be sure, experimental 

scatter makes a definite description of the fonn of the 

curve difficult but as these essential features were 

exhibited in studies performed with a separate enzyme 

preparation in the same environment, and in O.OSM Hcl-tris 

0.05M NaCl pH 7.5, it seems reasonable to assess them as 

realdeviations. 

There are several possible models which might explain 

the deviations from linearity observable in Figure (V-6), 

but for the sake of simplicity only two basic models will 

be considered which may be taken as representative of other 

models which differ from them only in detail. The first 

model assumes that the enzyme exists in solution, in the 

absence of substrate, as a single state, and indeed the 

physico-chemical evidence summarized in Figures (V-2), (V-3), 

(V-4) and (V-5) support this contention. In view of the 

subunit structure including four subunits, it is reasonable 

to suppose that on addition of ligand (substrate) four 

catalytic sites are encountered, and indeed this finds 

support in equilibrium binding studies of arginine to the 

enzyme (Ratner, 1972). It is a simple matter to derive a 

binding equation for a four site model in which the sites 

are equivalent but dependent (i.e. mutually interacting or 

cooperative) : it is merely required to define a single 

intrinsic association constant K
1 

which describes the 

binding of one ligand molecule to any of the four sites 
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and then to introdu c e the different association equilibrium 

constants K2 , K3 and K4 , to describe the formation of 

higher order complexes. The appropriate binding equation 

is the Adair equation (equation II-35) with n = 4. If the 

bold assumption is made that the intrlnsic breakdown rate 

constants are all identical, the transformation suggested 

by Frieden (1967), and discussed in Chapter II, may be used 

to write the binding equation in a kinetic format as follows, 

( 
v _ V < a 1 [SJ + 

n l l + a 1 (SJ + 

2 3 4 
u 2 [SJ + u 3 [SJ + a

4 
[SJ 

( a 2 I 2 ) [ s J 2 + ( a 
3 

/ 3)[ s J 3 + ( a 
4 

/ 4 ) [ S ] ··,r ~ 
(V - 3) 

where, a = 3 

a 4 = 4K 1K2K3K4 ; n = 4 (the number of catalytic sites) and 

V the maximal velocity (3.2 x 10-SM min-l in relation to 

Figure V-6). Extensive numerical computation utilizing 

equation (V-3) resulted in the solid line shown in Figure (V-6) 

4 4 which corresponds to K1 - 1.04 x 10 ; K
2 

= 1.48 x 10 ; 

3 ·3 
K3 = 9.0 x 10 ; K4 - 7.14 x 10 . It is not suggested that 

this is a unique set which describes the experimental data, 

but it serves to illustrate that deviations from linearity 

such as is seen in Figure (V-6) may arise from a combination 

of positive cooperative effects (K
2 

> K
3 

> K
4

) and negative 

cooperative effects (K 1 c K
2
). Such a combination 0f effects 

mediated by undefined conformational changes of the protein, 

inherent on ligand binding, has previously been suggested 

in relation to binding studies perfonned on glyceraldehyde-

3-phosphate dehydrogenase (.Cook and Koshland, 1970}. While 
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the possible operation of such an allosteric mechanism is 

not denied it is an unfortunate feature of such a proposal 

that it could be used to describe a kinetic curve of 

virtually any form which deviated from classical behaviour, 

as in the present instance. It also suffers from the 

additional disadvantage that it is difficult to envisage 

conformati'onal changes affecting subunit-subunit interactions 

which operated asymmetrically within a structure which has 

tetrahedral (D2) syrrunetry. 

The second model to be considered is a modification of 

the basic system envisaged by Monad, Wyman and Changeux (1965) 

which involves two isomeric states of the enzyme, coexisting 

in rapid equilibrium prior to the addition of the substrate. 

While the available physico-chemical evidence defin i tely 

eliminates the possibility that two or more polymeric states 

coexist in an equilibrium, it is compatible with this 

isomerization hypothesis. Thus, for A:.::==- C where MA= MC, 

it is seen from equation (III-14) that M ~MA= Mc and 

that a plot of log ;(x) varaus x 2 obtained from b 

sedimentation equilibrium experiment will be linear as 

observed in Figure (V-4). For an entirely analogous reason 

the weight-average elution volume from a frontal gel 

chromatography experiment, would only be a function of c if 

VA differed significantly from Ve which is unlikely: the 

result in Figure (V-5) is therefore also compatible with the 

isomarization hypothesis. l•'inally, mass migration in 

electrophoresis of a rapidly equilibrating isomerizing system 

Cgn only produce a single band, even if the electrophoretic 
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of A and Care different (Nichol and Winzor, 

1972}, in accord with Figure (V-2}. A simple model is 

therefore proposed in which the half-subunit of 

argininosuccinase, in the A isomer, possesses two catalytic 

sites which are non-equivalent and therefore related to 

the different intrinsic association constants K
1 

and K
2

: 

the whole _ unit of molecular weight 203,000 therefore 

possesses two classes of non-equivalent binding sites. No 

assumption will be made that any of these four sites are 

mutually interacting. The A isomer is assumed to coexist 

in rapid equilibrium with the C isomer which for the sake 

of simplicity will be taken to be completely catalytically 

inactive (although theory pertaining to more complicated 

models of the same type may be readily written). The 

system is therefore defined in terms of three equilibrium 

constants K1 , K2 and X; [C]/[A], the isomerization constant. 

Formulation of the binding equation for this system, and 

transformation to the kinetic format, again using the 

transformation of Frieden (1967), leads to equation (V-3) 

where, ' this the coefficients are identified as, in case, 

ul - 2(K
1 + K2)/(1 + X) 

(), 2 - 2(4K
1

K
2 + Kl 

2 
+ K22)/(1 + X) 

Cl ) - 6K 1 r
2

(K
1 + K2 )/(l + X) 

u4 - 4K 
2

K 2/(l + X) l 2 

With Kl - 3 .33 X 10 4 ; K2 - 4 X 10 3 ; and X - 0. B, these 

relations, used in conjunction with equation (V-3), also 

yield the solid line shown in Figure (V-6). Three points 

emerge from this analysis. First, it is not possible to 
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distinguish, on the basis of Figure (V-6) between the two 

models proposed. Secondly, it is of interest that the 

deviations from linearity may find explanation, without 

in any way involving substrate induced cooperativity between 

the catalytic sites on a particular isomeric acceptor entity. 

Thirdly, regardless of which particular mechanism is 

operating, in causing the deviations from linearity 

observed in Figure (V-6), equation (V-3) with u
1 

= 4.15 x 10 4 , 

a 2 = 1.85 x 10
9

, a 3 = 1.66 x 10 13 and u
4 

= 3.95 x 10 16 

provides a suitable phenomenological description of the 

initial velocity of the reaction under discussion which 

may be useful in future simulations of reactions in which 

argininosuccinase is involved. 

4. fAn investigation of the possible interaction between 

ar9ininosuccinase and arginas~. 

An estimate of the isoelectric point of argininosuccinase 

was obtained by subjecting a 20mg sample of the purified 

material to isoelectric focusing for a period of 72 hat 4°C. 

Some flocculation was observed but the majority of the 

protein banded in the final pH gradient as a symmetrical 

zone with maximum located at pH 6.1: the procedure is not 

recommended as a routine purification step, however, since 

it resulted in a considerable loss of activity. The result 

implies that at pH values greater than 6.1 both 

arg:ininosuccinase and arginase bear a net negative charge, 

but this does not a priori exclude the possibility of a 

specific interaction between the enzymes. This possibility 

was investigated in two ways. 



FIGURE V - 7 

A series of schlieren patterns obtained from a 

sedimentation velocity experiment on arginase alone 

(upper pattern) and in the presence of 

argininosuccinase (lower pattern) in 0.1 M phosphate 

buffer pH 7.5 at 4°C. The photographs were taken at 

8 min intervals from ~ 50 min after attaining the 

angular velocity, 60,000 rpm, employed in the 

experiment; phase plate angle was 70°. 
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( a) Sedimentation velocity of mixtures 

Figure (V-7) shows a typical sedimentation velocity 

pattern obtained with arginase alone (upper pattern) 

dialyzed free of excess manganese ions, but not exhaustively, 

with a mixture of the two enzymes (lower pattern) in O.lM 

phosphate pH 7.5 at 4°C. The peaks in the lower pattern 

are clearly resolved, which permitted ready determination 

of both their sedimentation coefficients and of their areas. 

In this experiment, the sedimentation coefficient of arginase 

alone proved to be identical, within experimental error, to 

that of the slower sedimenting peak in the mixture. This 

finding is reported in Table (V-3) where it is seen that it 

was consistently observed in the other reported environments. 

In each of the reported experiments the concentration given 

by the slower peak area proved to be slightly greater than 

that of arginase initially introduced into the mixture, as 

found by a control experiment similar to that shown by the 

upper pattern in Figure (V-7). This finding suggests that 

a Johnston-Ogston effect (frictional interaction) is 

operating rather than a chemical interaction, a hypothesis 

substantiated by comparisons made by the last two columns of 

Table (V-3). It may be concluded that arginase and 

argininosuccinase do not heterogeneously associate at pH 7.5 

over the temperature range 4°C to 20°C where both proteins 

bear a net negative charge. The experime nt conducted at 

pH 6.0, a pII value between the isoelectric points of 

arginase and argininosuccinase of pH 5.9 and pH 6.1 

respectively, further shows that no chemical interaction is 



TABLE V - 3 

Sedimentation velocity results on mixtures of argininosuccinase and arginase 

ENVIRONMENT 5 T,b 
SLOW PEAK ARGINASE ALONE 

Concentration (g dl- 1 ) of slow peak 

EXPERIMENTAL CALCULATED USING EQ. (III-8) t 

0.1 M phosphate buffer 

pH 7.5, 4°c 
3.46 3.46 0.30 0.30-:, 

..) 

0.05 M HCl-tris, 0.05 M 

NaCl, pH 7.5, 20°C 
5.62 5.62 0.29 0.293 

0.02 M maleate buffer, 

pH 6.0, 20°c 
5.96 5.99 0.16 0.173 

t 6 - a - a 6 According to eq. (III-8) the reported calculated value of cB = cB (v' - vB)/v' - vB) where 

obtained in each case from a control experiment such as illustrated in the top pattern of 

v' was taken as the measured s of the fast peak in the mixture v; as reported in column 2 

- o: 
cB was 

Fig. (V-7) , 

of the Table 

and v~ was calculated from the t o ta I concentration of the two proteins in the original mixtures 

together with k = 0.069 (Chapter III) . 

Cr> .,.,_. 
, ?_ !: ;.-:: ~ =-- n, 
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induced when the net electrostatic repulsive force is 

effectively reduced to zero. 
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Although no chemical interaction between the enzymes 

is indicated by these physico-chemical studies, it remains to 

be investigated whether such an interaction is mediated by 

one or more of the various components of reaction mixtures 

encountered in a coupled assay. 

(b) Results of coupled assays 

In these studies the following couple was investigated, 

argininosuccinase 
argininosuccinate --=::::::::~ ~ arginine 

arginase 
~ ~ urea 

ornithine fumarate 

with argininosuccinate as the initial substrate, and by 

monitoring the rate of production of urea by the diacetyl 

monoxime method, (detail in Chapter IV). As noted in 

Chapter III it is desirable with regard to the structural 

stability of arginase to conduct assays in the presence of 

O.OlM MnC1 2 ; but in the present studies it was found that 

this concentration of MnC1 2 inhibited argininosuccinase to 

the extent of ~ 80% rendering meaningful studies on the 

coupled system impossible. Accordingly the less desirable 

approach was employed of dialyzing arginase solutions, 

stored in the presence of excess Mncl
2 , free of unbound 

Mn++ by the rapid dialysis technique (Englander and Crowe, 

1965), immediately prior to the assay. It was shown in 

control experiments that arginase solutions treated in this 

way lost only 5% of their total activity in a time period of 

8 h, and that the K and k values found within this time 
m cat 

period were identical, within experimental error, with those 

obtained with the same arginase sample studied in the presence 
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of excess MnC1 2 . It is also noted by reference to Figure 

(III-14a) that the structural integrity of arginase is largely 

preserved following application of this rapid dialysis 

procedure. 
In preparation for the coupled assay a dialyzed 

solution of arginase was mixed with a solution of 

argininosuccinase and incubated for 30 min at 25°C, the 

buffer being 0.05M HCl-tris, O.OSM NaCl pH 7.5. To 2.25ml 

of the enzyme solution was added 0.25ml of argininosuccinate 

solution in the same buffer, the reaction being stopped at 

selected time intervals with 0.5ml of 2M HCl, and 1 ml 

samples were assayed for urea. 

In principle it would be possible to plot the 

concentration of urea versus t 2 (since two enzymes are 

involved) and to proceed with an analysis of the kinetic 

parameters as described in Chapters II and IV. However 

as shown in the discussion of Chapter IV by utilizing 

Figure (IV-13) and equation (II-19) it is also legitimate 

practice to employ a large excess of the second enzyme, 

which is possible in the present study, and to employ the 

analysis procedure described by Easterby (1973): both 

approaches have been shown to be entirely consistent. The 

Easterby procedure has the advantage as shown in Figure (IV-13) 

that less reliance is placed on concentration estimations 

of final product at very early times, where, in certain 

assays, as in that under discussion, experimental scatter 

of data values is likely to be the greatest. Moreover it is 

a suitable method for the qualitative detection of inter

action (or lack of it) between the enzymes, in the presence 

of reaction mixture ligands. It does suffer from the 
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disadvantage that if an interaction is detected, or product 

inhibition effects are large t (footnote ) , the results 

are not readily interpretable. With the evidence available 

from the preceding Section, and with the knowledge that 

the time dependent loss of arginase activity observed in 

the absence of excess Mnc1 2 would be relatively minimal in 

a system containing relatively large concentrations of 

arginase, it was decided that the Easterby method would be 

the method of choice for the present study. 

t The major complicating factor in this respect would be 

an inhibition or activation of arginase by argininosuccinate, 

which as the initial substrate is present in relatively 

high concentrations even at early times. Control experiments 

showed that such an inhibition does not occur. Similarly 

no inhibition effects were observed on argininosuccinase 

by ornithine or urea or on arginase by fumarate. The 

remaining complications are then the reversible nature 

of the first reaction and the competitive inhibition of 

arginase by ornithine (Figures IV - 5 and IV - 6). It 

has been necessary in the interpretation of the results 

by the Easterby method, to assume that neither of these 

complications markedly affects urea production within the 

relatively short time period of its measurement. 
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Double reciprocal plot of data obtained from the 

coupled reaction catalyzed by argininosuccinase and 

arginase. The experiment was conducted in 0.05 M HCl-tris, 

0.05 M NaCl pH 7.5 at 25°C with initial argininosuccinate 

concentrations in the range 0.1 to 3mM. 'I'he K 
m 

-3 -1 
V for arginase were SmM and 2.5 x 10 M min max 

and 

respectively, and those calculated for argininosuccinase 

from this plot are given in Section (V-4b). 
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The initial velocity of depletion of argininosuccinate 

as defined by equation (II-19) was determined as a function 

of the initial substrate concentration and plotted in 

double reciprocal form as is shown in Figure (V-8). The 

values of Km and Vmax for argininosuccinase found from this 

plot, treated as linear, were 1.0 ± 0.2 x l0- 4M and 

+ -5 -1 
1.3 - 0.2 x 10 M min respectively. These values compare 

favour ab 1 y vii th the corr es [..ion ding 11 a l u es o £ 1 . 1 ± O . 1 x 1 O - 4 M 

-5 -1 
and 1. 2 ± 0. l x 10 M min found with the same sample of 

argininosuccinase studied alone, over the concentration 

range of 0.1 to 3mM, a region in Figure (V-4) where the 

experimental points may be regarded as approximately linear. 

Two points emerge from this analysis. First, the results 

support the contention that arginase is not an effector 

of argininosuccinase activity, or in other words that no 

chemical complex fonnation occurs between the enzymes which 

alters their catalytic activity. Secondly, the corrwination 

of errors involved in interpreting a coupled assay prevents 

the detailed charaoter~z~tian of ~r9io'noauccinaca as a 

non-Michaelis-Menten enzyme (Figure V-6). In this respect, 

this Section has served to emphasize the limitations of the 

coupled enzymic assay technique. It is however noted that 

from the viewpoint of kinetic measurements alone, use of the 

coupled assay results in demonstrating a lack of interaction 

is preferable to initial velocity studies in which th(; 

inhiLitionof argininosuccinase by arginase (or vice versa) is 

monitored by the rate of production of furnarate (or of urea). 

Studies of this type ind ed showed that inhibition (or 

activation) did not arise in either case, but only the 

coupled assay excluded the model where interaction occurs 
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experiment on argininosuccinase with OmM ( • ) , 
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medium. '.rhe assay protocol was as described in the 
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resulting in a close juxtaposition of the active sites and 

a consequently elevated rate of final product formation due 

to a high concentration level of the intermediate compound 

(arginine) in a local environment. 

5. Brief consideration of the reverse reaction catal_yze.9, 

by argininosuccinase. 

Since· the reaction, fumarate + arginine¢ argininosuccinate 

does not involve water and includes only those reactants 

given in the equation, it may reasonably be classified, 

in relation to the enzyme argininosuccinase, as a Bi Uni 

sequential mechanism. Moreover the available evidence 

suggests that it is an ordered sequential mechanism in which 

arginine binds to the enzyme prior to the binding of fumarate. 

Figure (V-9) shows that arginine is an inhibitor in reaction 

mixtures where argininosuccinate was used as an initial 

substrate and fumarate was monitored, in initial velocity 

studies. Since argininosuccinase is likely to be either an 

allosteric enzyme, or coexisttin two isomeric states 

(Figure V-4), it is somowhat hazardous to treat the data in 

Figure (V-9) as linear with the indicated competitive 

inhibition constant 1.6 x l0- 3M. However, the more important 

point is established by Figure (V-9) that arginine binds to 

argininosuccinase in the absence of fumarate. It is not a 

simple matter to perform corresponding kinetic studies to 

investigate the possible inhibition by fumarate in the 

initial absence of arginine, since spectrophotometric 

measurements of fumarate concentrations in experiments of 

this design would require the subtraction of large blank 

absorbances. It is noted however, that fumarate in contrast 



to arginine, does not prevent the dissociation of 

argininosuccinase into half-subunits at 4°C in tris or 
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imidazole buffer (Ratner, 1972). It would thus appear that 

the basic mechanism for the reverse reaction is Bi Uni 

ordered sequential. Strictly this type of mechanism should 

be considered in relation to the enzyme which is itself 

allosteric or an equilibrium mixture of isomeric states; 

but such an analysis would be extremely difficult and 

would not seem to have been performed in the literature. 

In order to proceed therefore, it will be assumed that no 

cooperative effects (or their equivalent) are operative, 

which is an assumption, but not an unreasonable one in view 

of the relatively small deviations from linearity observed 

in Figure (V-6). The relevant kinetic scheme and its 

related rate equations becomes (Cleland, 1963a), 

A 

JI 

AS 

1l 
where A denotes arginine, F fumarate and 

AS argininosuccinate 

V -

(V - 4a) 

V [AS] [Ff Vf[F] [A] 
+ + r 

K 
eq 

(V - 4b) 

where vis the velocity of the reaction; K is defined by 
eq 

equation (V-2b}; Vf and KAS are the maximal velocity and 

Michaelis constant found by employing argininosuccinate 

as initial substrate; Vr and KA are the corresponding 
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parameters for studies in which Fis in excess and A is 

varied as initial substrate; Vr and KF are the corresponding 
. 

parameters when A is held in excess; and Kl is the 
F 

non-competitive inhibition constant for Fon the reaction 

initiated with AS. 

It is possible to numerically integrate equation 

(V-4b) when numerical values are assigned to the seven 

relevant constants. An example is shown by the solid line 

in Figure (V-lOa) where the assigned values of the constants 

are reported in the caption. This plot refers to the 

increase of concentration of fumarate with time when 

argininosuccinate was employed as initial substrate, a 

situation where clearly at long times the reverse reaction 

will affect the results. The solid points in Figure (V-lOa) 

are taken from a continuous trace of such an experiment 

where the initial concentration of argininosuccinate was 

-4 3 .74 X 10 M. An experiment was also conduct~d in which 

fumarate and arginine, each of concentration 2 x 10-JM 

were used as initial substrates, and the time dependent 

depletion of fumarate was measured by means of the continuous 

spectrophotometric trace, points from which are plotted in 

Figure (V-lOb) The solid line in this Figure was computed 

by numerical integration of equation (V-4b), utilizing the 

same values of the constants as reported for F'igure (V-JO c:d 

except that Vf was adjusted to account £or the different 

concentration of argininosuccinase employed . 'l'he consistent 

fit of the solid lines to the experimental points in both 

Figures (V-lOa and b) lends some support to the view 

that the kinetic parameters reported are in realistic ranges. 

It is possible to comment on these values as follows : 
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FIGURE V - 10 

Plots of fumarate concentration (•) as a function of time 

for the argininosuccinase catalyzed conversion of 

argininosuccinate, in 0.05 M HCl-tris, 0.05 M NaCl pH 7.5 

at 25°C. 

(a) The forward reaction. The initial argininosuccinate 

concentration was 0.37mM, and the solid line is that 

obtained by fitting the data (e, obtained from a 

continuous spectrophotometric trace) to equation 

(V-Sb) using the following parameters; 

vf V 4.4 10- 4M -1 
KAS 5 10-SM; - - X min . - X r ' 

KA - KF - 1 X 10- 4M; Ki,AS - 1 X 10- 3M. The broken ~ ... 

line ( --- ) is that obtained employing 

vf = vr = 5 x l0-
4

M min- 1 and KAS = 8 x l0-5M. 

(b) The reverse reaction, with initial fumarate and 

arginire each of concentration 2mM. The data ( ) 

was again fitted to equation (V-Sb), using the same 

Michaelis and inhibition constants as for curve a, 

( C) 

-4 -1 but employing Vf = Vr = 5 x 10 M min . 

The forward and revers ~ ' reac 1.onc. Data from a 

coupled reaction employing argininosuccinase and 

arginase with initial arginine and fumarate 

concentrations of 2rr~. These data were fitted 

by numerical integration of equation (II-28) employing 

the argininosuccinase parameters employed in curve b, 

and the additional arginase parameters; K 
m 

-3 -3 -1 K = 3 x 10 M; V = 1.5 x 10 M min . I max 

-3 - 5 X 10 M; 
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(1) the value of K was that found in this and separate eq 

experiments and reported previously; (2) the value of 

KAS is consistent with that obtainable from Figure (V-4) 

ignoring the deviations at low and high v
0 

(and ~b); 

(3) as shown by Cleland (1963a)KF= KeqKASVr/VfK! where 

Kt is the competitive inhibition constant of arginine 

with argininosuccinate as initial substrate and was given 

-3 
the value 1. 6 x 10 M (Figure V-9); (4) KA was set equal 

to KF on the basis of the observation made by Ratner, 

Anslow and Petrack (1953); (5) Vf was set equal to Vr also 

on the basis of a finding of these authors. It follows 

that the numerical computations reported could proceed by 

assigning values to K1 (taken arbitrarily as l x l0- 3M) 

and of Vf' the latter being selected on the basis of the 

best fit to the experimental points. A third experiment 

was performed in which, to a mixture of argininosuccinase 

and arg1nase was added a solution of fumarate and arginine 

each of final concentration 2rnM. The experimental points 

being shown in Figure (V-lOc). The time dependence of 

flunarate concentration observed is due to the combined 

effects of the reversible reaction encompassed by equation 

(V-4b), and the depletion of arginine by arginase, 

described by equation (II-28a) which includes the competitive 

inhibition of the enzyme by ornithine (FiguresIV-5 and IV-6). 

It is somewhat gratifying that the solid line computed by 

nwnerically integrating these combined equations, and 

utilizing the basic kinetic parameters previously reported 

does describe the form of the experimental results which 

exhibit a clear minimum. 



FIGURE V - 11 

The ornithine-urea cycle 
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It is apparent from the complexity of the problem 

that it would be erroneous to ascribe strong significance 

to the absolute magnitudes assessed for certain of the 

kinetic parameters, but one important point emerges quite 

clearly. It is that the overall rate of the reaction 

involving, initially, arginine and fumarate is much slower 

at non-saturating concentrations of these substrates than 

the rate of the reaction with argininosuccinate of 

comparable concentration, as initial substrate: this arises 

as a consequence of the ~ 300-fold difference in the 

Michaelis constant rather than in the respective maximal 

velocities which are approximately equal. 

6 • The urea cycle. 

Since considerable information is now available on the 

kinetics of the reactions catalyzed by arginase and 

argininosuccinase, studied separately and in couples, 

(Chapters III, IV and V), it seems appropriate to comment 

on their joint contribution to the urea cycle. The cycle in 

simplified form is summarized in Figure (V-11), where 

ammonium ions (via carbamyl phosphate), ATP and aspartate 

are external inputs to the cycle. The rate of change of 

concentration of these compounds with time is equal to the 

surruned effects of fluxes within the cycle due to the 

operation of consecutive enzyme catalyzed reactions, and of 

fluxes from precursors, external to the cycle, which will 

be assumed to have constant pool concentration, as a 

consequence of the operation of contiguous pathways not 

shown. Further comment on this point and on the rates of 

efflux from the cycle to maintain a constant pool conc~ntration 

of inorganic phosphate , pyrophosphate , AMP and fumarate will 



TABLE V - 4 

The symbols used for products and substrates of the 

urea cycle. 

0 = ornithine PP = pyrophosphate 

CP = carbamyl phosphate AMP= adenosine monophosphate 

C = citrulline AS= argininosuccinate 

ATP == adenosine triphosphate F = fumarate 

ASP= asp art ate A = arginine 

p = inorganic phosphate U = urea 

f' II 
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be made later. For the present attention is directed to 

fluxes within the urea cycle which must be considered in 

relation to the mechanisms of the reactions catalyzed by 

E1 ,E2 ,E 3 and E4 . The summary of this aspect which follows 

is necessarily detailed, but it is rewarding in that it 

leads to the ability to simulate the cycle in kinetic terms 

(following. procedures reviewed by Garfinkel, Garfinkel, 

Pring, Green and Chance, 1970), and to comment on the 

effects of certain inborn errors of metabolism in relation 

to known clinical syndromes. 

(a) Individual reaction mechanisms and associated rate 

constants 

Each mechanism of the four urea cycle enzymes will be 

considered in turn, the arrangement being in increasing 

order of complexity, and the Sections on arginase and 

argininosuccinase will serve to summarize much of the 

kinetic information obtained in this work. Table (V-4) 

lists the symbolism used for the various substrates and 

products. It will be shown for each enzyme that it is 

possible to write an equation describing the time dependent 

depletion of a substrate on the basis that all enzyme

substrate complexes are in a steady-state: these equations 

are written in terms of steady-state kinetic parameters 

which may be evaluated, in principle, by simple experimental 

procedures not involving flow or relaxation methods. Such 

equations have the additional advantage that they assume 

the same form regardless of certain detail in the mechanism 

of the reaction. For example the equation for a mechanism 

of the irreversible Michaelis-Menten type is the same 

regardless of whether a kinetically controlled 
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interconversion of the enzyme-substrate complex is considered 

or not, provided the final breakdown step is rate determining. 

It is possible to utilize such steady-state rate equations 

in a numerical integration procedure designed to simulate, 

with the aid of a computer, the operation of the urea cycle. 

However the validity of such a procedure may inunediately be 

questioned on the grounds that a steady-state of the 

various enzyme-substrate complexes may not be attained: this 

is especially worrying because, as will be seen, the in vivo 

concentrations of the various enzymes in the urea cycle are 

likely to be quite large, as is true for other metabolic 

pathways (Vegotsky and Frieden, 1958). An alternative 

procedure for the simulation of the cycle would be to 

numerically integrate the detailed set of differential 

equations which describe the rate of change of concentration 

of all species with time including those of the enzyme

substrate complexes. This procedure offers the inunediate 

advantage that no steady-state assumptions are made; but it 

suffers from the disadvantages that values must be assigned 

to each of the individual rate constants and that the 

computer-based integration would be considerably more time 

consuming. In the work to be presented both approaches are 

utilized and compared for the first time. 

(i) ARGINASE (E 4 ) ~ The irreversible production of urea 

and the competitive inhibition of arginase by ornithine may 

be represented by, 

A u 0 -~ I 

' 



TABLE V - 5 

Tabulation of the steady-state kinetic parameters and consistent 

sets of indi vidual rate constants pertaining to the enzymes of the 

urea cycle. 

ORNITHTNE TRANSCARBAMYLASE, El ARGININOSUCCINATE SYN'l'JlE'I'ASE , E 
2 ·- ---

(kcat) f 1. 4 3 -1 
(kcat)f 11. 2 -1 ;;;; X 10 sec = sec 

KCP = 8.1 X 10-S M 
KC = 4. 6 x 10-5 M 

-4 
3 .2 X 10- 4 

M KO :;: 9.0 X 10 M 
K A'l'P = 

1 5 
KASP 3 . 5 X 10-S M K ::: X 10 = eq 

K = 8.9 cq 

l 7 10 7 -1. -1 Ki,C - 3 X 10- 4 M kl 1 = . x M sec AS , 
Ki,C 10- 4 M -1 = · 1 X 

kl,2 = 6.3 X 10 sec PP 
l<i,ATP -4 6 -1 --1 = 3.5 X 10 M 

kl,3 = 2.1 x 10 M sec AMP 

*kl,4 = 1 X 10 3 
sec -1 

k2,l 
5 -1 -1 = 2 .4 x 10 M sec 

*kl, 5 3 J -1 
k2,2 2 . 3 -1 = x 10 sec = sec 

4 -1 -1 
k2 , 3 J.5 X 

5 - ) - ) *kl,6 = 9 x 10 M sec = 10 M sec · 

J -1 
*k2 4 l 10 -1 k = 2.6 .x 10 sec = X sec 1,7 

I 

5 -1 -1 
k2 5 

S -1 -1 *kl,8 ::: 5 X 10 M S(~ C = 4.8 x 10 · M sec 
I 

*k 2 , 6 l X 10 -1 = St:C 

k2 ,7 L.0 X 10 - 1 ARG!NlNOGUCClNASE, 1: J - s (; <.:: 

k2 ,8 
5 -1 -1 -1 

= (kcal)r 
- 8.9 x 10 M sec (kcat) f -· 70 sec 

-1 _ c:: 
*k2,9 = 5 X 10 sec 

KAS = 5 X 10 -> M 

5 -1 -1 
10- 4 M k2 10 - 6.4 x 10 M sec KF == l X 

I 

-1 
X 10- 4 M *k2 11 == 5 X 10 sec KA = l , 

5 -] -1 
10- 3 M k.2,12 -- l • 7 x 10 M ·se c; 

Keq 
.,. 3 . 2 X 

6 -1 -1 ARGINASE , E 
k3 1 = 2.7 x 10 M sec 4 , 

-1 
(kcat) f 4.5 X 

3 -1 
kJ,2 = 7 X 10 sec - 10 sec 

7.5 X 10 -1 
KA = 5 X 10-J M k3 3 = SGC 

I 

10-J M 1. 5 X 
6 -1 -1 Ki ,A = 3 X k3 4 ·- 10 M S'2 C 

0 I 

l. 1 10 3 -1 
k 3 r: = X SC.: C 

I ;) 

7 -l -] 5 -1 -1 
k 3 6 = 7 X 10 M sec *k = l X 10 M SE~ C 4 I l , 

10
4 -1 

k 4 , :!. -· 5 • 4 X S C:C 

J -1 
k4 3 - 5 ,J X 10 SE:C , 

3 10
4 -1 

*k 4 , 4 = X sec 

7 -1 -1 
k4 c:: = l X 10 M sec 

' :J 

* denotes an assumed value 
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where the first numerical suLscript for each rate constant 

refers to the enzyme E4 . The appropriate steady-state rate 

equation is 

d [U] k4,lk4,3k4,4 [A] [E4]o 
- ------------"'---~---------------·----

dt 
k 4, 4 (k4,2+k4,3)+k4,5 (k4,2+k4,3) [O]+k4,l (k4,3+k4,4 )[A] 

(V - 5) 

where the following identifications can be made, 

The symbol Kt'a denotes an inhibition constant when the 

compound a is used as the initial substrate (others being 

held in excess), and S the inhibitor added. The values of 

the steady-state kinetic parameters found for the arginase 

catalyzed reaction are summarized in Table (V-5) where 

the value of (kcat)f was that reported in Chapter IV 

corrected to 38°C using a 010 of 2.5 : values of Michaelis 

and inhibition constants are assumed for the present purpose 

to be temperature ind-::pendent. 

The values of the individual rate constants also 

tabulated in Table (V-5) were found by assigning, in 

realistic ranges, values to k
4 1 

and k
4 4 

and utilizing 
I f 

equation (V-5) to evaluate the remainder. It is evident 

that th8se values may later be revised in the light of 

results obtained by pre-steady-state kinetic measurements; 

but it is emphasized in the present context that they form 

a consistent set with steady-state kinetic parameters and 

will therefore permit the required comparison of integration 

procedures b sed on the steady-state rate equations, and on 

rate equations containing the individual rate constants as 
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explicit parameters. 

(ii) ARGININOSUCCINASE (E 3 ). The mechanism for the 

reversible reaction involving argininosuc cinase will be 

taken as being described by equation (V-4b) rewritten in 

the present notation as, 

AS F A 

'I 

----------
In relation to experimental results where a steady-state of 

the complexes EAS and EA may be assumed, application of 

Cramer's Rule leads to, 

d[F] 

dt 

+ 

+ 

( k 3 , 1 k 3 , 3 k 3 , 5 [ AS ) - k 3 , 2 k 3 , 4 k 3 , 6 [ F) [A) ) [ E 3 ) o 

k 3 , 5 ( k 3 , 2 + k 3 , 3 ) + [ AS ] k 3 , l ( k 3 , 3 + k 3 , 5 ) 

[F]k3,2k3,4 

[ F] [A] k 3, 4 k 3, 6 

+ [A]k3,6(k3,2+k3,3) 

+ [ AS ] [ F ] k 3 1 
l k J , 4 

(V - 6a) 

The coefficients of this expression may thus be rearranged 

to identify the following steady-state parameters defined 

in equation (V-4b) 

(kcat)r - V /[E 3 ] - k3,2 r o 

KAS - k3,S(k3,3+k3,2) I k3,l(k3,3+k3,s) 

KF - (k3,3+k3,2) I k3,4 
(V - 6b) 

KA - k3,2/ k3,6 

K - k3,lk3,3 k3,5 I k k k eq 3,2 3,4 3,6 

(V - 6c) 
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The values of the steady-state kinetic parameters 

stipulated in equation (V-6b) are reported in Table (V-5) 

and are those summarized in the caption of Figure (V-10): 

they sufficed to describe both the data from initial velocity 

studies using argininosuccinate, and the three product 

versus time curves shown in Figure (V-10). In addition it 

is noted that kcat ( = Vf/[E 3 ]
0

) has already been evaluated 

as 70sec-l at 38°C, and equals k
312 

on the assumption which 

has previously been made that Vf = Vr (Ratner, Anslow and 

Petrack, 1953). With this information it is possible to 

solve the set of simultaneous equations (V-6b) to obtain the 

remaining individual rate constants which are also tabulated 

. T bl (V 5) Th 1 f Ki,AS J 1 t d . in u e - . e va ue o F ca .cu a e using 

equation (V-6c), was 0.8 x l0-3M whicl1 compares well with 

the value 1 x l0-
3

M derived from the simulation shown in 

Figure (V-10): this lends some support to the conte ntion 

that the simple Uni Bi mechanism proposed is followed, 

although it is stressed that the full detail of the 

argininosuccinase mechanism involving allosteric effects 

has been neglected for simplicity. 

(iii) ORNITHINE TRANSCARBAMYLASE (E
1
). The available 

evidence (Cohen and Marshall, 1962; Marshall and Cohen, 

1972a, band c; Ratner, 1973) suggests that the reversible 

reaction catalyze d by ornitl1ine tr a n s carbarnylase is of the 

Bi Bi ordered seque ntial type repre sented by, 

CP 0 C p 
~ ' \ I I 

kl,l kl,2 kl,3 kl,4 kl,5 kl,6 kl,7 kl 8 
' 

' I I 
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The corresponding initial velocity equation, assuming a 

steady-state of all intermediate complexes, is given by, 

(with k 1 . = k . , i :=; 1, ... , 8), 
,l l 

+ k 3k 5k 7 [OJ + k 2 k 4 k 6 [C] + kl k
3 

(k
5

+k
7

) [CP] [O] 

+ k 6 k S ( k 2 + k 4 ) [ P] [ C] + kl k 
4 

k 6 [ CP] [ C] + kl k 
3 

k 
6 

[ CP] [ O] [ C] 

(V - 7a) 

This equation has been presented by Cleland (1963a) and 

was verified, in order to check the absence of typographical 

errors, both by application of Crame r's Rule (involving 

the expansion of 4 x 4 determinants) and by application of 

the procedure described by King and Altman (1956). In this 

case there are only four steady-state kinetic parameters 

available from the literature on beef liver ornithine 

transcarbamy lase and these are sumrnari zed in 'I'able (V-5) ; 

the (kcat)f value refers to 38°C (Cohen and Marshall, 1962). 

It is possible to write ~xpressions in terms of individual 

rate constants for the available steady-state kinetic 

parameters (Cleland, 1963a, b and c; Plowman, 1972) as follows, 

(kcat)f - kl,5 kl,7 I (kl,5 + kl, 7) 

KCP - kl,5 kl,7 I kl,l(kl,5 + kl,7) 
(V -

KO -- kl,7(kl,4 + kl,5) I kl,3(kl,5 + kl 7) , 
K - k k kl,5 kl,7 / kl,2 kl,4 kl,6 kl 8 eq 1,1 1,3 

' 
The somewhat unfortunate situation arises, that values for 

four rate constants must be assumed before the remainder 

can be evaluated from aqua.Lion (V-7b). The four assumE::d 

values are indicated in Table (V-5) where also are reporte d 

7b) 
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the corresponding values of the remaining rate constants 

consistent with the steady-state kinetic parameters. 

(iv) ARGININOSUCCINATE SYNTHETASE (E
2
). The mechanism of 

the reaction catalyzed by this enzyme is not as yet 

completely defined although, from kinetic and isotope 

exchange studies (Rochovansky and Ratner, 1967), Ratner 

(1973) in her review was able to comment "that the three 

substrates must be bound to the enzyme as a quaternary 

complex before any product is released". The three substrates 

mentioned refer to citrulline, ATP and aspartate which add 

to the enzyme in that order. A possible mechanism is 

therefore ordered Ter Ter represented Ly, 

C ATP ASP PP 
I 

AMP 

The point of unc 'rtain ty is the order of release of PP, AMP 

and AS, but some information can be gained from the 

inhibition pattern predicted by the rate equation describing 

this mechanism. The appropriate equation for the steady

state of all intermediate complexes has been derived by 

Cleland (1963a, band c) and was checked in this work for 

possible typographical errors, by the application of the 

method of King and Altman (1956) .. ·. it is given on the 

adjacent page, with the simplification that k~ . = k., 
LI l l 

i = 1, ... , 12. From this equation it may be predicted 

that PP will be an anti-competitive inhibitor for C in the 

presence of excess ATP and ASP; an anti-competitive 

inhibitor for ATP in the presence of excess C and ASP; and 

a mixed inhibitor for ASP in the presence of excess C and 
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ATP. Rochovansky and Ratner (1967) report that PP is a 

non-competitive inhibitor in all three sets of experiments 

under discussion, which in the terminology of certain 

kineticists, is taken to encompass anti-competitive and 

mixed inhibition. Indeed inspection of their experimental 

results indicate that the inhibition pattern suggested for 

the ordered Ter Ter mechanism, with initial release of PP, 

is appropriate. For example, double reciprocal plots for 

experiments in which citrulline was the variable substrate, 

and PP the inhibitor show parallel straight lines in 

accordance with an anti-competitive interpretation. It was 

also observed that AS was a competitive inhibitor for 

citrulline as predicted by the above mechanism, but in other 

respects the inhibition pattern does not strictly agree 

with experimental findings which were reported qualitatively 

with no actual expe rimental results shown. Sorne of the 

uncertainty may arise from recent observations (Ratner, 1973) 

that the enzyme may in fact be allosteric in that certain 

negative coope rativi ty ef fec t s arc obs erve d; although fr cm 

the apparent line arity of dou~le r e ciprocal plots pre s ente d 

it would appear that these effects are minor. Accordingly, 

while additional kinetic data are evidently de sirable to 

support the proposed mechanism, it was decided to proceed 

assuming it to be correct. Values for the steady-state 

parameters, including (kcat)f which was measured at 37°C, 

are reported in Table (V-5) and were obtained from the 

work of Rochovansky and Ratner (1967) on the beef live r 

enzyme. Expressions for these in t e rms of individual rate 

constants stipulate d in equation (V-8a) are as follows, 



(kcat)f 

KC 

KATP 

KASP 

K eq 
Ki,C 

AS 
Ki,C 

pp 

Ki,ATP 
AMP 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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k2,7k2,9k2,11/(k2,9k2,ll+k2,7k2,9+k2,7k2,ll) 

k2,7k2,9k2,ll/k2,l(k2,9k2,ll+k2,7k2,9+k2,7k2,ll) 

k2,7k2,9k2,11lk2,3(k2,9k2,11+k2,7k2,9+k2,7k2,ll) 

k 2 I 9 k 2 / 11 ( k 2 I 6 + k 2 / 7 ) / k 2 / 5 ( k 2 I 9 k 2 I 11 + k 2 I 7 k 2 I 9 + k 2 
1 
7~ # 11) 

k2,lk2,3k2,5k2,7k2,9k2,ll/k2,2k2,4k2,6k2,8k2,l0k2,l2 

k2,11lk2,12 

(k2,9k2,ll+k2,7k2,9+k2,7k2,ll)/k2;8k2,ll 

(k2,9k2,ll+k2,7k2,9+k2,7k2,ll)/k2,7k2,10 

(V - 8b) 

All of these parameters refer to initial velocity studies 

of the forward reaction where, a s we have seen, the order 

of addition of substrates is known. Their solution in 

terms of the individual rate constants, reported in Table 

(V-5) requires the specification of the four rate constants 

indicated. The values assigned to these four rate constants 

are not entirely arbitrary as may be seen from the following 

two considerations. First, a random selection of the four 

parameters leads in some cases to negative values of the 

other rate constants, or to unacceptably low values: this 

imposes a reasonable constraint on the range of values of 

the set which may be taken. Secondly, expressions for the 

Michaelis constants of the reverse reaction KPP and KAS may 

also be formulated from equation (V-8a) and used with the 

listed individual rate constants to yield the respective 

calculated values 5 x 10-4
M and 1 x l0-5M. These values 

b d 'th . h f 1 10-4M and 3 x 10-SM may e compare w1 t ose o x 

reported by Rochovansky and Ratner (1967) for beef liver 

argininosuccinate synthetase: the agreement, at least with 

respect to the order of magnitude, is reassuring with regard 



TABLE V - 6 

The intracellular molar concentrations of the enzymes of the urea cycle 

ENZYME 

Ornithine trans-

carbamylase (El) 

argininosuccinate 

synthetase (E2) 

argininosuccinase 

(E3) 

arginase (E 4) 

LOCATION IN 
THE CELL 

mitochondria 

cytoplasm 

cytoplasm 

cytoplasm 

TOTAL ACT I VITY 
PER kg OF LIVER 

ol~ -1 
{µ~in of 
substrate 
converted ) 

1.1 X 10 5 

1.4 X 10 3 

5.0 X 10 3 

9.2 X 10 5 

MAXIMUM 
SPECIFIC 
ACTIVITY 

-1 (uni ts mg ) 

7 80 

4 

23 

1800 

TOTAL ENZYME ENZYME MOLAR 
(mg) PER kg MOLECULAR CONCENTRATION 
of LIVER WEIGHT OF ENZYME 

1.4 X 10 2 108,000 2.6 X 10 - 6 

3.5 X 10 2 175,000 4.0 X 10 -6 

2.2 X 10 2 203,000 2.2 X 10 -6 

5.1 X 10 2 114,000 8.9 X 10 -6 
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to the adoption of the individual rate constants reported, 

in describing the essential features of the reaction. 

(b) Enzyme concentration levels and external fluxes 

Table (V-6) summarizes available information pertaining 

to the concentration levels of the urea cycle enzymes in 

human liver. The total activities reported in column three 

are the averages of the values for adults found by Brown and 

Cohen (1960), Kekomaki, Raiha and Peerheentupa (1967), 

Morrow, Barness and Efron (1967), Hammes, Degroot, Wilmink 

and Jonxis (1969), Nuzum and Snodgrass (1971) and Levin 

(1971), and closely resemble corresponding values reported 

for the enzymes of beef liver (Cohen and Brown, 1960; 

Hirsch-Kolb, Heine, Kolb and Greenberg, 1970; Nuzum and 

Snodgrass, 1971). Column four cites the maximum specific 

activity of the enzymes reported in Chapters IV and V a~d 

those cited by Ratner (1973). These values and those of 

molecular weight summarized in column five refer to the 

beef liver enzymes, as do the data in Table (V-5), since 

insufficient information of this type is available for the 

* human enzymes . Th e last column of Table (V-6) provides 

estimates of the required concentrations of the enzymes, 

based on the estimate that one kg of liver contains 500g of 

cytoplasmic water: it is known that one kg of both human 

and beef liv ~r havw ~ tot a l wate r content of approximately 

700g (Long, 1961). It is quite obvious that the reported 

enzyme concentration levels, which are some one thousand-fold 

greater than those employed in enzymic assays, may only be 

considered as approximate guides for several reasons. 

These include the following: (1) as reported in column one 

compartmentalization of at least ornithine transcarbamylase 



* 
\ The reader may quite reasonably question the 

validity of utilizing kinetic and molecular weight 

parameters, gathered consistently from studies on 

enzymes extracted from beef liver, for simulations 

which attempt to comment on hu~ syndromes. It is 

not possible to justify completely this approach and 

certainly the need for information on the human 

enzymes (and the difficulties in obtaining them) need 

hardly be stressed. It is pertinent however to make 

two reassuring observations. First, as has been 

noted above, the maximum activities of each enzyme 

of the urea cycle per kg of beef liver correspond 

closely to those in a human liver. Secondly, in 

the few instances where species comparisons have 

been made, the steady-state kinetic parameters of 

urea-cycle enzymes from different sources has been 

found to approximate each othe r in magnitude. 

An example is provide d by Table I of Rochovansky 

and Ratner (1967) where the parameters for 

argininosuccinate synthetase from beef and pig 

are compared. 
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has been suggested (Levin, 1971; Ratner, 1973); (2) the 

maximum specific activities refer to pH 7.5 and 38°C where 

as local fluctuations of pH and ionic strength, particularly 

near membranes (Katchalski, Silman and Goldman, 1971) may 

well modify the corresponding intracellular values; and (3) 

the combination of data from human and beef sources is 

tenuous but has been made since it is desired to correlate 

the results of computer simulation with known human clinical 

syndromes. The information summarized in Tables (V-5) and 

(V-6) completes the set necessary for the consideration of 

fluxes of compounds within the urea cycle, and thus it 

remains to consider external fluxes. 

It has previously been noted that the rate of change 

of concentration of X(X = CP, ATP, ASP, P, PP, AMP and F) 

is due to summed effects which may be represented by, 

d[X]/dt = (d[X]/dt)cycle + (d[X]/dt)external (V - 9) 

The first term denotes the flux within the cycle, which 

may be represented by rat e e quations involving the 

parameters stipulated 1n TablES (V-5) and (V-6) . The second 

term, in the case of the input compounds will be taken to 

* equal kx[Y]pool where Y is an external precursor of 

+ constant pool concentration; for example, for CP, Y = NH
4 

. 

It is implicit that (d[X]/dt) t 
1 

is a constant and it ex erna 

will be set equal to the constant steady-state production 

of urea in the normal liver, which in turn equals the rate 

of influx of CP, and preserves the 1:1 stoicheiometry of 

fluxes of ATP and aspartate. 

The liver of an "average" 70kg man weighs 

approximately 1.4 ± 0.2 kg (Davies and Davies, 1961) and 
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such a man, in nitrogen balance, on a normal protein diet 

of approximately 80g per day excretes the corresponding 

nitrogen content (16.5% w/w) in the form of 0.4 moles of 

urea per day. In terms of the unit of 1kg of liver used 

in Table (V-6) this means that d[U]/dt = 6.6 x l0- 6M sec-l 

in 500ml of fluid space. 

In the case of the output compounds (X - P, PP, AMP 

and F), (d[X]/dt)external in equation (V-9) will be taken 
* 

to equal -kx[X] where [X] is the concentration at time t 

of the compound generated by the cycle. In these cases 

* it is therefore necessary to assign a value of kx for each 

X. This may be done on the basis that when d[X]/dt = o, 

[ X] == [ X] and ( d [ X] /d t) = - ( d [ X] /d t) -
pool cycle external 

If again (d[X]/dt) t 1 is taken to equal ex erna 

d[U]/dt which is reasonable on stoicheiometric grounds, in 

* the steady-state region, then kx may be directly calculated 

from values of [X] 1 . In principle these values may be poo 

measured experimentally from liver homogenates, but in 

practice this is difficult. It is also unwise to infer the 

concentration of cytoplasmic compounds from known plasma 

concentrations; for example the plasma concentration of 

total free phosphate may be estimated to be lmM (Long, 1961), 

but this provides an unreliable guide to the intracellular 

concentration. -4 In order to proceed a value of 1 xlO M 

* will be assumed for each [X] corre sponding to a kx · pool' 

value of 6.6 x l0-2sec-l for each output compound. 
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(c) The procedures for the nwnerical computation 

As noted earlier it is desired to compare the results 

of numerical integration of two different but consistent 

sets of differential rate equations. Me thod I is based 

on the set involving all individual rate constants and 

which does not assume a steady-state of enzyme substrate 

complexes: Method II is based on the four steady-state 

rate equations, (equations V-5, V-6a, V-7a and V-Ba). 

METHOD I. The salient features of the set of differential 

rate equations which must be written for the application 

of this method may be illustrated by writing the subset of 

equations pertaining to the first enzyme catalyzed reaction 

* d [CP] /dt = kl 2 [E 1 CP] - kl l [E 1 ] [CP] + k 
I I CP 

[NH +] 
4 pool 

(V - 10a) 

d[O]/dt - k
114 

[E 1 CPO] - k
113 

[E
1

CP] [O]+k
414 

[E
4
0]-k

415 
[E

4
] [O] 

(V - lOb) 

d[E 1CP]/dt - k
111

[E 1 ] [CP)-k
11

jE
1

CP]+k
114

[E
1

CPO]-k
113

[E
1

CP] [O] 

(V - 10c) 

d (El CPO] /dt - kl, 3 [El CP] [O] -k. 1 , 4 [E1 CPO] -k 1 , S [El CPO] 

+k
1 6 

[E
1

P] [C] (V - 10d) 
I 

d[E 1P]/dt - k
115

[E
1

CPO]-k
116

[E
1

P] [C]-k
117

[E1 P]+k
118

[E
1

] [P] 

(V - lOe) 

d[C]/dt - k
115

(E
1

CPO]-k
116 

[E
1

P] [C]-k
211

[E
2

] [C]+k
212

[E
2

C] 

* d[P]/dt - k
117

[E 1PJ-k
118

[E 1 ] [P]-kp [P] 

[E 1 ]
0 

= [E 1 ] + [E1 CP] + [E 1CPO] + [E 1P] 

(V - lOf) 

(V - 10g) 

(V - 10h) 

The first equation illustrates equation (V-9) for an input 

compound, and equation (V-lOg) provides illustration for 

an output compound. Equations (V-lOb and f) illustrate a 
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linkage between consecutive reactions within the cycle, 

the former equation specifying the closure of the cycle via 

ornithine. Equations (V-lOd and e) pertain to intermediate 

enzyme complexes which are not a priori taken to be in a 

steady-state. The way in which the enzyme concentrations 

are employed is illustrated by the final equation (V-lOh) 

which expresses conservation of mass for E
1

. There are 

30 such differential equations forming the complete set 

which therefore accounts for the inhibition of arginase by 

ornithine and all reversible reactions, but for no other 

type of inhibition or activation due to or separate from 

enzyme-enzyme interactions. 

Before numerical integration of this set of non-linear 

differential equations may commence it is necessary to 

specify boundary and initial conditions fort= o. In this 

regard it is convenient to set the concentrations of all 

relevant compounds equal to zero at t = o, except for the 

concentrations of the enzymes, which are given the values 

reported in Table (V-6), and for ornithine. The 

intracellular steady-state concentration value of ornithine 

is in the range 1 x 1D- 4M (Cohen and Marshall, 1962) to 

3 x l0-
4

M (Krebs, Hems and Lund, 1973) and accordingly an 

initial value of 4.5 x l0- 4M was selected: it will be shown 

that this results in a steady-state concentration of 

ornithine in the range cited. 

It would of course be possible to assign non-zero 

concentrations to other compounds as initial conditions, but 

this would merely alter the time course of attainment of 

the steady-state on which final comment will be made. 'I1he 

computer progranune used for the numerical integration 
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incorporated the subroutine of Gear (1969) which 

automatically selects the step size, for what amounts to a 

variable order predictor-corrector method. The subroutine 

enables the rapid solution of a set of "stiff" simultaneous 

differential equations. 

METHOD II. This method employed the steady-state rate 

equations, (equations V-5, V-6a, V-7a and V-Ba) and equation 

(V-9} describing external fluxes to form the following 

appropriate set, 

d[C]/dt = + VE - V • d[AS]/dt =+VE - V E2 
I 

E3 1 ' 2 

d[A]/dt - + VE - V • d[O]/dt - + V VE E4 
I E 3 4 1 

d[U]/dt d[CP]/dt * + - + VE • - kCP[NH4 ]pool VE 
, 

4 l 

* d[ASP]/dt - kASP[Y]pool - VE 

* ; d(AMP]/dt - - kAMP[AMP] * d[PP]/dt - - kpp[PP] + VE 
2 

* d[F]/dt - - kF[F] + VE 
3 

; * d [P]/dt - - kp[P] 

(V ... 11) 

There are twelve equations in this set, in comparison with 

30 1.n the analogous set involving individual rate constants. 

As a consequence the numerical integration procedure may 

be performed with a simpler predictor-corrector prograrrune 

(McCracken and Dorn, 1964) without recourse to a Gear (1969) 

subroutine, as these equations are "non-stiff". The 

2 

required boundary and initial conditions were as for Method I. 

The coefficients in the expressions for VE , vE , vE , and 
1 2 3 

VE were determined from the reported steady-state rate 
4 

equations using the values of the individual rate constants 
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given in Table (V-5). It is stressed in this regard that 

this procedure is entirely equivalent to utilizing the 

experimentally determinable steady-state kinetic parameters, 

without knowledge of the individual rate constants. 

(d) Results of the comparative analysis 

Only Method I is capable of providing results 

pertaining to the concentration of the various enzyme-

substrate complexes as a function of time, and in a strict 

sense, of describing instantaneous fluctuations of the 

system upon the application of a constraint such as the 

introduction of an inhibitor. Figure (V-12) shows the 

time dependent production of enzyme-substrate complexes 

for four arbitrarily selected one to one complexes, involving 

each of the enzymes. It is seen that a steady-state of 

these complexes is attained after a period of approximately 

6 min, the result being entirely typical of other enzyme 

complexes in the system (results not shown for reasons of 

brevity). 

This finding has two interesting implications. First, 

it obviates the concern expressed earlier that such 

steady-states might not be attained when enzyme concentration 

levels are relatively high. Secondly, it suggests that 

the application of Method II would be entirely valid 

provided results from it, obtained after 6 min, were 

considered. In fact the findings surmnarized in Table (V-7) 

show that this is not only a valid conclusion, but also 

(and somewhat surprisingly) Method II provides reliable 

concentration estimates at time periods as short as 10 sec. 

The situation parallels that discussed in Chapter II when 

the concentration of an intermediate compound s
2 

in a 



TABLE V - 7 

A comparison of the time dependent production of compounds in the urea cycle as obtained b y 

Methods I and II 

Comp ound s within the cycle 

t 0 C AS A 

( sec) I II I II 1 II 1 II 

10 3 . 96xl0 
-4 - 4 - 5 - 5 - 7 - 7 -7 -7 

3 .9 0xl0 4 . 8lxl0 5 . 08xl 0 9 . 31Al0 9.5 l xl0 3 . 90xl0 3 .96xl0 

360 -4 -4 -4 -4 
2 . 58xl0 2 . 6lxl0 l . 84xl0 l .8 5xl0 - 6 - 6 - 7 - 7 2. 40:,:10 2. 43xl0 8 . 82xl0 8 . 93xl0 

600 2 . 56xl0 
-4 - 4 -4 -4 - 6 -6 - 7 - 7 2 . 60xl0 l . 86xl0 l . 87xl0 2 . 44xl0 2 . 44xl0 9 . 04xl0 8 . 95xl0 

Input c ompounds 

t CP ATP ASP 

(sec) I Il I Il I II 
- 7 - 7 - 5 _ c:: - 5 - 5 10 l.67xl 0 l . 66xl0 5 . lOxlO 5 . J lxlO ...) 5 . 12xl0 5. ll xl O 

360 - 7 - 7 
l . 78xl0 l .78xl0 -4 -4 

l . 86xl0 l.85xl0 l .8 6xl0 -4 
l.85xl 0 

-4 

600 - 7 - 7 l .7 8xJO l . 78xl 0 l . 87xl0 -4 
l . 87xl0 -4 

l . 87xl0 -4 
l . 87xl0 

-4 

Output com2ounds 

t p pp AMP F l] d [ l 1 ] 
1d t 

(sec) I II I II 1 IJ I II I II I Il 
- 5 - 5 - 5 - 5 - 5 - 5 - S - 5 - 5 10 4. 70xl0 4.74x JO l . OBxlO l . 23xl0 l . 08xl0 l . 23xl0 9 . 97xl0 - l . 16xl0 1 . 2 xlO 

- ") 
l . 38xl0 -

360 Jxl0- 4 -4 -5 - 5 - 5 - ~ - 5 - 5 - 3 
lxlO 9 . 96xl0 9 . 96xl0 9 . 96~]0 9 . 96xl0 · 9 . 97xl0 9.96xJO 2 . 20xl0 

- 3 - 6 _ 
2 . 18xl0 ( . 5xJO b . 5xl0 

600 lx l0 - 4 lxl0 - 4 - 4 lxl 0- 4 -4 -4 -4 -4 - 3 lxlO lxl O lxlO l. OOxJO lxlO 3 . 77xl0 -
_ -, . . - (, - 6 

3 . 7 7 X l O _, l> • 6 X 10 G • 6 X 10 
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coupled assay, attains in a relatively short time, a 

sufficiently high concentration to ensure a steady-state of 

the complex E2s2 . The second conclusion which may be 

drawn from Table (V-7) is that both methods show that a 

steady-state of compounds other than enzyme-substrate 

complexes (i.e. compounds within the cycle, output compounds 

and input compounds) have also attained a steady-state 

concentration after the elapse of approximately 6 min. 

It is pertinent to comment briefly on these steady-state 

concentration levels, which in view of the parameters used 

to obtain them may be considered to approximate those levels 

which might be found in normal liver. The following 

estimates are available from the literature, C = 10- 5-10- 4M; 

A= 0 - l0-
5

M; O = 10-
4

M, and it can be seen at least in 

terms of this restricted comparison that the simulation 

is realistic. 

In summary of this Section, it may be concluded that 

the simpler Method II may be utilized with confidence in 

simulating various abnormalities which are encountered in 

the urea cycle. It is noteworthy however that this 

conclusion could not have been made without the evidence 

obtained by the application of Method I. The purpose of 

repeating the simulation of the cycle with certain selected 

changes of the parameters ls two-fold. First, it is ho~ed 

that the simulations will provide a rational basis for 

explaining the concentration levels of certain intermediary 

compounds which are already known to typify particular 

inborn errors of metabolism and are used as diagnostic 

tests. Secondly, it is hoped that the simulations might 

provide results which extend beyond the explanation of 
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TABLE V - 8 

Computer simulation pertaining to metabolic defects of the urea cycle. 

* 
Row Parameter Varied Defect CP 0 C AS A d[U]/dt 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

* 

= 

[E 4 ]
0 

to 3% normal 

[OJ increased 444x 
0 

[E
1

]
0 

to 3% normal 

k 2 1 
to 3% normal 

' 

k 2 1 
to 20 % normal 

' 

[E
3

]
0 

to 3% normal 

k
3 11 

to 3% normal 

* k CP to 20 % normal 

* 
kCP 

[El] o 
to 20% normal 

Hyperarginaemia 

Experiment of 
Bach et. al (1944) 

Hyperamrnonaemia 
Type II 

Citrullinaemia 

Citrullinaemia 
(mild) 

Arginino
succinicaciduria 

Arginino
succinicaciduria 

Hyperanunonaemia 
Type 1 

see text 

1.02 0.88 1.01 1.44 32.8 0.98 

0.86 770 1.001 1.84 0,62 0,98 

44.6 1.03 0.96 1.00 1.00 1.00 

3090t 0.01 2.37 0,89 0.83 0.89 

1.06 0.72 1.37 0.98 0.97 0.98 

17 0 0 Ot 0.004 0.17 170 0.54 0.60 

1.13 0.54 1.20 33.2 0.97 1.00 

0.18 1.75 0.01 0.18 0.21 0.20 

0.92 1.72 0.78 0.18 0.21 0.10 

Symbols are as for Table (V-4). Concentrations are expressed as ratios to those given in 

Table (V-7). The ratios for P, PP, AMP, F, ATP and ASP, although available are not cited since 

in the absence of information on contiguous pathways discussion on the concentration levels of 

these compounds is hazardous. 
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known phenomena into the area of prediction. 

(e) Inborn errors of metabolism and related phe nome na 

( i) ARGINASE. The first example of the use of 

computer simulation in the explanatory area will be the 

consideration of the effect of lowering the arginase 

concentration (E 4 ]
0 

to 3% of the value previously employed. 

The result is reported in the first row of Table (V-8) in 

relation to the concentrations of the key metabolic 

intermediates found at a time (40 min) when the steady-state 

of all enzyme-substrate complexes pertained, and indeed had 

been evident from much earlier times: the concentrations 

are expressed as ratios of the values found to those 

reported in Table (V-7). The salient features of these 

results are, [CP] is marginally elevated, [A] is increased 

33-fold and the urea output is virtually unaffected. It 

has been observed in patients suffering from Hyperarginaemia 

that indeed the arginine concentration is abnormally high 

in both blood and cerebra-spinal fluid (CSF), that production 

of urea is normal and the concentration of the other urea 

cycle intermediates is normal (Shih and Efron, 1972), as 

reported in Table (V-8). Patients with this inborn error 

of metabolism suffer from epilepsy, spastic diplegia 

and mental retardation (Shih and Efron, 1972). It is 

generally believed that these conditions are the direct 

result of elevated ammonia levels (hyperamrnonaemia) and 

this could be tentatively associated with the observed 

slight increase of [CP], an effect which could be increased 

further on protein ingestion. The observation that the 

patients lived for relatively long periods before diagnosis, 

e.g. 5 yr, (Terheggen, Schwenk, Lowenthal, Van Sande and 
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Colombo, 1969), is in accord with the hypothesis that the 

hyperammonaemia is not chronically severe. It could also 

be noted that the same metabolic effects could arise by 

increasing the Km of arginase rather than decreasing its 

concentration. Thus the absolute steady-state concentration 

of arginine even in this pathological condition (3 x 10-SM) 

is well below the normal K of arginase, implying that its 
m 

rate of depletion is linear with respect to its concentration, 

the slope of the linear region being directly proportional 

The result is also pertinent to experimental studies 

which were conducted in an attempt to negate the conclusion 

formulated by Krebs that urea biosynthesis is effected 

solely by the ornithine-urea cycle. A typical paper in 

this controversy was that presented by Bach, Crook and 

Williamson (1944). These authors added O.lM ornithine to 

liver slices and measured the rate of urea production. 

They used the finding that urea production was essentially 

unaffected as support for their negation; but it is cle a r 

that competitive inhibition of arginase by this concentration 

of ornithine (effectively increasing K JO-fold) does not in 
m 

itself markedly alter d[U]/dt. Indeed the second row of 

Table (V-8) which pertains to a simulation with increased 

[O] equal to 0.2M entirely supports this finding, and 
0 

reflects the effect of increased ornithine concentration on 

steps both catalyzed by arginase and ornithine transcarbamy

lase, and hence the whole cycle. 

Corrunent is now possible on a case of lysine intolerance 

reported by Colombo, Burgi, Richterich and Rossi (1967) in 

which the patient suffered from marked hyperarnmonaernia on 
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the ingestion of lysine. The workers recalled that lysine 

is a competitive inhibitor for arginase and made the not 

unreasonable suggestion that this was the basis for the 

symptoms of the intolerance. It appears however, in view 

of the above discussion, that the explanation is untenable 

unless the patient synthesized a genetic variant of 

arginase which was inhibited much more strongly by lysine 

than normal. 

(ii) ORNI'rHINE TRANSCARBAMYLASE. The third row of 

Table (V-8) refers to a simulation in which [E
1

]
0 

was 

decreased to 3% of its normal value: this reduced level is 

that indicated from activity measurements on biopsy and 

necropsy specimens of liver from sufferers of 

Hyperarrunonaemia Type II (Shih and Efron, 1972). All 

tabulated concentration levels are similar to those normally 

found except for a marked 45-fold increase of (CP]. The 

result is strikingly in accord with clinical-biochemical 

findings. First, sufferers of Hyperarrunonaemia Type II die 

at an early age (3 weeks) indicating that the 

hyperarrunonaemia corresponding to high [CP] is severe. 

Secondly the patients excrete reasonably large amounts of 

orotic acid, uridine and uracil as a consequence of the 

overactivity of the pyrimidine biosynthetic pathway, but 

normal amounts of urea. Thirdly, an abnormally high level 

of glutamine is found, possibly as a result of the amination 

of glutamic acid by glutamine synthetase in the brain. 

Fourthly, normal levels of ornithine are found in the 

plasma, which has puzzled some authors (Levin, 1971; Shih 

and Efron, 1972), but is predicted by the simulation. It 

is for this reason that the complaint has Leen termed 
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ttyperammonaemia Type II which is sensible terminology 

because ornithine does not accumulate even though the enzyme 

catalyzing its removal is deficient. 

(iii) ARGININOSUCCINATE SYNTHETASE. The fourth row 

in Table (V-8) was computed by reducing the value of k
2 1 , 

from 2.4 x 10
5

M-
1
sec-l reported in Table (V-5) to 

3 -1 -1 
8 x 10 M sec • This has the effect of increasing KC in 

accordance with the observation that the Michaelis constant 

of the enzyme obtained from fibroblast cultures of a 

sufferer of Citrullinaemia was increased 25-fold (Tedesco 

and Mellman, 1967). A salient observation from these 

calculations is that the citrulline concentration is 

elevated as is found in patients suffering from this lesion, 

although in practice the level in the blood is very high 

due to poor renal clearance (high tubular reabsorption) of 

this amino acid (Levin, 1971). The urea output is reduced 

in both theoretical and practical observations (Morrow, 

Burness and Efron, 1967) and the tabulated high level of 

[CP] is again consistent with the knowledge that 

Citrullinaemia is associated with severe hyperammonaemia 

which manifests itself in these cases by epilepsy, mental 

retardation and early death. It ls apparent in this 

particular simulation that [CP] fails to attain a steady

state in the time taken for the simulations. It is also 

noted however that many of the intermediate metabolites are 

already in a steady-state. These effects arise because of 

the severely rate limiting nature of this enzyme especially 

when defective. A simulation with k
211 

reduced to 20% of 

its 'normal' value yields the data in row 5 of Table V-8. 
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It is interesting to note that [CJ is elevated 1.4 times 

above normal, which is approximately half the elevation 

seen in the simulation of a more severe case of 

Citrullinaemia (row 4). This occurs despite a six-fold 

increase in k 2 1 in comparison with the severe case. 
I 

(iv) ARGININOSUCCINASE. In the case of arginase it 

was noted,that appropriate alteration of either its 

maximal velocity or of its Michaelis constant or both 

could give rise to the biochemical signs that characterize 

Hyperarginaemia. This however is not a safe generalization 

' in relation to o ·ther enzymes in the urea cycle. The 

point was explored in relation to argininosuccinase with 

simulations in which, first, [E 3 ]
0 

was lowered to 3% of its 

previous value (row 6 of Table V-8) and, secondly, KAS was 

increased 33-fold by reducing k
311 

(Table (V-8) row 7). 

In this connection it is of interest that Miller and McLean 

(1967) partially purified argininosuccinase from the liver 

of a patient who had suffered from Argininosuccinicaciduria, 

and found that the specific activity was 3% of normal, but 

it is by no means certain that this was a maximal specific 

activity. Comparison of the results in rows 6 and 7 shows 

that the simulation is capable of predicting quite different 

behaviour with respect to all intermediates and particularly 

with respect to [CP] which in the case of variation of 

[E 3 ] 0 accumulates markedly with time and does not approach 

a steady-state. Consider first the consequences which 

would follow if in a patient [E 3 ]
0 

was indeed extremely low. 

It would be expected that the excess CP would result in 

stimulation of the pyrimidine biosynthetic pathway, and that 

products such LlS orotic acid would appear in the urine. 
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Secondly, extreme hyperanunonaernia and early death would be 

likely. Thirdly, such a hypothetical patient would exhibit 

low levels of citrulline, high levels of argininosuccinate 

and reduced production of urea. Observation in real cases 

show that none of these predictions are fulfilled except 

for high argininosuccinate. In fact the observations are 

entirely consistent with resultsreported in row 7 simulated 

with increased KAs· In particular [C] as well as [AS] are 

high (up to 2.Sg of AS being excreted per day in the urine, 

Shih and Efron, 1972), urea production is normal and 

hyperarnrnonaemia is not extreme. Thus Argininosuccinicaciduria, 

the first metabolic disorder of the urea cycle to be 

described (Allan, Cusworth, Dent and Wilson, 1958) has been 

diagnosed in several teenage patients (Shih and Efron, 1972). 

This discussion provides an example of the power of 

coupling computer simulated results with clinical-biochemical 

observation in predicting the likely detailed cause of 

reduced enzymic activity. In the case of Arginino

succinicaciduria it appears to be the result of an increased 

Michaelis constant, and the hypothesis finds support in 

enzyme induction studies performed on rats (Schimke, 1973). 

The possibility is of course not excluded, that a patient 

may be encountered with a low argininosuccinase concentration 

level. In this case the computer simulations may aid 

diagnosis in that they suggest analysis of the urine for 

orotic acid and argininosuccinate: both levels would be 

high in contrast to the simulation encountered with 

Hyperanunonaemia Type II where only the former would be 

elevated. 
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(v) CARBAMYL PHOSPHArrE SYN11 1IE'l1ASE. Row 8 of 'I1able 

* (V-8) was obtained by reducing kCP 5-fold in order to 

mimic a de feet i.n rni tochondr ial - bound l~n
3

-dcpE:nden t 

carbarnyl phosphate synthetase and to corrunent briefly on the 

lesion termed Hyperanunonaemia Type I. The clinically 

observed decrease in the rate of urea synthesis is 

illustrat~d by the results which also suggest that examination 

of the ornithine level may also aid diagnosis, a suggestion 

hitherto unexplored. It is of interest that a case has 

been reported (Levin, 1971; Shih and Efron, 1972) where 

hyperammonaemia was associated with hyperornithinaemia. 

An explanation of the relation was given in terms of 

inhibition of arginase by ornithine which we have seen 

earlier to be untenable in view of the results in row 2 of 

Table (V-8). The more likely explanation is that the 

patient suffered from Hyperarnmonaem.ia 'I1ype I and this 

stresses the relevance of the present prediction that 

ornithine levels should be explored in relation to this 

lesion. The nature of the present calculations which have 

not explicitly considered carbamyl phosphate synthetase 

prohibits further detailed conunent except that it is noted, 

with a decreased CP input, that the NH
3 

level must increase 

with the clinically observed result that patients suffer 

from hyperammonaernia and related effects. 

It would of course be possible to simulate examples 

where combinations of various disorders were considered, by 

altering kinetic parameters of two or more enzymes . One 

example will suffice to illustrate this type of approach, 

and to emphasiz e that it may, in some instances be difficult, 

from the pattern of interrncdjate metaLolite concentra.tions, 
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to identify uniquely the disorder. The final row of 

* Table {V-8) was obtained by reducing kCP and [E
1

J
0 

to 20% 

of their normal values. It is clear from the results 

presented therein that the metabolite pattern is 

qualitatively similar to that in the preceding row except 

that [CP] and [C] are somewhat higher. In both cases 

however the patient would suffer from hyperamrnonaemia and 

decreased urea output. It is of interest to speculate 

* that reduced kCP and [E 1 ]
0 

might reasonably arise as one 

consequence of cc1 4 poisoning since both carbamyl phosphate 

synthetase and ornithine transcarbamylase are known to be 

membrane bound. 

7. Discussion 

A major finding in this Chapter is that numerical 

integration methods find considerable use in the understanding 

of kinetically controlled fluxes within the sequence of 

reactions which comprise the urea cycle. It is clear that 

the simulations have proceeded on the basis of several 

assumptions, and since these have been specified in det~il 

in the text it suffices to corrunent at this point on one 

which has particular relevance in the present context. 

This concerns the neglect in the simulations of control 

effects which may operate at the molecular level as a 

consequence of allosteric or self-interaction properties of 

particular enzymes or as a result of heterogeneous 

associations between different enzymes (Chapter IV). Two 

specific examples of this type of complication are as 

follows: (1) Figure (V-4) shows that the mechanism of the 

forward reaction catalyzed by argininosuccinase is not 

slrictly Michael i..s-M~nten a· assurn0d and (2) v/hile there .1s 
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definite evidence that argininosuccinase and arginase do 

not interact, recent studies on arginase and ornithine 

transcarbamylase obtained from yeast (Messenguy, Penninckx 

and Wiame, 1971) indicate that the possibility of 

heterogeneous association reactions between mammalian 

enzymes should be explored. It would be possible to consider 

such effects in writing the basic set of differential rate 

equations in terms of individual rate constants but the 

task of evaluating these constants in (for example) the 

case of a multi-site allosteric enzyme catalyzing a 

reversible reaction seems prohibitively difficult at this 

time. It is therefore particularly relevant that the work 

in the present Chapter has shown, at least for the urea 

cycle, that the use of steady-state rate equations provides 

a satisfactory alternative in obtaining solutions in terms 

of intermediary metabolite patterns. The potential exists 

therefore for the use of phenomenological rate equations 

such as equation (V-4) which contain constants available 

from relatively simple in vit~o kinetic studies. It was 

considered however that the use of equation (V-3) would 

be premature until more information is available on the 

reverse reaction and on the control potential of ornithine 

transcarbamylase and argininsu ccinate synthetase. 

In conclusion it may be fairly sahl that while the 

present numerical simulations pertaining to the urea cycle 

are in some senses preliminary the results are definitely 

encouraging in that the gross metabolite concentration 

patterns observed clinically in patients suffering from 

particular inborn errors of metabolism have been reasonably 

reproduced. In addition it has been possible to comment on 
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the relative interplay between enzyme concentration leve ls, 

and altered Michaelis constants in dictating overall fluxe s. 

The search for ways of describing the dynamic operation of 

metabolic pathways will no doubt continue in the future 

along the lines of both generalization (e.g. Kaeser and 

Burns, 1973; Reich and Sel'kov, 1974) and by the 

utilization of detailed rate equations formulated for 

particular enzymes. It is hoped that the present work which 

was aimed at a coalescence of in v it r o kinetic results, 

including those obtained with coupled systems, and 

numerical integration methods, has contributed to this 

broad, complicated and fascinating problem. 



CHAPTER VI 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
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TABLE VI - 1 

Summary of argininosuccinas e purification 

STEP VOLUME 
~ 

SPECIFIC ACTIVITY RUrng-i TOTAL YIELD • 
MASS OF 
PROTEIN AVE. • MAX. ACTIVITY (R U) ( % OF ORI GIN AL l 

r 
~ - EXTRACTION 

a. Homogenate of 3kg 

of calf liver 

b. Supernatant 

~. FIRST (NH
4

)
2
so

4 
FRACTIONATION 

p .SECOND (NH 4 ) 2so
4 

. FRACTIONATION 

r-
. . ISOELECTRIC PRECIPITATION 

AND HEAT 

5. CM52 CHROMATOGRAPHY 
i 

6. DE52 CHROMATOGRAPHY 

7. CRYSTALLIZATION 

1 

I 9 9., 

} 5.7 9., 
l 

I 

25ml 

1170ml 
I 

1315ml 
1 
1 
J 20ml 

' 

T 
1 3kg liver 

1500mg 

210mg 

65mg 

i 1 
I 

l 

325,000a 100 

290,000 90 

180 250 260,000 1 
! 

80 
I i 

560 1000 120,000 37 

1200 I 1400 78,000 24 
' I 

a This value is likely to be artifically low because of the presence of fumarase in the liver supernatant at 
this stage of the p reparation. 
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1. Materials. 

(a) Proteins 

Conunercial samples of arginase (bovine lyophilized 

-1 
powder 22 U mg lot no. 80C-0910, Sigma) and urease 

188. 

(jack bean highly purified type VII powder, 110,000 Sunmer 

units g-
1

. batch no. lOlC-5040, Sigma) were obtained and 

used without further purification. The conunercial arginase 

sample, brown in colour, was only employed in early studies 

to establish assay procedures : all physico-chemical 

characterizations of the enzyme reported in Chapters III, 

IV and V were conducted with highly purified arginase 

prepared as described in detail in Chapter III. 

Argininosuccinase was prepared from young beef livers 

by the procedure devised by Ratner (1970) which is 

summarized in Table (VI-1). The first four steps including 

the initial extraction in 0.02 M phosphate pH 7.0 proceeded 

as previously described, the first minor modification of 

the Ratner procedure occurring in Step 5. In this Step 

25ml of protein solution, previously dialyzed for 7 h to 

remove excess ammonium sulphate, was loaded onto a 

CM-cellulose (Whatman CM52 microgranular preswollen) column 

(5.6 x 35 cm), pre-equilibrated at room temperature with 

0.005 M phosphate buffer pH 6.15. The column was eluted 

at a flow rate of 100ml h-l with the same phosphate buffer, 

the eluant being monitored continuously at 280nm. The 

15ml fractions collected were also assayed for enzymic 

activity after the addition of 1.5ml of lM phosphate buffer 

pH 7.5 to each fraction. The first 150ml of emerging 

protein solution proved to be associated with the highest 

relative enzymic activity and was cooled to 4°C prior to the 
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FIGURE VI - 1 

Elution profile of beef liver argininosuccinase from a 

column of Whatman DE52 (4 x 29cm) at room temperature. The 

eluting buffer was 0.04 M phosphate pH 5.5 and the flow rate 

was 250ml h- 1 . The solid line refers t0 abscrbance at 

280nm, and the dotted line to argininosuccinase enzymic 

activity. 15ml fractions we re collected. 
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addition of 38g of (NH 4 ) 2so 4 which precipitated the enzyme. 

The pellet obtained by centrifugation was resuspended in 

10ml of 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7.5. In Step 6, after 

dialysis, this solution was applied to a DEAE-cellulose 

(Whatman DE52 rnicrogranular, preswollen) column (4 x 29 cm) 

pre-equilibrated at room temperature with 0.01 M phosphate 

buffer pH 6.6. Elution procre:led at a constant flow rate of 

250ml h-l in three stages : (1) 530ml of the same buffer 

was applied under pressure to give colourless fractions 

high in protein content but possessing no argininosuccinase 

activity; (2) 640ml of 0.01 M phosphate buffer pH 6.1 was 

applied under pressure, and even though no protein was 

eluted at this stage resolution of the original dark brown 

band into two zones was observed on the column; and (3) the 

column was finally eluted with 0.04 M phosphate buffer pH 5.5 

to give the elution profile shown in Figure (VI-1). The 

individual fractions were pooled to give a final volwne of 

285ml to which 30ml of lM phosphate buffer pH 7.5 was added, 

prior to the final (NH 4 ) 2so 4 fractionation conducted at 4°C 

by the addition of 25g, per 100ml, of the salt. The resulting 

solid was redissolved in 011 M phosphate buffer pH 7.5 to 

-1 give a final protein concentration of greater than 10mg ml 

suitable for the application of the crystallization procedure 

employing (NH 4) 2so 4 described by Ratner (1970). 

The crystals obtained are shown in Figure (V-1) and 

when dissolved exhibited a specific activity of 1~00 RU mg-1 , 

the concentration being estimated spectrophotometrically 

E 
1 cm , 1mg rn 1 -· 1 

by employing an 280 nm of 1.298 (Lusty and Ratner, 
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1972). The protein was stored in crystalline form or in 

concentrated solution (10mg rnl- 1 ) at -12°C and was stable 

for several months. 

(b) Substrates and inhibitors 

The following compounds were obtained commercially in 

their highest grade of purity (AR); L-arginine (free base, 

Calbiochem) urea (Mallinkrodt); furnaric acid (British Drug 

Houses Ltd.); manganese chloride.2H
2
o (Mallinkrodt); 

and L-ornithine (free base, Calbiochem) ~ 

Argininosuccinate was prepared by incubating a 

solution of 0.125 M arginine and furnarate in 0.1 M phosphate 

buffer pH 7.5 with 80,000 RU of argininosuccinase at 30°C 

for 3.5 h. For this purpose argininosuccinase was prepared 

from pig kidney (Ratner, 1957), a source essentially free 

of arginase (and of fumarase after the heat step in the 

isolation procedure). Under the conditions cited an 

equilibrium position is attained in which '~ 90% of the 

substrates are converted to argininosuccinate (Chapter V). 

The final product was extracted from the mixture by ether 

extraction and precipitation with Bacl
2 

(Ratner, 1957). 

Its purity was confirmed by thin layer chromatography on 

silica gel in butanol, pyridine, water (1:1:1) (Smith, 1958). 

An Rf value of 18 was obtained, by staining with n inhydrin, 

a value greater than that obtained (13) with a control 

experiment conducted with arginine alone. It was also 

found that the argininosuccinate preparation gave negative 

responses to the Sakaguchi reaction (eliminating the 

possibility of an arginine contaminant) and on e..xposure to 

12 vapour (eliminating the possibility of substantial 

fumaric acid content). It is perhaps noteworthy that a 
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yield of 40g of argininosuccinate was obtained, in four 

days, of value $1,600. The barium salt of the substrate, 

which was stable if stored as a dry powder at -12°C, was 

converted, prior to use, to the potassium salt used in all 

assay experiments reported, by addition of 0.5 M K
2
so

4 
(1 ml per 100mg of argininosuccinate) and removal of the 

precipitated barium sulphate by Millipore filtration. 

(c) Buffers 

Aqueous buffers with compositions reported in the text 

were prepared from glass distilled water and analytical 

grade reagents supplied by British Drug Houses Ltd., Hopkins 

and Williams Ltd., Ajax Chemicals Ltd., and Sigma. The 

pH values of the buffers were measured using a Radiometer 

pH meter (Model 26) equipped with glass and calomel 

electrodes, the measurements being made either at the cited 

temperatures or at 20°C with corrections made employing 

d(pH}/dT coefficients (Dawson, Elliott, Elliott and Jones, 

1969). The method used in the text for describing a buffer 

is to specify first the compound whose final molarity is 

cited, followed by the compound used to adjust the pH value. 

In the case of phosphate buffers the cited molarity refers 

to potassium dihydrogen phosphate, pH adjustment being 

eff~cted with KOH. 
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2. Methods. 

(a) General laborator~ methods 

Weighings were made with Mettler HlOT balances(weighings 

in the milligram range were made with a Mettler micro

balance), and solutions were adjusted to their final volumes 

in volumetric flasks. In general protein concentrations 

were estimated spectrophotometrically employing a Zeiss 

PMQII or Carey 14 spectrophotometer and extinction coefficients 

cited in the text. In relation to ultracentrifuge studies 

protein concentrations (in the required refractometric 

units) were obtained using a Brice Phoenix differential 

refractometer. All protein solutions were passed through a 

washed 0_4µ Millipore filter irrunediately prior to 

spectrophotometric and refractometric examinations. 

Dialyses were performed (generally at 4°C) with Visking 

8/32 (for analytical work) and 23/32 (for preparative work) 

cellophane tubing which had been immersed for 2h in boiling 

50% ethanol (one change), boiled in two changes of 

lOmM NaHC0 3 , lmM EDTA then rinsed and stored in distilled 

water at 4°C (McPhie, 1971) .. The minimum time of 

conventional dialysis was 24h with two changes of buffer 

at 4h and Sh, and in most cases there was at least 100 volumes 

of buffer to 1 volume of protein solution. In instances 

specifically cited in the text where exhaustive dialysis was 

undesirable with regard to content of manganese ions, a 

rapid dialysis apparatus (Englander and Crowe, 1965) was 

employed. 

All glassware was routinely washed using 7X deterge nt, 

thoroughly rinsed with many changes of distilled water, 

rinsed with 3% acetic acid, and finally with several changes 
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(b) Electrophoresis 

193. 

(i) A?alytical. Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 

was performed according to the method of Davis (1964) on a 

Buchler apparatus. 7.5% acrylamide gels were produced in 

0.5 x 7.5cm tubes and no spacer gel was employed. The 

gels were prepared without potassium ferricyanide and were 

photopolymerized. The electrode buffer was 0.006 M tris-

0.047 M glycine (pH 8.3), and 1 ml of 0.001% bromophenol 

blue was added to the buffer in the cathode compartment 

to act as a migration marker. The protein solution in 

20% glycerol or concentrated sucrose solution was loaded 

onto the top of the gels, under buffer, by use of 5, 10, 

or 20 µl "Microcaps" disposable micropipettes. A constant 

current of 5rnA per tube was employed and the jacketed 

anode chamber was cooled with tap water. After the run, 

the gels were removed from their tubes and placed in 0.02% 

amido black lOB (George T. Gurr Ltd.) in 7.5% v/v acetic 

acid for 15 min after which time they were destained by 

soaking in two changes of 7.5% acetic acid for 20h. 

Electrophoresis on cellulose acetate was conducted at 

25°C using a Beckman Model R-100 Microzone electrophoresis 

system, and electrode buffer (Beckman) of pH 8.5. The 

applied potential was 250V, and staining was effected with 

0.02% amido black l0B in 7.5% v/v acetic acid. 

(ii) Isoelectric focusing. The procedure was that of --
Vesterberg and Svensson (1966}. A 110ml column thermostated 

at 4°C was employed with a sucrose density gradient ranging 

from Oto 25% w/v sucrose from the top to the base of the 

column. The sucrose gradient was produced by the use of 
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24 test-tubes into which were delivered, from burettes, 

graded amounts of 50% w/v sucrose (containing 0.3% ampholyte 

pH 5-7, Ampholine L.K.B. Produkter) and water (containing 

1.0% ampholyte pH 5-7), (Vesterberg and Svensson, 1966). 

Protein, amounting to no more than 20mg was added to tube 

number 13, the volume replacing that of the light solution 

and the gradient was formed by pouring the solution into 

the top of the column, the whole process taking 30 min. 

The voltage was increased in a step-wise manner from 

rv 300V to 600V over 8h care being taken to ensure that the 

total power consumption was less than lW. After 70h the 

power was switched off and fractions were collected from 

the base of the column. Each fraction was assayed for 

enzymic activity, its pH was measured and its absorbance at 

280nm was recorded. 

(c) Enzymic assays 

The detailed conduct of enzymic assays has been 

described in Chapters IV and V and it therefore suffices to 

make brief comment on the chemical means employed to monitor 

the concentrations of the following compounds. 

(i) Urea. Urea was estimated by the diacetyl monoxime 

method (Ceriotti and Spandrio, 1963; Sakai and Murachi, 1969) 

which utilizes two reagent solutions : Solution I, 0.25g of 

diacety}monoxime (Sigma) per 100ml of 3.0% v/v glacial 

acetic acid in water and Solution II, 0.8g of antipyrine 

(Sigma) per 100ml of 80% v/v sulphuric acid in water. The 

composition of these solutions was selected to ensure that 

the concentrations of reagents in the final assay medium was 

optimal for the development of the coloured urea-chromophore 

on heating (Ceriotti and Spandrio, 1963). The only 
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difficulty encountered was the hydrolysis of diacetyl 

monoxime in Solution I which resulted in high blank 

absorbances after several days. The difficulty was simply 

overcome by preparing fresh solutions of Solution I prior 

to each assay. 

(ii) Arginine. Full details of the spectrophotometric 

method employed (Ward and Srere, 1967) have been given 

previously. 

(iii) Ammonium ions. The Conway micro-diffusion method 

proved to be the most reliable and accurate procedure for 

the extraction of arrunonia from reaction mixtures (Conway, 

1939, 1947). The success of this procedure was reliant on 

completely covering the inner compartment with a film of 

the solution containing boric acid. This was achieved by 

adding excess solution initially rather than by employing 

the wetting agent BRIJ 35 which proved to react with 

Nessler's reagent. The Nessler's solution (alkaline 

potassium mercuri~iodate) was prepared by a standard method 

described by Hillebrand and Lundell (1953). 

(iv) Fumarate. Fumarate was estimated spectrophoto-

metrically at 240nm following the method devised by Racker 

(1950) using the molar extinction coefficient of 2.44 x 10 3 

(Alberty, Massey, Frieden and Fuhlbrigge, 1954). 

{d) Enzymic activity units 

(i) ~rginase. One unit of arginase activity is 

defined as that amount of enzyme that will hydrolyze l ~m~of 

arginine in 1 min. For the isolation procedure assays the 

temperature was 25°C and an initial arginine concentration 

of l.6rnM was employed with the pH adjusted to pH 9.5 with 

HCl. Under these conditions the arginase is ~ 60 % saturated 
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and the reaction proceeds at a rate which equals that at 

pH 7.5 in 0.05 M HCl-tris, 0.02 M NaCl, 0.01 M MnC1
2 

at 

25°C with extrapolation to saturating arginine. 

(ii) ~rgininosuccinase. One RU (Ratner Unit) is 

defined as the amount of enzyme that will convert lµmoeof 

argininosuccinate per hour at 38°C in 0.1 M phosphate buffer 

pH 7.5 with an initial argininosuccinate concentration of 

lmM (correction with the factor 1.1 was made for the 

undersaturation). When corrections for temperature were 

employed the value taken for a10 was 2.25 (Ratner, 1970). 

(iii) Urease. One Sumner Unit is defined as that 

amount of enzyme that liberates 1mg of ammonia nitrogen 

from a 3% w/v solution of urea in 0.1 M phosphate at 20°c 

in 5 min. It equals 14~28 International Units (Reithel, 1971). 

(e) Frontal analysis experiments 

All quantitative chromatography experiments were 

performed with jacketed glass columns supplied by 

Chromatronix Inc. Temperature control was achieved by 

circulating water through the jacket from a thermostated 

bath. Sephadex beads from Pharmacia Fine Chemicals were 

equilibrated with buffer following the procedure recorrunended 

by the manufacturer. Immediately prior to packing the 

column the suspension was degassed by rapid swirling under 

vacuum. Packing was achieved with the aid of an Isco 

Metering Pump which ensured a steady flow of buffer. 

The protein solution and the eluting buffer were 

introduced in order onto the column by means of the 

displacement apparatus shown schematically in Figure (VI-2). 

The five way tap also shown schematically in the Figure was 

designed to facilitate the exacting procedure of 
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FIGURE VI - 2 

Schematic representation of the displacement apparatus 

utilized to introduce protein and eluting buffer onto 

a Sephadex column in frontal gel chromatography 

experiments. 

a 

. 

C: 
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quantitatively delivering protein solution onto the column 

without introducing air bubbles. Consequently the tap was 

designed with small internal volumes and was constructed 

to be operated in sequence so that all internal tubes were 

vented free of air before the buffer and solution were 

allowed to proceed along these channels·. The tap was 

operated in the following sequence: (1) with tube a in 

juxtaposition with position 1 buffer was allowed to fill the 

small loop and overflow into the vent; (2) tube a was brought 

into juxtaposition with position 2, as shown in Figure (VI-2), 

allowing buffer to be pumped onto the column; (3) juxtaposition 

3a caused the introduction of buffer into the loader and 

hence portion into the vent; (4) juxtaposition 4a introduced 

protein onto the column, of weight determined from the tared 

cylinder; (5) juxtaposition Sa enabled protein solution in 

the vent. to run onto the column; and (6) juxtaposition 6a 

reintroduced buffer as the eluant.. 

As soon as loading had begun small aliquots of eluant 

were collected by means of an rsco (Golden Retriever) 

fraction collector in pre-tared tubes. The weight of each 

aliquot was determined and divided by a density term to give 

the corresponding volume. Each tube was assayed for enzyrnic 

activity as described in the text. Void volumes were 

obtained by eluting a 0.1% solution of Blue Dextran 2000 

(Ms2 x 10
6

, Sigma) and monitoring the eluant at 620nm. 

(f) Partial specific volume 

Density measurements for use in equation (III-20) were 

made using an Anton Paar OMA 02C Digital Precision 

Densitymeter thermostated to within 0.01°C of 20°C by means 

of water circulation from a thermostat. The oscillator tube 
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was flushed with distilled water and dried after rinsing 

with AR ethanol. The solution of interest was introduced 

into the tube, without bubbles, and the tube sealed with 

teflon plugs. The filled tube is subjected to electronic 

oscillation and adopts a frequency given by, 

f 1 ~ C - -
2 IT m 

(VI - 1) 

where c is the elasticity constant of the oscillator (glass 

plus fluid) and m its total mass (equal to M + pV) where 
0 

M is the mass of the tube, V its effective volume and p the 0 

density of the solution. It follows that, 

( VI - 2) 

Thus the . difference between two densities P
1 

and P
2 

of 

two different fluids is given by, 

A(T 2 - T 2 ) 
1 2 (VI - 3) 

where T1 and T2 are the periods for a finite number of 

oscillations (10
4 

employed herein). Values of T were 

normally measured approximately 30 times and averaged to 

minimize slight variation due to thermal fluctuations. The 

instrument constant A was determined to be 2.695275 x 10 12 

using air and water as reference fluids and values of their 

densities obtained from standard tables. 

( g) Ultracentrifuge methods 

All ultracentrifuge experiments were conducted in a 

Spinco Model E analytical ultracentrifuge fitted with an 

electronic speed control. Temperature was controlled to 

within: 0.1°C by the RTIC unit. 
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(i) Sedimentation velocity. In general an An-D rotor 

was employed but certain high speed experiments were 

performed with the titanium An-H rotor. Single sector 

12rrun cells (aluminium filled, or Kel F centre pieces) were 

used with quartz windows, comparative experiments being 

performed with two cells one of which was equipped with a 

10 wedge window. Schlieren optics were used and 

photographic records obtained on Kodak metallographic or 

A40 plates. 

The schlieren patterns (plots of refractive index 

gradient versus radial distance) were measured using a 

two dimensional comparator (Gaertner Scientific Corporation). 

The method used for correcting horizontal measurements to 

corresponding radial distances in the cell may be illustrated 

with reference to the position of the air-liquid meniscus. 

The comparator distance XR - Xm (cm) was measured as the 

distance on the plate between the meniscus and reference 

line, the latter being generated by edges in either the 

counterpoise or cell rotor. Division of (XR - Xm) by the 

horizontal magnification factor (determined using a cell 

window transparent scale) yields the actual radial distance 

in the cell. Since the distance from the axis of rotation 

to the edge generating the reference line is known (5.70 cm), 

the distance from the meniscus to the axis of rotation is 

made available by direct addition. Invariance of x, thus 
m 

obtained, with time was used as a test -for the absence of 

cell leakage_ In an entirely similar manner the position of 

the maximum ordinate of an observed schlieren peak x was 
p 

determined and used in equation (III-2b) to calculate the 

sedimentation coefficient, sT b' referring to the temperature 
I 
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and buffer environment. Where appropriate sT b was 
' 

converted to a value at 20°C in water utilizing the relation 

(Svedberg and Pedersen, 1940), 

s -20,w 
(l - Vp )20,w 

(1 - Vp)T,b 
(VI - 4) 

where nT,b and n20 ,w are the viscosities of water at 

temperatures T and 20°C, respectively; n 1 is the relative re 
viscosity of the buffer; (1 - vp) is the bouyancy term 

in the indicated environments. 

In boundary analysis experiments and in the determination 

of weight-average sedimentation coefficients corresponding 

values of x (corrected as above) and of dn/dx (the height 

of the schlieren peak above the base line) were obtaineu 

across the entire schlieren pattern again using the two 

dimensional comparator. These values were employed directly 

in equations (III-2a) and (III-11) which include summations 

leading to the area under the peak (trapezoidal integration). 

(ii) Sedimentation equilibrium. Aluminium An-D and 

An-J rotors were used for sedimentation equilibrium studies. 

The latter being of particular value for runs performed at 

speeds below 10,000 rpm. Double sector 12mm carbon-filled 

epon centre pieces and sapphire windows were used in all 

experiments. The Rayleigh interference optical system with 

an off-set limiting aperature was employed, leading to 

photographic records (on Kodak IIGA plates) of plots of 

interference fringes. One fringe corresponds to 0.025g dl-l 

of protein with a specific refractive increment of 

-5 4.6 X 10 . 

Each sedimentation equilibrium experiment was preceded 
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by an experiment designed to determine the initial 

concentration of the protein solution in refractometric 

units. For this purpose 0.14ml of dialyzed protein solution 

(Casassa and Eisenberg, 1963) was introduced intol sector 

of a 12mm double sector synthetic boundary cell (capillary 

type): the other sector was filled with 0.44ml of dialysate. 

Acceleration of the rotor to 10,000 rpm resulted in the 

formation of the synthetic boundary, whereupon a photograph 

was taken immediately and utilized to determine the fringe 

fraction. The rotor was decelerated to 6,000 rpm and 

maintained at this angular velocity to permit resolution 

of the fringes by diffusion before a second photograph 

was taken to obtain a count of the total number of fringes. 

A cell deviation plot used for correcting the fringe 

fraction was obtained by mixing the contents of the cell 

after the run and reaccelerating to 6,000 rpm to obtain 

a baseline photograph. 

In the actual sedimentation equilibrium experiments 

0.01ml of inert fluoro-carbon FC43 was introduced into 

both sectors of a double sector cell (without capillary), 

followed by dialyzed protein solution in one sector and 

dialysate in the other, of volume required to obtain 

column lengths of 3mm. The rotor was initially accelerated 

to an angular velocity of 1.4w where w is the final 

velocity appropriate to the sedimentation equilibrium 

equation: this overspeeding technique suggested by Hexner, 

Radford and Beams (1961) and Howlett and Nichol (1972a) was 

designed to shorten the time required to reach the final 

equilibrium position. The time of overspeeding was 

obtained from Figure 4 of Howlett and Nichol (1972a) and 
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that of w (to obtain a fringe density at the cell base of 

approximately 100 fringes per cm) was calculated from the 

relation provided by Richards, Teller and Schachman (1968). 

Both calculations require assignment of an estimate of the 

diffusion coefficient. In practice the criterion that 

equilibrium had been achieved at the values of w cited, 

was that the interferogram was time-invariant between two 

photographs taken near the end of the r~n, at an interval 

of lh. The final equilibrium distribution was measured 

according to the method described in detail by Richards, 

Teller and Schachman (1968), corrections being made for 

cell deviations, and led to a plot of log
10 

fringe 

displacement versus x
2 

(Figure III-lOa). Apparent weight

average molecular weights were calculated on the basis of 

equation (III-14) using a computer programme written by 

Baghurst (1972) based on a flow-chart of Richards, Teller 

and Schachman (1968). 

In specific instances cited in Chapters III and V the 

sedimentation equilibrium experiments were of the meniscus 

depletion type originally described by Yphantis (1964). 

The protocol for these experiments was as described above 

except that no overspeeding was employed (Teller, Horbett, 

Richards and Schachman, 1969) and higher values of w were 

used. In these experiments it is not required to obtain 

values of the initial loading concentration since measure

ment of the final equilibrium distribution provides a 

direct measure of the concentration (in terms of fringe 

displacement) as a function of radial distance. 
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(h) Computations 

(i) Digital computing. In the interests of brevity 

fine detail of the various computer programmes employed in 

this work will not be given. The numerical methods utilized, 

although relatively complex in some instances,were standard 

and were obtained from texts, original papers or from 

computer libraries. The programmes obtained from these 

sources were appropriately modified to suit the requirements 

of any given problem. The computer simulation of the urea 

cycle in terms of its individual unitary reactions (Method 

I of Chapter V), and other numerical solutions of "stiff" 

differential equation systems presented in the text, were 

performed with a programme developed by Professor D.T. 

Elmore of Queens University, Belfast and Dr D.V. Roberts. 

The programme coded in FORTRAN and requiring ~ 35K storage, 

accepts input data in a format of chemical equations, 

with rate constants and concentration terms, which it 

automatically converts to the appropriate flux equations, 

and the numerical integration is achieved by the use of the 

subroutine DIFSUB (Gear, 1969). (These two features are 

also shared by the programmes CHEK and CHEKMAT developed 

by Curtis and Chance, 1972.) The computer simulation of 

the urea cycle employing the steady-state differential 

equations, and the simulation of coupled enzymic assays 

were performed with a second order predictor-corrector 

programme which incorporated the automatic selection of 

step-size (McCracken and Dorn, 1964). The programmes used 

for the urea cycle simulati~n, coded in FORTRAN, were 

executed on a Univac 1108 computer. The predictor-corrector 

progranune used routinely for coupled assay simulations was 
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coded in FOCAL and executed on the smaller PDP - 8/1 computer. 

Because of the relatively slow operation and moderate 

storage requirement of the predictor-corrector programme, 
th 

a 4 order Runge-Kutta programme was written for the 

numerical integration of simultaneous differential equations 

of the "non-stiff" type, and was particularly useful in 

preliminary modelling studies. 

Many other calculations were performed routinely with the 

PDP - 8/1 computer. These included the weighted least 

squares fitting of data, the calculation of sedimentation 

coefficients, the processing of sedimentation equilibrium 

data and boundary analysis. Because of limited storage 

capacity of the PDP - 8/1 computer, which normally operated 

on 7-user mode,some problems were processed using the 

single-user mode (~ 12K storage). 

(ii) Analogue computing. As described in Chapter IV 

the full time course of the coupled arginase-urease reaction 

was first simulated using an analogue computer. The 

9hoice was made because of the rapidity with which solutions 

to differential equations are obtained. The general purpose 

analogue computer was an E.A.I. PACE TR-48 with reference 

voltage of lOOV and with a standard complement of summe r s 

and integrators. The instrument also contained three, 

quarter-square multipliers each consisting of four x 2 diode 

function generators. Figure (VI-3) is an illustration of 

the circuit employed for the simulation of the operation of 

the coupled reaction. The circuit is seen to be roughly 

symmetrical around a central horizontal line and the upper 

section of the circuit is that representing arginase. It 

has a feed back loop to simulate the product inhibition of 
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the reaction by ornithine, and the potentiometer a was set 

to give the ratio K1r1 /K
1 

. The values of K and V for 
m max 

arginase and urease were set on the various potentiometers, 

to values obtained from the experimental initial velocity 

studies of these enzymes (Chapter IV). The output was 

plotted on transparent graph paper overlying the experimental 

data points, and the fitting was achieved by adjustment 

of the appropriate potentiometers followed by resimulation. 
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The work corrunences with consideration of a linear 

sequence of two reactions, each catalyzed by an enzyme of 

the Michaelis-Menten type. The steady-state differential 

equations are integrated using an approach employing 

Maclaurin polynomials to yield a solution, in open form, 

which expresses the concentrations of each reactant and of 

final product as explicit functions of time. The 

formulation suggests that experimentally available results 

of the increase of final product concentration with time 

be plotted with t
2 

as the abscissa, since the slope of 

the limiting tangent to this curve, drawn as t approaches 

zero, is then given by 

which the steady-state 

first enzyme catalyzed 

The analysis procedure 

a defined analytical function from 

kinetic parameters relating to the 

reaction may readily be evaluated. 

is extended by consideration of the 

following: (1) more than two enzymes in a linear sequence; 

{2) mechanisms involving single substrates other than the 

simple Michaelis-Menten mechanism (especially those 

pertaining to control phenomena); (3) reactions involving 

enzymes acting on two substrates (Appendix I); and (4) 

sequences of reactions forming a cycle (Appendix I). The 

general finding emerges that in all cases a plot of final 

product concentration versus time raised to the power of 

the number of reactions in the sequence, be constructed 

to permit evaluation of the slope of the limiting tangent: 

this slope is given by an analytical function which 

specifies the contribution to final product formation of 

the steady-state kinetic parameters of each of the enzymes 

involved. 

l 
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The above concepts embodied in Chapter II were explored 

1n relation to consecutive reactions catalyzed by arginase 

and urease. As a prelude to this study the physico-chemical 

properties of beef liver arg1nase were determined and are 

reported in Chapter III. In addition to confirming 

previously established values of basic parameters such as 

molecular weight (114,000) and of establishing others such 

as the apparent specific volume (0.734 g-1rn1), the findings 

in Chapter III also show that arginase does not dissociate 

on dilution to concentration levels generally employed in 

enzymic assays, and that it does not heterogeneously 

associate with sulphite modified urease in environments 

used for kinetic analysis. Accordingly, the arginase-urease 

couple was judged suitable as a system to explore the 

application of the theory presented in Chapter II. A report 

on the kinetic studies is given in Chapter IV where it is 

concluded that the suggested analysis procedure is indeed 

pertinent to results obtained in a coupled assay. While the 

results also confirm the suggestion that the urease and 

arginase do not heterogeneously associate, the opportunity 

is taken at the end of Chapter IV to formulate theory 

pertaining to the effect of enzyme-enzyme interaction on 

results obtained in coupled assays. It is shown, for 

example, that such an interaction between two enzymes which 

exhibit Michaelis-Menten kinetics when studied alone, can 

result in behaviour paralleling that found when an enzyme 

of the Michaelis-Menten type is coupled with one of the 

control type. The finding is discussed in relation to 

possible biological implications and to experimental 

detection of such macromolecular interactions by simple 
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kinetic measurements. 

Chapter V conunences with a characterization of the 

molecular and kinetic properties of beef liver 

lll 

argininosuccinase. The physico-chemical findings include 

support for the suggestion that the enzyme, of molecular 

weight 203,000, comprises four ellipsoidal subunits 

arranged with tetrahedral o2 symmetry: dissociation of 

the 203,000 unit does not occur in the environment and 

dilution range used for the conduct of subsequent kinetic 

experiments~ The kinetic findings indicate that the 

Eadie-Hofstee plot obtained with argininosuccinate as 

initial substrate is not linear, as suggested previously, 

but is interpretable in terms of models which involve 

either cooperativity (both positive and negative) between 

the active sites, or isomerization of the enzyme with 

preferential binding of substrate to one isomeric state 

which possesses two non-equivalent sites. The reverse 

reaction with arginine and fumarate as initial substrates 

was less extensively investigated but application of 

numerical integration methods permitted estimation of the 

relevant steady-state kinetic parameters. Both physico

chemical (sedimentation velocity) and kinetic (coupled 

assay) findings show that arginase and argininosuccinase 

do not form a complex in the environments studied. 

Chapter V concludes with a description of fluxes 

associated with the urea cycle and utilizes parameters 

found for arginase and argininosuccinase together with 

literature values for ornithine transcarbamylase and 

argininosuccinate synthetase in a numerical integration of 

flux equations. The integration is considered in relation 



to both steady-state differential rate equations and to a 

more extensive set which does not assume a steady-state 

lV 

of enzyme-substrate complexes. It is concluded that both 

approaches lead to the same intermediate metabolite pattern, 

defined as the concentration of relevant species, found as 

early as 10 sec from the time of commencement of the 

operation of the cycle. Specified kinetic parameters are 

modified in an attempt to simulate certain inborn errors of 

metabolism, the resulting intermediate metabolite patterns 

being correlated with observed clinical-biochemical findings. 

Although it is stressed throughout this Section that 

several clearly specified assumptions must necessarily be 

made, it is felt that the results demonstrate the 

potentiality in both explanatory and predictive areas. 

A basic theme of the work is the expression of the 

concentrations of species in consecutive reactions as a 

function of time, either by applying numerical integration 

methods or by utilizing Maclaurin polynomial expansions 

of the relevant differential equations to obtain open 

solutions. The theme is continued in Appendix II where it 

is shown that application of Laplace-Carson transforms 

may lead in certain circumstances to closed solutions 

describing both pre-steady- and steady-states. 



APPENDIX I 

EXTENSION OF ~rHE MACLAURIN POLYNOMIAL APPROACH TO SYSTEMS 

INVOLVING ENZYMES ACTING ON TWO SUBSTRATES 
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The use of Maclaurin polynomials to give an open 

solution of the concentration of final product as a function 

of time has proved useful in suggesting procedures for the 

interpretation of coupled assays. In Chapter II the 

following systems were shown to be amenable to such 

treatment; (1) irreversible consecutive reactions where 

each enzyme acted on a single substrate: enzymes of both 

Michaelis-Menten and control types were considered; (2) two 

consecutive irreversible Michaelis-Menten mechanisms with 

inhibition (competitive) of the first enzyme by its 

product s2 ; and (3) two consecutive reversible Michaelis

Menten reactions. The purpose of this Appendix is to explore 

the possibility that the Maclaurin polynomial approach may 

prove useful in interpreting steady-state kinetic results on 

coupled systems of more complicated nature. It is of course 

not possible to be encyclopaedic with regard to all reaction 

mechanisms (and combinations of them) that may be 

encountered in practice; but it is hoped that the following 

additional examples will suffice to indicate the generality 

of the approach. The examples to be presented differ from 

those given earlier in that one enzyme of the sequence 

acts on two substrates in a given direction and thereby 

introduces the biochemical reality that most enzyme catalyzed 

reactions cannot be considered to involve single substrates. 

1. Coupling of a Michaelis-Menten mechanism to an ordered 

sequential Bi Bi m~chanism, 

The scheme may be represented by, 
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It could be taken to represent a coupled assay involving 

the urea cycle enzymes, arginase (E
1

) and ornithine 

transcarbarnylase (E 2 ) with arginine (S
1

) as initial substrate 

forming, irreversibly, urea (P 1 ) and ornithine (S
2
), which 

together with carbarnylphosphate (S
3

) binds to E
2 

to form 

a ternary complex which breaks down to form citrulline (P
2

) 

and inorganic phosphate (P 3 ). The appropriate steady-state 

rate equations are, 

d[S
1

] vl [S 1] 

(AI - la) -
[S ]/Kl,Sl) dt [ s 1] + K

1
(1 + 

2 s
2 

d[S
2

] vl [S 1] d[P
2

] 
(AI - lb) -

[ s J /Ki, S1) dt [ s 1] + K
1

(1 + dt 2 s
2 

d[P
2

J d[P 3 J (al[S2] [S3] - a2 [P2] [P3] } [E2] o - -
dt dt lJ; 

(AI - le) 

+alO [S2] [P2]+all [S2] [S3] [P2]+al2 [S2] [P3]+al3 [S2] [P2] [P3] 

(AI - ld) 

where (AI - la) is expressed in terms of the maximal 

velocity v 1 , Michaelis constant K
1 

and inhibition constant 

for ornithine(s 2) binding to E
1

; equation (AI-le and d) is 

identical with equation (V-7a) with the constant coefficients 

.t 1 , ... , u 13 so identified in terms of individual rate 

constants. 

With the initial conditions that at t - o, [ s 1] - [Sl]o, 

[S 2] - o, [S 3] - [S3)o, [P2] - o, [P 3] - o, it follows from 

equation (AI-le) that [P2] t=o - 0 and from the Maclaurin 

polynomial expansion for [P
2
]t that; 
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lim 
t-+o - m (AI - 2) 

Differentiation of equation (AI-le) with res pect to time 

yields 

I I I I I 

[P2] - [E2]o[ ljJ{a l [S2] [S3] + a l [S3] [S2] - a 2 [P2] [P3] - a 2 [P3] (P2] } 

I 2 
- ( a 1 [ S 2 ] [ S 3 ] - a 2 [ p 2 ] [ p 3 ] ) lfJ ] / lµ ( AI - 3 a) 

and thus, 

I 

a l[S3]o[E2]o[S2]t=o I l/J t=o (AI - 3b) 

I 

From (AI-lb), [s 2 Jt=o = v1 [s 1 ]
0
/( K

1
+rs

1
J

0
) and from 

equation (AI-ld), l/J t=o = a 3 + a 4 [s 3 J
0 

and thus equation 

(AI-2) may be written, 

el l [E2]o 
m -

( ( a 3/[S3]o) + a 4) 
(AI - 4a) 

If s 3 were initially in excess so that a
3
/[S

3
]

0 
is negligible, 

equation (AI-4) becomes with the identities from equation 

(V-7a) 

m 
Vl[Sl]o 

2(Kl+[Sl]o) 

Vl[Sl]o 

2(Kl+[Sl]o) 

(AI - 4b) 

where (V2 )f = k 5k 7 [E 2 J
0
/(k 5+k 7 ) is the maximal velocity of 

the second reaction in the forward direction and 

KS = k 7 (k4+k 5 )/k 3 (k 5+k 7 ) is the Michaelis constant 
2 

referring to s
2

• 

The important point emerges from equation (AI-4b) 

that evaluation of the initial slope of a plot of [P
2
]t vs. 

t
2 

as a function of [S 1 ]
0 

with [S
3

]
0 

large permits 
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evaluation of the steady-state kinetic parameters of the 

first enzyme in the sequence if those of the second enzyme 

((V2 )f and K 8 ) are known from separate studies. These 
2 

findings are consistent extensions to those formulated in 

Chapter II. It may also be shown by entirely analogous 

reasoning that if the situation were reversed in that an 

ordered sequential Bi Bi reaction were followed by a 

Michaelis-Menten reaction according to, 

that 

rn 
lim 
t -),-o 

E 
2 

o-- .,.. p 
'··, 3 

~ 
p2 

(AI - 5) 

where the conventional form of the ordered two substrate 

initial velocity equation has been modified by the scaling 

factor (V2/2K 2 ), reflecting the effect of the second enzyme. 

Equation (AI-5) with the a 3 term omitted also pertains to a 

system in which the mechanism of the first reaction is ping 

pong Bi Bi since equation (V-7a) applies with terms 

involving a
3

, a 11 and a 13 omitted (Cleland, 1963a). 

2. A single enzyme possessing independent active sites 

catalyzing different but consecutive reactions 

In certain instances, such as with chorismate mutase

prephenate dehydrogenase, a situation is encountered where 

a single protein molecule possesses two distinct active 



sites. The first may bind a substrate s
1 

converting it to 
El 

s2 ), which then binds together with an 

additional substrate s 3 , at the second active site with 

V 

El the result that final product Pis formed (S
2 

+ s
3 

·•P). 

In such situations it is not possible by changing the 

enzyme concentration to affect the maximal velocity of the 

second reaction without affecting that of the first. It 

follows that it may not be possible to attain conditions 

where a steady-state of s2 is operative and it is in this 

type of situation where the Maclaurin polynomial solution 

offers obvious promise. It is timely therefore to note 

that while the derivations thus far have been visualized 

in terms of two different enzymes acting consecutively 

(for simplicity of presentation), they apply directly to 

the system under discussion where two independent active 

sites are situated on the same enzyme. For example, if 

the s 1 ~ s 2 reaction is of the Michaelis-Menten type and 

the s 2 + s 3 ~Pis ordered sequential, then eq (AI-4b) 

describes the functional relationship between the 

experimentally determinable m and [S
1

]
0

• If then additional 

studies are performed with s 2 and s 3 as initial substrates, 

the indicated steady-state kinetic parameters may be 

evaluated. 

3 • Cyclic schemes 

The discussion of the urea cycle in Chapter V proceeded 

solely on the basis of numerical integration of the 

appropriate sets of differential rate equations. The 

question arises whether analytical solutions in the form of 



vi 

polynomials int (open solutions) may be used as an alternate 

(and potentially more general) way of expressing the 

operation of a cycle. Consider a very simple scheme in 

which two substrates s 1 and s 2 bind in an ordered sequence 

to E1 producing,irreversibly,products Q and s
3 

: the 

compound s 3 is transformed to s 1 by an irreversible Michaelis

Menten mechanism catalyzed by enzyme E
2 

with the release 

of product P, 

p 

-----,-

It is helpful to visualize the in v i tro situation where to 

a mixture of E1 , E2 and s 1 , s 2 in large excess is added 

at t = o and the concentration of P with time,monitored. 

The rate of disappearance of s
1 

due to the reaction 

catalyzed by E1 is given by equation (V-7a) with k
6 

- O 

and k 8 = O and becomes on division by [S
2

] of large 

magnitude v1 rs 1 ]/(K1+[S 1 ]) where v
1 

= k
5

k
7

[E
1

]
0
/(k

5
+k

7
) 

and K1 : k 5k 7/k 1 (k 5+k 7 ). Thus, it is possible to formulate 

the set, 

+ (AI - 6a) 

d [S 3 ] Vl[Sl] V2[S3] 
- (AI - 6b) 

dt Kl+[Sl] K2+[S3] 

d(P] V2(S3] 
- (AI - 6 c) 

dt K2+[S3] 
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There is close analogy between equations (AI-6) and (II-2) 

except that equation (AI-6a) contains an additional term 

reflecting the operation of the cycle: indeed the 

particular simple cycle was selected to permit the analogy. 

Application of the Maclaurin polynomial by 

successive differentiation of equation (AI-6) yields, 

K2(Kl + [S1]o)2! 

V2Vl[Sl]o 5 v2 + 

K2 ~ K2(Kl+[S1]o} 

+ 
V2Vl[Sl]o 2 v/ + 

K2 (K22(Kl+[S1]o) 

+ 
(AI - 7) 

+ 

2 2 
VlKl[VlKlK2+V2Kl +2[Sl]o(V2Kl-V1K2)+V2[S1]o] 

(Kl+[Sl]o)s 

Comparison of equation (AI-7) with equation (II-14) reveals 

two salient points. First, the first term of each is 

identical and thus analysis of the data from the cyclic 

reaction may proceed as for the linear sequence of reactions 

by determining mas the initial slope of a plot of [P]t 

2 
versus t. (This conclusion has been verified with cycles 

involving more than two enzymes, where, for example, with 

a cycle involving three enzymes a plot of [P]t versus t 3 

is appropriate). Secondly, the second terms of equation 

(AI-7) and (II-14) are also identical, which may at first 

suggest that the Maclaurin polynomial has failed to reflect 

3 ! 
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the operation of the cycle : however, the respective third 

terms differ showing that the cycle is reflected in this 

and higher order terms. It would indeed be possible to 

generate higher order terms and thus approach an analytical 

(open) solution describing the time-increase of output

product from the cycle. It must be stressed however that 

this generation of terms becomes increasingly laborious 

* with increasing degreeof t and with increasing numbers of 

compounds in the cycle. Evidently the numerical integration 

procedures illustrated in Chapter V offer greater promise in 

handling complex cycles with external inputs, the 

Maclaurin polynomial approach retaining its usefulness in 

analyz ing in vitro initial velocity studies of sequences of 

reactions in linear or cyclic array. 

* FOOTNOTE: 

In this connection it is noted that equation (II-14) with the 

t
4 

term retained, and using parameters appropriate to Figure 

(II-3), describes [S] to within 8% of the value obtained by p t 

numerical integration when 15% of the final product has been 

formed. Evidently to describe the full time course of 

product formation given in Figure (II-3) the alternating 

power series would have to be generated to powers oft much 

greater than four. This particular example therefore serves 

to emphasise the laborious nature of the problem. 



APPENDIX II 

CONSIDERATION OF COUPLED ENZYME SYSTEMS 

IN THE TRANSIENT REGION OF THE REACTION 
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Chapters II and IV and Appendix I were concerned with 

the analysis of kinetic results obtained with coupled enzyme 

systems in terms of steady-state kinetic parameters 

appropriate to each enzyme in the sequence. It is well 

established that parameters such as Michaelis constants are 

in fact functions of individual rate constants, the types of 

functions encountered being illustrated in Chapter V. With 

certain postulated mechanisms, describing reversible reactions, 

the values of the individual rate constants may be obtained 

from the steady-state kinetic parameters (e.g. arginino

succinase in Table V-5), but with other postulated mechanisms, 

such as the irreversible Michaelis-Menten mechanism 

appropriate to arginase, only joint analyses of steady-state 

and pre-steady-state results yield the individual values. 

In some cases, it may be necessary to couple the enzymic 

reaction of interest to that of another enzyme catalyzed 

reaction in order to record the concentration of final 

product as a function of time in the pre-steady-state period 

of the joint reactions. The purpose of this Appendix 

therefore is to present theoretical equations which may aid 

in the analysis of pre-steady-state kinetic data obtained 

with a coupled enzyme system in terms of the relevant 

individual rate constants. 

Consider the reaction scheme defined in equation (II-1) 

for which it is a simple matter to write the set of equations 

to the 

individual rate constants and concentrations of specified 

compounds. For example, 

(AII - 1) 
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The solution of this set of simultaneous differential 

equations may proceed in the simple and conventional manner 

of a]gebraically solving simultaneous equations, provided 

the Laplace-Carson transform is taken of each side of each 

equation. The definition of a function so transformed is, 

00 

L{f(t)} 
(AII - 2) 

0 

and the salient properties of Laplace-Carson transformations 

are as follows; (1) the transform of a sum of functions is 

the sum of the individual transforms; (2) the transform of 

a constant multiplied by the function is equal to the 

constant multiplied by the transform (the linearity 

properties); (3) the transform of a constant is the constant; 

and (4) the transform of a first derivative is given by, 

L {f• (t)} = -~ f (o) + ~L {f(t)} , which may be readily 

verified by application of integration by parts to equation 

(AII-2). The difficulty arises in transforming equation 

(AII-1), that a product of two variables [E
1

] (S
1

] is 

encountered for which there is no transform. The problem 

may be overcome by assuming that [S
1

] ~ [S
1

]
0 

= constant, 

a reasonable assumption in the early time domain, provided 

that also the amount of s1 bound to E
1 

is relatively small. 

With this assumption the transform of equation (AII-1) may 

be written, using the above specified properties, as, 

~ [e 1 s 1 ] = k 1 [e 1 ] [S 1 ]
0 

- (k_
1

+k
2

) [e
1

s
1

] (AII - 3) 

where the transformed time dependent species are represented 

by lower case letters (e.g. L{ [E1s1 ]t} = [e
1

s
1
]). Similar 

transformed equations may be written for each of the members 

of the original set of differential equations provided it is 
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assumed that [E 2 ] ~ [E 2 ]
0 

= constant; a reasonable 

assumption if relatively high concentrations of the second 

enzyme are employed. 

The next step of the procedure 1.s to solve (using 

Cramers Rule) for [s], the set of non-homogeneous 
p 

transformed rate equations. This leads directly to the 

expression, 

[ s ] 
p 

k1k2k3k4[El]o[E2]o[S1]o 
-

iµ(l)J+;\l) (\jJ+A2) (iµ+ >- 3) 

where, Al - kl[Sl]o + k -l+k2 

A+ /A2 - 4B 
A2 - I 

2 

(AII - 4) 

A -
). 3 = 

2 

The rema1.n1.ng problem is to find the inverse of equation 

(AII-4), since L-
1

{ [sp]} - [Sp]t, and the desired expression 

for the concentration of final product as a function of time 

will be obtained. The inverse of the right hand side of 

equation (AII-4) is convenie ntly obtained from tables 

(Rodiguin and Rodiguina, 1964; Capellas and Bielski, 1972) 

leading to the final result, 

klk2k3k4[El]o(E2]o[S1]o t 

Al A2 A3 

- ;\ t 
- P (1 - e 1 ) 

1 

- A t 
- P (1 - e 2 ) 

2 

- ;\ t 
- P (1 - e 3 ) 

3 

where, P. -
l 

k1k2k3k4[El]oIE2]o[Sl]o 
(AII - 5) 

( i= 1, 2 I 3) 
2 3 

Ai n ( Aj - Ai) 

j=l 

j;/i 
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It is now noted that since [S] may be readily monitored it 
p 

is possible to obtain pre-steady-state and steady-state 

kinetic data utilizing E2 and s
2 

alone, and thereby obtain 

the individual values for the constants k
3

, k_
3 

and k
4 

(Gutfreund, 1955; Kasserra and Laidler, 1970). With this 

information, equation (AII-5) is seen to describe an 

experimentally available result in terms of the three 

remaining unknowns, k 1 , k_ 1 and k
2

, which may be evaluated 

as follows. At relatively long times, 

3 ->..t 
; P. (1 - e 1 

) ,__ l in equation (AII-5) approaches zero, and 

i=l 

* becomes a linear function oft of slope v . 
0 

This 

quantity which is the coefficient oft in equation (AII-5) 

may readily be identified by use of the definitions of 

>,, . as , 
l 

V 
0 

* FOOTNOTE: 

(AII - 6a) 

(AII - 6b) 

It is noted that it is only when [E
2

J
0 

>> [E
1

J
0 

that a linear 

region is observable in a plot of [Sp]t versus t. 

these cases, as has been discussed in Chapter II, 

Even in 

description in linear format, of data obtained at early 

times and when a steady-state of enzyme-substrate complexes 

2 has been achieved, requires a plot of [S ]t versus t . 
p 
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It follows that the repetition of the coupled kinetic 

experiment at different values of [S
1

]
0 

permits the 

evaluation of k 2 and KE . Substitution of k
1 

= (k_
1

+k
2

)/KE 
l l 

into equation {AII-5) now leads to an equation in the single 

unknown k_ 1 which may be solved for any values of the 

point {[Sp] , t) in the early time domain : since k_
1 

is 

an implicit parameter in this expression its value can 

only be obtained by numerical approximation, a simple task 

with the aid of a computer. It follows that the six 

individual rate constants originally envisaged have been 

evaluated. It could also be noted that an alternative 

procedure involving the determination of the transient 

time has been outlined for the evaluation of the final 

rate constant, (Kuchel and Roberts, 1974). 

Inspection of the above mathematical analysis 

procedure shows that the crucial step in its application is 

the conversion of the differential rate equations to a 

form of first degree. Thus the products [E
1

] [s
1
], and 

[E 2 ] [S 2 ] are encountered, and it is required to make each 

of these terms a product of a constant and a variable : 

the above formulation utilized [s
1

] = constant and [E
2

] -

constant. Clearly three other combinations could have been 

examined, but the two involving [S
2

] = constant are 

physically unrealistic in relation to the transient period 

of a coupled enzymic reaction. It remains therefore to 

comment on the combination [E1 ] = [E J = constant and 
1 0 

[E] = [E J = constant which is not only capable of analysis 2 2 o 

in terms of Laplace-Carson transforms, but it is also 

experimentally attainable by utilizing high concentrations 

of both enzymes. In this case solution for [s] , of the 
p 



set of simultaneous transformed rate equations gives, on 

inversion, 

51 4 I 

- >. 't 4 ) 

TT A . ) I [Sp] t [Sl] o 2-( e 
i J ' (AII - -) 

( Aj-Ai) ; i=l j=l 
j;li 

h 2
~~)/2, where ,). 1 - (A+ 

>- 2 - (A - /A2 4B)/2 

A - kl[El]o + k_l+k2' B - klk2[El]o 

... --------· 

>- 3 - (C + lc 2 - 4D )/2, >- 4 - (C - ;;;2 - 4D )/2 

C - k3[E2]o+k_3+k4, D = k3k4[E2]o 

vi 

7) 

Under these conditions there is no steady-state, [SP]t 

rises from zero in a complicated exponential fashion to a 

final concentration [S 1 ]
0

• As a consequence the evaluation 

of k 1 , k_ 1 and k 2 must proceed in a less direct fashion 

than described above even when values of k
3

, k_
3 

and k
4 

have been obtained from sep arate studies on E
2 

alone. A 

suggested procedure is based on the observation that in 

general , 1 >> A2 and , 2 1 k 2 [E
1

]
0
/([E

1
]

0
+KE

1
). A plot of 

1/ >. 2 versus l/[E1 ]
0 

would lead to values of k
2 

and KE and 
1 

hence with the use of equation (AII-7) a complete solution . 

. 2 corresponding to a particular [E
1

]
0 

must be obtained by 

fitting equation (AII-7) to the expe rimental results by a 

reiterative procedure. 

It may be concluded from the above illustrations that 

the application of Laplace-Carson transforms provides a 

powerful means of obtaining mathematical descriptions of the 

time dependent formation of final product in a coupled 

assay, which apply to both pre-steady- and steady-states. 
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Indeed it is a relatively simple matter to extend the 

analysis to mechanisms more complicated than those propos e d. 

Kuchel and Roberts (1974) for example have treated systems 

where each enzyme forms two enzyme-substrate complexes 

before final product is released. It will suffice, in 

illustrating the bre adth of the approach to give a final 

example which relates to the Section in Chapter IV concerning 

the possiblity of heterogeneous association between the 

two enzymes involved in a coupled assay. This work has 

not been published and is presented here to stress that 

both steady-state kinetic data {C~apter IV) and pre-steady

state information may be used to explore the possibility 

of such an interaction. The scheme considered is again 

equation (II-1) with the additional reaction 

ks 
E + E ' . .... 1 2 , . -·----. -. 

k_5 

being considered. Several possibilities 

arise but for brevity, and consistency with Chapter IV, it 

will be taken that the catalytic activity of E
2 

is unchanged 

in the complex-state while only uncomplexed E
1 

possesses 

catalytic activity. The basic set of rate equations is 

written as before, account being take n of terms involving 

ks and k_ 5 , and their Laplace-Carson transforms written with 

the assumption that [S 1 ] = constant and [E
2

] = constant. 

Solution of these equations, and subsequent inversion gives, 

-
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4 I 

( 

4 ·rr 
j=l 

' 
A 2 4 ( A .- A .) 

l T-1 J l 

+ 
i=l 

j=l 
jti 

(AII - 8) 

It is seen from equation (AII-8) that at relatively long times 

when the second term approaches zero a plot of [Sp] versus 

t approaches linearity, but with a slope smaller than v 
0 

due to the (1 + [E 2 ]
0

k 5/k_ 5 ) term of KE in the denominator 
1 

of the first term. In other words, in this time domain, 

E2 by its heterogeneous association with E
1 

is effectively 

acting as a competitive inhibitor, with the inhibition 

constant k_ 5/k 5 being identified as the equilibrium constant 

governing the E1E2 dissociation. Equation (AII-8) therefore 

may provide a basis for experimentally detecting associations 

between enzymes when both may be studied separately as well 

as in combination, and a potential means of evaluating the 

individual rate constants (although the fitting procedure 

will become more difficult as the number of parameters 

increases). 

A final general observation is relevant. One consistent 

theme of this work has been the attempt to write [SP]t as 

an explicit function of time. It is clear that application 

of the Laplace-Carson transform method achieves this, in the 

form of closed solutions, such as equations (AII-5), 

(AII-7) and (AII-8). This type of solution is clearly 

-
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superior to solutions obtained either by numerical 

integration (Chapter V), or in open form by use of the 

Maclaurin polynomial (Chapters II and IV). However, it is 

stressed that the closed solutions can only be written when 

certain assumptions are made concerning the constancy of 

quantities which strictly should be treated as variables. 

These assumptions will be reasonable in certain situations 

encountered both in vivo and in vitro but quite unreasonable 

in other circumstances. It follows that each type of 

solution will in all probability find its particular use 

in solving a broad spectrum of problems encountered in the 

study of diverse sequences of enzyme catalyzed reactions. 
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